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Abstract
The Mars Society hosts an annual collegiate level
robotics competition called the University Rover
Challenge (URC) at the Mars Society Desert Research
Station in Utah. The URC is a task oriented
competition featuring challenges and obstacles
replicating those expected during the colonization of
Mars such as astronaut assistance, extreme terrain
traversal, autonomous operation, and scientific
experimentation. Picus Martius is NIU’s first
submission into the URC and features a wide range of
custom
designed
mechanical
components.
Implementing a concurrent engineering design
process, each component was carefully selected based
upon resulting design analysis, manufacturability, and
economic feasibility. Picus Martius channels NASA’s
Curiosity by employing a Rocker-Bogie suspension
system with custom optimized wheels to achieve
stable movement through rough terrain. The
manipulation system includes five degrees of freedom
to accomplish the dexterous tasks of the competition
such as tool handling, refueling a tank, and operating
valves. In addition, Picus Martius was created to lay
the foundation for a new College of Engineering and
Engineering Technology (CEET) club called the NIU
Mars Rover Team. The methodology of the design
decisions and analysis has been thoroughly
documented including tutorials to provide new team
members with the ability to learn about proper
organization and concurrent engineering.

Chapter 1: Introduction
Picus Martius is a simulation Mars rover designed
for the University Rover Challenge. “The University
Rover Challenge (URC) is the world’s premier
robotics competition for college students. Held
annually in the desert of southern Utah in the United
States, URC challenges student teams to design and
build the next generation of Mars rovers that will one
day work alongside astronauts exploring the Red
Planet” [1].
This competition brings students from across the
globe together to brainstorm and implement solutions
to various potential problems that future astronauts
will face on Mars. It requires the use of skillsets
developed throughout collegiate careers combined
with originality and ingenuity. Various restrictions are
imposed upon teams such as maximum allowable
rover weight, communication frequencies, and
minimum operating times. The competition consists of
four main tasks: Science Cache, Extreme Retrieval
and Delivery, Equipment Servicing, and Autonomous
Traversal.
The Science Cache task requires the rover to be
able to drill down to a depth of at least five centimeters

to retrieve soil samples. One of these samples needs to
be analyzed onboard the rover to determine soil
moisture, temperature, and other markers for the
capability of supporting life. A second sample needs
to be placed in a sealed, uncontaminated container to
be brought back to the base station for analysis by the
rover’s operators. Additionally, various sites need to
be photographed to determine the stratigraphic profile
of that particular area. GPS coordinates for each site
should be recorded along with the cardinal directions
in relation to the camera viewpoint. A scale should be
provided with the picture to ensure accurate distance
calculations.
The Extreme Retrieval and Delivery task requires
the rover’s manipulation system to be able to pick up
small hand tools, supply containers, or other objects
such as rocks to move them between locations. The
difficulty of this challenge is two-fold. The objects to
be delivered between locations range in size and
weight, making it hard to manipulate them with a
single gripper. The gripper design needs to be versatile
enough to handle a wide variety of objects. The second
challenge of this task is that the terrain between pickup
and drop-off points is not guaranteed to be flat. The
rover will face inclines up to 45° as well as potential
drops in excess of half a meter. This requires the
suspension and drivetrain to be capable of handling
cases such as these.
The Equipment Servicing task requires dexterity
from the manipulation system as well, as it is mainly
focused on manipulating valves, hoses, caps, and
much more. For example, the task requires that a
carabiner is attached to a wagon that is holding a fuel
container. This needs to be brought to a mock
generator, where the fuel within the container must be
emptied into the filler tube of the generator. The
generator then needs to be started, followed by
verifying that it is running via an attached display.
Additionally, a DIN style oxygen tank connector
needs to be replaced to simulate changing an
astronaut’s oxygen tank.
The Autonomous Traversal task consists of the
rover traversing relatively flat terrain without operator
interaction. That means that the rover must navigate a
course up to one kilometer from the base station using
any means necessary, so long as the operators at the
base station are not controlling it. This is generally
done using a combination of GPS coordinates and
analysis of pictures taken using onboard cameras.
Additionally, the rover must recognize when it has
reached the last marker of the course and notify the
operators that it has successfully finished navigating
the course.
Generally, teams that enter the University Rover
Challenge are at least ten members and have a very
diverse group of majors such as mechanical
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engineering, electrical engineering, computer science,
geology, geography, biology, etc. Our team, however,
is comprised of five members, all of whom are
mechanical engineering students. We wanted to go
above and beyond the usual senior design projects at
Northern Illinois University and decided to take on the
University Rover Challenge. Unfortunately, we were
not invited to competition. After contacting The Mars
Society, we found that they thought we were just not
ready in an overall sense. We believe that this is due
mainly to the electrical issues that we were
experiencing, which took our time away from
finishing the mechanical designs of the rover as we
had to figure out solutions to the electrical issues.

Chapter 2: Design Specifications, Concept
Generation, and Evaluation
NIU Rover Team’s project management plan
focuses on thorough research prior to finalizing design
decisions. Since our system design organization is
derived from the competition tasks, the majority of our
research into design considerations was influenced by
the necessary motion and data acquisition/analysis that
will allow us to accomplish the tasks at hand. The most
critical aspect of a successful rover is maintaining
wireless communication between the base station and
the rover. To accomplish this, we have incorporated
Ubiquiti Rocket M2 radios to operate over a 2.4GHz
frequency. An airMax Sector 2.4GHz directional
antenna by Ubiquiti will be articulated at the base
station to follow the GPS coordinates relayed from the
rover while on board the rover an AMO-2G10
omnidirectional antenna by Ubiquiti will be attached
to the back of the chassis. Utilizing all Ubiquiti
products insured compatibility and functionality of our
communication system and minimizes the possibility
of attenuation of our signal.
Picus Martius will be powered by two Glacier 5C
8000 mAh LiPo batteries, each outputting over 25V at
the peak charge. Voltage regulation to 24V, 12V, and
5V buses occurs through Castle BEC Pro switching
regulators. An Odroid XU4 single board computer
running Ubuntu Linux provides data transfer over
Ethernet and programming logic through Python.
Python allows us to employ UDP communication
protocol between the base station and the rover and
utilize TCP protocol locally to control the rover
subsystems.
With the control and power systems decided, their
physical size in addition to task specific requirements
drove the rest of the mechanical design decisions. The
base structure and chassis were highly dependent on
the type of suspension mechanism we desired. The
Extreme Retrieval and Delivery task highlights a vast
variety of terrain that will need to be explored

including variable soil conditions and superfluous
slopes and drop-offs in landscape. The Rocker-Bogie
mechanism was determined to be the best suspension
system to utilize in order to achieve maximum rover
stability over inconstant terrain. The Rocker-Bogie
mechanism utilizes gravity to influence free rotation
of a bogie linkage about a rocker linkage that is
attached to the main shaft and thus allows for six
points of contact with the ground always excluding
extraneous circumstances. The chassis rotates about
this shaft and is locked in place through a differential
system that connects the left and right Rocker-Bogie
mechanisms. Two common types of differential
systems associated with Rocker-Bogie mechanisms
are differential gearboxes and differential lever
systems notably seen on NASA’s Curiosity rover. We
are conducting an experiential research project to
determine statistical differences in performance and
cost effectiveness of implementing each type of
differential and thus the chassis was designed to allow
for either system to be installed. Current data
collection shows the lever differential has better
performance. Knowing the necessity for both
differential applications, the rest of the chassis was
configured based on what electrical components were
to be installed.
Geometric sizing of the suspension system was
influenced by expected drops in excess of half of a
meter and vertical slopes in excess of 45°. We created
a wheel base of 40 inches with the differential systems
allowing ± 60° of rotation of the rocker linkage for
stable traversal over the expected extreme conditions.
Attached to the front and rear wheels are pivot
mechanisms that allow for rotation of the wheels for
steering. Having steering capability on both the front
and rear wheels allows optimal maneuverability of the
rover throughout the entirety of the Extreme Retrieval
and Delivery task. With the estimated fiction
coefficient between the tread material of our wheels
and the soil conditions of Utah, we were able to
estimate the amount of torque required to pivot each
wheel leading to selection of motors that can output
160 oz-in of torque with a 2:1 gear ratio to produce
320 oz-in of torque resulting in an expected factor of
safety of 1.12 for the steering torque.
The next step was to estimate forces that will act
on the system to obtain expected stresses in the
linkages of our design. Different possible operating
scenarios were generated using the maximum weight
of 50 kg for an operational rover to conduct Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) utilizing ANSYS
Workbench 17.1 after material selection. Properly
constraining the suspension and pivot linkages to
reflect static loading on all six wheels, on four wheels,
and for an extreme case of landing only on one wheel
generated an expected extreme Von Mises equivalent
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stress of 21.1 kpsi acting on the suspension. Because
of the magnitude of this equivalent stress, we selected
316 stainless steel to construct the suspension. Figure
1 and Figure 2 exhibit the distribution of von Mises
stress and resulting factor of safety respectively. At the
extreme condition of landing on one wheel, the
minimum factor of safety is 1.42, proving a safe
design.

Figure 1: Static Load for Extreme One Wheel Scenario on
Pivot Mechanism Equivalent Stresses

Figure 2: Static Load for Extreme One Wheel Scenario on
Pivot Mechanism Factor of Safety

A key component of traversing the extreme terrain
is to create a wheel that provides enough grip with the
soil to propel the rover forward while also providing
proper dampening of sudden impacts to the drivetrain.
Given the operational weight limit of the rover and the
notion of the Rocker-Bogie mechanism using six
wheels, keeping the weight of each wheel to a
minimum while sustaining structural integrity was
critical. Instead of a typical heavy spring suspension
system used commonly in off-road applications,
required dampening was achieved in the wheels
themselves using leaf springs as “spokes” in the wheel.
The leaf springs are connected to the custom designed
aluminum hubs and then project radially to the
galvanized steel outer shell with conveyor belt rubber
tread. Given the complete customization and
fabrication of this design, we performed vertical drop
tests at a height of three feet with variable loading up
to 20 pounds (approximate max operational weight per

wheel) to determine the resulting deflection of the
center hub within the wheel. This allowed us to see if
the wheels would be able to withstand expected
impacts. Initially, the springs plastically deformed at
half of the operational weight that the wheel should
support with approximately one inch of hub
deflection. Because of this, additional stiffeners were
attached to the leaf springs to increase their rigidity
and a two-piece aluminum disk with a foam ring
around the edge was included around the hub to
prevent hub deflection past one inch to prevent plastic
deformation of the springs in extreme operation. The
aluminum disk absorbs the bulk of the energy
transferred to the wheel during a high-load impact.
Since the energy is transferred into the aluminum disk,
the disk would deform instead of the hub or wheel thus
providing us with a simple piece of the wheel acting
as a crumple zone that can be replaced in the event of
extreme loading. With the new features added, the
wheel passed the high load drop test, all while
satisfying a low weight of three pounds per wheel.
With the ability to traverse irregular terrain, the
next step in satisfying the Extreme Retrieval and
Delivery task as well as the Equipment Servicing task
is to create a robust manipulation system. Our system
incorporates a five degree-of-freedom (DOF) arm
combined with a gripper seen in Figure 3. The
shoulder allows for continuous rotation and limited
tilting by way of a differential system (2 DOF). The
elbow utilizes a belt/pulley system with a custom
pulley for approximately 330° of rotation about its
central axis (1 DOF). The wrist makes use of a beltpulley system achieving around 260° of tilt and a spur
gear pair to give the gripper continuous rotation (2
DOF). In order to distribute adequate power to the
feedback control system, motors, and camera feed, the
manipulation system will be operated on a separate
power system with its own control board preventing
hindrance in power supplied to the rest of the rover
during the continuous rotation of the arm. Positional
arm control can be performed in polar or Cartesian
coordinates, using inverse-kinematics to simplify user
input and make control more intuitive. To track the
arm’s position, each rotational DOF on the arm has
encoder feedback, resulting in sub-degree position
reporting. The arm’s total reach is approximately 32 in
from its base pivot point, a sufficient length to reach
all potential objects for manipulation as well as storage
on the rover chassis. Motion studies were conducted in
SolidWorks® for the worst-case scenario of the gas
can being maneuvered at full horizontal arm
extension. Each DOF torque determined motor size
and gear pairing. Each pulley was analyzed and
compared to manufacturer torque ratings and belt
tension was compared to working loads. All gear
analysis was completed in MATLAB® per AGMA
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standards for each gear type. The lowest factor of
safety of all arm components is 1.

Figure 3: Render of the Manipulation System

Figure 4: Completed Gripper Mechanism Grasping an O2
Regulator

The gripper attached to the end of the arm is based
off of a four-bar mechanism driven by a worm gear
mesh. At the center of the gripper is a worm mated
with four worm gears each of which provides motion
to two “driving” links that drive the overall four-bar
mechanism of each “finger”. The worm mesh was
chosen due to the advantage of maintaining its position
with or without motor power. In addition, it drives all
four fingers at identical rates, reducing the amount of
motors and coding necessary for control. At the rear of
the gripper is a spur gear that enables continuous
rotation. Kinematic analysis was performed on the
gripper using MATLAB® to calculate joint and output
grip forces at the fingertips as a function of geometry
and input worm torque. The geometry of the gripper
also affects how much grip force is obtained. As such,
the gripper’s final geometry allows for two variations,
i.e. maximizing grip force and maximizing grasping
size. The analysis helped us select a motor with 65 ozin. of torque which translates to about 13 lbs of grip
force to hold and manipulate the equipment and gas
can. This gripper design allows two of the fingers to
be removed to achieve more precise manipulation and
decrease the overall weight. These geometry
variations combined with the gripper’s continuous
rotation and the wrist’s tilt will enable the gripper to

adequately maneuver the tools, valves, and other
objects that will be encountered during the two
manipulation tasks as seen in Figure 4.
For the Autonomous Traversal Task, we are
dividing operation into two quasi-sequential events.
The first stage employs generation of an A to B line
based on GPS coordinates with dynamic feedback
control of line acquisition to move from the start gate
towards the intended target, similar to tracking
systems on farming equipment. Once the rover is
within a preset distance from the gates based on GPS,
control will switch over to stage two: robotic vision
control. Twin forward mounted cameras will begin
searching for tennis balls based on color intensity
thresholding and template matching from geometry
through Canny edge detection algorithms. Utilizing
the known GPS locations of the two tennis balls, the
rover will triangulate the gate position from itself
utilizing epipolar geometry between the two camera
feeds.
Proof of concept for distinguishing the tennis ball
from the surrounding landscape has been performed in
MATLAB® and will be transferred to OpenCV for
operation in Linux. Given the intense relationship
between image processing and the lighting, the scripts
require calibration based on the operating light
intensity and thus at competition we will be employing
dynamic calibration scripts to compensate for the
variable lighting. Our current tests can distinguish the
tennis ball from the surround area with high accuracy,
even in conditions where the background contains
similar color as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Isolation of the tennis ball from its surroundings
using robotic vision algorithms

The status of Picus Martius includes drive code that
allows for forward and reverse motion. Steering code
has not been tuned and thus we have not operated the
rover with steering yet. The material for the rest of the
manipulation system has been purchased and we are
currently waiting on some material delivery to proceed
with fabrication. Throughout the next month we will
be teaching the new members about our design process
and finishing design and fabrication of the science
task. Given that we have not utilized the Protocase
sponsorship as of yet, we plan on creating a custom
sheet-metal electrical housing box using the Protocase
CAD software to properly configure positions of the
electrical equipment on board the rover. Within the
next three weeks we will complete the Rocker-Bogie
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differential study and explicitly define which
differential system had better statistical performance.
The financial status of the club is that we have spent
to date $8,183.55. This does not include the cost of 3D
printed material utilized in some mechanisms but we
project that cost to be near $300. Machining the rest of
the components ourselves has allowed us to not
incorporate machining costs into our budget. Not
needing to include machining costs lets us fall well
under the $15,000 budget limit for the rover.
Nevertheless, we have secured $13,382.32 in funds
and have been donated $3,200 worth of materials and
parts. Travel costs for our members are projected to be
near $1700 including stay at competition. The bill of
materials in need of purchasing for the science
mechanism is projected to be approximately $1500.
This would make a grand total spent on the rover
projected to be about $10,000 and with the additional
$1700 for travel, we will be left with $1600 excess
funding and will have no trouble affording to go to
competition.
Identification of an area’s capability to support
microbial life starts with an understanding of the land
features and their associated processes that indicate the
presence or historic presence of water and/or
hospitality for organic traces of life. Geomorphic
features indicative of the presence of water include
both evidence of erosion in the terrain and sediment
deposition through fluvial processes. Frances Westall
showed that the hunt for organic life revolves around
in situ (relating to chemical reactions) experimentation
and preservation of abiotic organic molecules can be
expected in rock formations that predate oxidation of
the minerals and elements on the surface [1]. There is
miniscule possibility of detecting biosignatures on the
surface of Mars due to organic molecules getting
destroyed by radiation and photochemical processes
on the surface [1]. Thus, sample collection must occur
at depths past the layer of molecules affected by
photochemical processes and in areas suggestive of
water existence for possible traces of microbial life.
The Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) Instrument on
board the Curiosity detected chlorobenzene, an
organic molecule, on Mars through the careful
selection of the sample collection site and depth [1].
With evident necessity of being able to inspect
geological landscape, our team consulted an Illinois
Licensed Professional Geologist, David McCoy P.G.
McCoy works for GSG Consultants Inc., located in the
City of Chicago and instructed our team on the fluvial
landforms the team should be seeking. McCoy relayed
that majority of central Utah was located under
prehistoric “Lake Flagstaff” during the Paleocene
Epoch and over 65 million years, the lake receded
leaving ranges of stratified sediment deposition. Using
images from Google Earth, he demonstrated that the

land near the Mars Desert Research Station lies in a
basin bounded by elevated areas evident of erosional
features. Figure 6 shows the layered sediment
deposition in the hills surrounding the competition site
that our team will utilize to validate our choice
sampling site. In addition to sediment deposition, he
pointed out areas indicative of fluvial fans which are
lines in the soil suggesting a wet fan developed by
perennial streamflow [2] as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 6: Sediment Deposition in Mars Desert Research
Station Area

Figure 7: Fluvial Fan Indication

Utilizing GPS coordinates of areas deemed suitable
for sampling through visual inspection of Google
Earth images, verification of sought geological
features will occur via template matching of imagery
on board the rover. A panoramic photo allows the team
to visually identify the strata in the surrounding hills
as well as abrupt color changes in surface soil for edge
detection of the fan line remnants.
Upon selection of the sampling site, an auger will
drill into the soil and store the collected soil in a
rotating module for collection of multiple samples.
After sample collection, the team will test sample site
humidity and temperature and compare these values to
the ambient air data collected by onboard sensors.
Upon completion of this testing, current-sourcing
probes will be inserted into the site testing
conductivity to analyze moisture and/or iron content
within the soil. Based on the test results, the
determination will be made as to whether humidity or
iron content are the driving factors of the results.
Additional in situ laboratory testing of the sample with
undetermined reactants will join the field results to
determine the current moisture levels in the soil or for
evidence of prior exposure to aqueous conditions
which includes iron oxidation. Based on the results,
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this site will be identified as potentially habitable or
non-habitable for life.

Chapter 3: Budget, Cost/Market Analysis,
and Club Creation
The URC sets a budget limit of $15,000 that can be
spent on the rover. This budget limit only applies to
mechanisms and parts that are physically a part of the
rover or can be. Anything that deals with the base
station is not a part of this $15,000.
As a team, the amount of money raised for this
project was over $13,000. The overall budget and
itemized expenditures are listed in Appendix D. The
total amount of money spent on this project is
currently $10,617.66. $9,962.08 of this amount is
actually applicable to the $15,000 limit set by the
competition. This means that for the remaining task
devices needed, the future club has over $5,000 of
budget space to finish the rover. The remaining
approximate $2,500 will be left to the club to get a
kick-start the next year of designing and fundraising.
To aid in the creation of the NIU Mars Rover Club,
numerous tutorials were setup to teach new members
about the entirety of the design process and anything
specific that is needed to be known about operating the
rover. One of the most important tutorials was about
how to utilize and code in Python seen in Figure 8.
Python is used to perform the TCP and UDP
communication protocols between the base station and
the rover as well as the rover communicating with
itself. Proper usage of the Python language is critical
in further development of newer platforms.

what is considered a proper weld, how to visually
inspect a weldment to see if the there is a proper throat
length or if the heat affected zone will impact
performance, as well as provide good techniques on
how to weld odd mates such as 45° or 90° fillets. Dan
can be seen welding in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Dan TIG welding in the NIU CEET Machine Shop

The task that the club needs to focus on the most in
the future is the science cache task. To help with this,
the team was able to get David McCoy, a professional
geologist to speak to the club and describe different
geological features to look for in Hanksville, Utah that
would be good sites to collect soil samples at. He
highlighted various geological features in the area and
described different ways that his firm tests soil to look
for certain markers or possible signs of water erosion.
McCoy is seen speaking with the group in Figure 10.

Figure 10: David McCoy speaking to the team about
geological features in Utah

Figure 8: The team giving a lecture on usage of Python and
good techniques to utilize during code development

Another large aspect of this project was proper
machining techniques and how to design different
parts in a way that incorporates manufacturability.
Through explanation of the thought process behind
various components, new members were able to gain
an understanding of how important it is to know what
type of tools are available, what the tools’ limits are,
and how to plan the fabrication process while
designing. Dan was able to teach new members proper
welding techniques to expand the possibilities of
joining methods for future designs. He taught about

One of the most distinct aspects of the team is the
rover’s name, Picus Martius. The club may give some
serious thought as to trademarking the name and logo
for the future of the club. The logo was developed by
Melissa Woodall at the request of the senior design
members seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: The Picus Martius logo featuring a black
woodpecker flying with a jetpack

Chapter 4: Suspension
4.1 Initial Research
The suspension is a key part of the rover, which
allows the range of motion and maneuverability. The
design began with the building of a model using Lego
Mindstorms to visualize the desired range of motion
and turning radius for the rover. This can be seen in
Figure 12 [3]. While conducting research on the
various system to be incorporated into our rover, the
group decided to look at other teams to see what their
designs were like in addition to conducting research on
NASA’s current Mars rover, Curiosity. A model of
Curiosity can be seen in Figure 13. After multiple
group discussions, the team felt a Rocker-Bogie
suspension system was the most capable of
overcoming the rough terrain at the Mars Desert
Research Station in Utah, as outlined within the URC
rules. Some potential terrain challenges mentioned in
the rules are: 45° inclines and drops greater than half a
meter [4]. The Rocker-Bogie allows the rover to easily
handle these types of terrain as well as gives the rover
additional maneuverability.

Figure 13: Forest City Gear spec model of Curiosity.

The Rocker-Bogie system consists of a Rocker that
attached to a main shaft. This shaft is, in turn,
connected to a differential system on the chassis. The
chassis differential maintains the pitch angle for both
sides of the rover, allowing the chassis pitch to sit at
the average angle of both Rockers [5]. The second part
of the suspension is the Bogie, sometimes called the
trailing arm. This is connected to the Rocker at one end
and is free to rotate. This system will allow for a full
range of motion while keeping all six wheels on the
ground, as shown in Figure 14 [6].

Figure 14: Rocker-Bogie motion diagram

The Rocker-Bogie system is a completely rigid
structure with no springs and shocks for damping. Our
initial design, shown in Figure 15, was to use tubes for
the suspension with roller bearings to achieve the
range of motion. After further research, the tubes had
too much deflection under load for our use.

Figure 12: Lego Rover with Rocker-Bogie
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is around 24 inches. From the axis of its rotation to the
front pivot, the Bogie is approximately 10 inches,
while the distance between the axis of rotation to the
middle wheel is around 11 inches. The complete
Rocker-Bogie system length is approximately 40
inches. These dimensions can be seen in Figure 16
with a skeleton layout shown in Figure 17.

Figure 15: First layout of the rover with Rocker-Bogie system

The suspension was then designed to be
completely rigid with minimal allowed deflection.

4.2 Material Choice
Material selection was a critical design choice
when creating this suspension system. The overall
structure and its strength were chosen to account for
the temperatures seen on Mars as well as the
composition of its atmosphere. With temperature
extremes on Mars reaching as low as -80°F and as high
as 70°F, the material’s thermal expansion needed to be
kept to a minimum [5]. Additionally, the atmosphere
has a high carbon dioxide concentration of
approximately 95.97%, which could potentially alter
the strength or longevity of the materials used in the
suspension. Our decision was to use 316L Stainless
Steel, which has a lower carbon content than 316
Stainless, but a comparable strength [7]. This makes
the material more resistant to corrosion that will result
from the atmospheric composition of Mars.
Additionally, the temperature expansion coefficient of
316L Stainless Steel is approximately 8.89 ∗
10−6 𝑖𝑛⁄𝑖𝑛𝑅, as compared to aluminum at 13.3 ∗
10−6 𝑖𝑛⁄𝑖𝑛𝑅, which is another material that was
considered [8]. After conducting the background
research on these materials, it was determined that
Stainless Steel was the most adequate material for the
suspension, though it required a large portion of the
rover’s overall weight to be allocated for it.

Figure 16: Dimensional layout of Rocker-Bogie

Figure 17: Skeleton layout of rover

The 3D model of the Rocker-Bogie suspension
system was also created in SolidWorks® to visualize
the structural layout and verify that the dimensions
were adequate for the rover. The model was solid
(shown in Figure 18) while determining the geometry
necessary to ascend/descend a 45° incline as well as
travel down a drop of half a meter.

4.3 Geometry
The design and overall geometry of the suspension
was completed in SolidWorks®. It began with a
general layout of the suspension to get the general
dimensions, shown in Figure 16 below. The suspension
is designed to decrease the chances of the rover rolling
or tipping over during competition. The overall length
of the Rocker is approximately 30 inches. The distance
between the differential shaft and the end of the
Rocker is around 22 inches. The length of the Rocker
on the opposite side of the differential shaft is
approximately 10 inches, as this is the side that
connects to the Bogie. The overall length of the Bogie

Figure 18: Solid model of Rocker-Bogie suspension

Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the Rocker and
Bogie’s range of motion respectively, both being able
to handle a 60° incline. Additionally, the Bogie’s limit
on tucking is approximately 37° as is illustrated in
Figure 21.
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Figure 22: Final truss design for the Rocker-Bogie

Trusses were built to span the gap between the two
plates of each Rocker and each Bogie, allowing the
structures to remain strong despite the weight
reduction cutouts. These trusses can be seen in Figure
23.

Figure 19: Rocker at a 60 degree incline

Figure 23: Solid model of isometric view

Figure 20: Bogie at 60 degree incline

Figure 21: Bogie with 36.75 degree tuck

In order to be safely used at competition, the
Rocker-Bogie needed to be structurally sound. This
would give the rover reliability and maneuverability.
To reduce some of the suspension’s weight, sections
were cut from the center of both Rockers and both
Bogies. These cutouts read “Picus Martius” which is
the name of the rover as well as “NIU” representing
Northern Illinois University. The cutouts can be seen
in Figure 22.

Various spacers were utilized in conjunction with
standard hardware to attach the Rockers and Bogies
together. These spacers allowed for free rotation of the
Bogie within the Rocker. However, the structural
trusses doubled as mechanical stops to prevent the
Bogies from rotating too far, thus increasing the risk
of rollover or tip over. The overall width of the
Rockers is around 1.881 inches and the overall width
of the Bogies is around 1.125 inches. At each end of
the suspension (each of the four corners) is a block of
6061-T6 Aluminum to which the pivot (steering)
mechanism is attached. The pivots were attached at the
end to allow for quadrasteer, thus improving the
rover’s maneuverability.
The pivot structure design can be seen in Figure 24.
The height and width of the pivots was designed
around the dimensions of the wheels, which are have
an approximate diameter of 8 inches. The shape,
trusses, and cutouts were designed to mimic the rest of
the suspension system, reducing unnecessary weight
without sacrificing the strength of the structure.
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FEA analysis for this is shown in Figure 27 with the
convergence chart shown in Figure 28.

Figure 27: Forces acting on the four Bogie wheels
Figure 24: Pivot structure with motor mounts

Convergence of Max Von Mises (4 Wheels Bogie)

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was performed on
the entire suspension and pivoting system using
ANSYS® Workbench 17.1 and Von Mises criteria.
There are a few scenarios that were tested using FEA,
the first being the instance when all six rover wheels
have the weight of the rover on them. Figure 25
illustrates the results for this particular case with the
convergence chart shown in Figure 26.
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4.4 Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
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Figure 28: Convergence chart with the use of Von Mises on
the four Bogie wheels

Figure 25: Forces acting on all six wheels on the suspension,
with minimum deflection

The maximum equivalent stress was found to be
7919.1 psi with a factor of safety of 2.8. The third
scenario that was analyzed was the case in which the
rover’s weight fell on the middle wheel and the other
wheel attached to the Rocker. The FEA results can be
seen in Figure 29 with convergence shown in Figure
30. The equivalent stress was 7483.5 psi with a factor
of safety of 2.95.
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Figure 29: Forces acting on two Rocker wheels and two Bogie
wheels
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Figure 26: Convergence chart with the use of Von Mises on
six wheels

The maximum equivalent stress in this situation is
4748.2 psi with a factor of safety of 3. A second
potential situation would be when all the rover’s
weight is placed on the four wheels of the Bogie. The
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Convergence of Max Von Mises (4 Wheels Rocker-Bogie)
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Once all FEA was complete, some alterations were
made to further reduce the weight of the suspension
while retaining its strength. The thickness of the 316L
Stainless Steel utilized was altered to 0.125 inches.
Additionally, a few of the trusses had their positions
changed to accommodate for stress concentrations.
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Figure 30: Convergence chart with the use of Von Mises on
two Rocker and two Bogie wheels

When FEA was performed on the pivot, it was
done for the worst-case scenario. That is, the weight of
the rover, approximately 120 lbs., acting on a single
pivot. Figure 31 illustrates the results of this analysis
with the convergence shown in Figure 32. The
equivalent stress in this instance is 18789 psi with a
factor of safety of 1.3.

After the analysis was complete with no failures or
singularities, the suspension design was finalized. The
next step regarding the suspension was to determine
the torque necessary from the pivot motors to turn one
of the rover’s wheels. Dividing the rover’s overall
weight of approximately 120 lbs. between six wheels,
each wheel and pivot will be supporting around 20
pounds of force. Using Total Tractive Effort (TTE),
we solved for the motor output torque that we would
need to turn the pivot with 20 lbs [9]. of force acting
on it. We found that the necessary torque was 285 ozinches. We decided to purchase motors for the pivots
with a stall torque of 320 oz-inches. Using a motor
efficiency of 70%, the motors theoretically output 224
oz-inches. However, with the 2:1 gear ratio
implemented within the pivots, the torque that the
pivots actually receive is approximately 448 ozinches. The calculations used can be seen below using
worst-case scenario parameters:
𝑻𝑻𝑬 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡
𝑹𝑹 = 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑮𝑹 = 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒
𝑭𝑨 = 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑻𝒘 = 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒
𝑹𝒘 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 (𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟) =

Figure 31: FEA on pivot with all the force acting on one
wheel
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Figure 32: Convergence chart with the use of Von Mises all
on one wheel

1.5 𝑖𝑛
2

= 0.75 𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠
𝑹𝑭 = 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 1.15 𝑜𝑟 15%
𝑪𝒓𝒓 = 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.3
𝜶 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 45°
𝑓𝑡
𝑽𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 = 0.33
𝑠
𝑓𝑡
𝒈 = 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 32.174 2
𝑠
𝒕𝒂 = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
= 1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
120 𝑙𝑏𝑠
𝑾𝒘𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 =
= 20 𝑙𝑏𝑠
6𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑠
𝝁 = 𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 0.7
𝑨𝒔 = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑟𝑒 = 4 𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ∗ 1 𝑖𝑛 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝜋
𝑨𝒓𝒄 = ∗ 2 = 3.14
2
𝑹𝑹 = 𝑊𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ∗ 𝑪𝒓𝒓 = 20 𝑙𝑏𝑠 ∗ 0.3 = 6 𝑙𝑏𝑠
𝑮𝑹 = 𝑊𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ∗ sin(𝛼) = 20 𝑙𝑏𝑠 ∗ sin 45°
= 14.14 𝑙𝑏𝑠
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𝑓𝑡
20 𝑙𝑏𝑠 ∗ 0.33
𝑊 ∗ 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑠 = 0.205 𝑙𝑏𝑠
𝑭𝑨 =
=
𝑓𝑡
𝑔 ∗ 𝑡𝑎
32.174 2 ∗ 1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑠
𝑻𝑻𝑬 = 𝑅𝑅 + 𝐺𝑅 + 𝐹𝐴 = (6 + 14.14 + 0.205) 𝑙𝑏𝑠
= 20.345 𝑙𝑏𝑠
1.5 𝑖𝑛
𝑹𝒘 =
= 0.75 𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠
2
𝑻𝒘 = 𝑇𝑇𝐸 ∗ 𝑅𝑤 ∗ 𝑅𝐹 = 20.345 𝑙𝑏𝑠 ∗ 0.75 𝑖𝑛 ∗ 1.15
= 17.25 𝑙𝑏𝑠 − 𝑖𝑛
𝒇 = 20 𝑙𝑏𝑠 ∗ 0.7 = 14 𝑙𝑏𝑠
𝑓 ∗ 𝐴𝑠
14 𝑙𝑏𝑠 ∗ 4 𝑖𝑛
𝑻=
=
= 17.8344 𝑙𝑏𝑖𝑛
𝐴𝑟𝑐
3.14
𝑜𝑧
𝑇 = 17.8344 𝑙𝑏𝑖𝑛 ∗ 16 = 285 𝑜𝑧 − 𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑏
𝑴𝒐𝒕𝒐𝒓 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕𝒔 𝒂𝒕 𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒍𝒍 = 320 𝑜𝑧 − 𝑖𝑛
Accrual 𝑻𝒐𝒓𝒒𝒖𝒆 = 320 𝑜𝑧 − 𝑖𝑛 ∗ 0.70
= 224 𝑜𝑧 − 𝑖𝑛
𝑮𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐 (2: 1) = 224 𝑜𝑧 − 𝑖𝑛 ∗ 2
= 448 𝑜𝑧 − 𝑖𝑛
448
𝑭𝑺 (𝑭𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝑺𝒂𝒇𝒆𝒕𝒚) =
= 1.572
285
These calculations illustrate that the 12 Volt Pololu
378:1 metal gear motors chosen are sufficient for use
on the pivots, with a torque factor of safety of 1.572.
After the motors were selected, the total weight of the
suspension could be determined. The wheels are 3.2
lbs. each and the pivots with motor and gearing are
3.36 lbs. each. Each half of the suspension (left and
right) weighs in at 26.3 lbs. with wheels and pivots.
The overall weight of the entire suspension, wheels,
and pivot systems is 52.6 lbs. This is 47.8% of the total
allowable rover weight of 110.23 lbs. (50 kg). Figure
33 illustrates the final render of the left side RockerBogie suspension system with wheels and pivots.
Figure 34 illustrates the final render of the pivot
assembly with motor and gearing.

Figure 34: Final pivot assembly render

4.6 Machining
The suspension and pivoting had 78 individual
components per side that needed to be machined
and/or welded for each side of the suspension. Our
team created manufacturing and assembly drawings to
aid in the fabrication process. These drawings will also
assist future members of the NIU Rover Club with
assembling the suspension should they ever need to
disassemble it, or recreate it. An example assembly
drawing can be seen in Figure 35 and an example
manufacturing drawing can be seen in Figure 36.

Figure 35: Mechanical assembly of the Rocker.

Figure 33: Left side final Rocker-Bogie system with pivots
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a Computer Numerical Control (CNC) mill and CNC
lathe. Figure 39 shows the Bridgeport mill being
utilized with a single flute bit to machine one of the
aluminum blocks used in the suspension pivots.

Figure 36: Manufacturing drawing of aluminum for pivot

The majority of the parts for the suspension were
fabricated using the waterjet shown in Figure 37.
Figure 39: Milling aluminum blocks for pivots with a single flute
bit

Figure 40 demonstrates the use of the Sharp lathe
to turn down components of the rover.

Figure 37: OMAX waterjet - uses an abrasive to cut through
material

The waterjet is an automated device that uses a
CAD program called OMAX. OMAX allows the user
to either import their own 2D drawings, or create new
2D drawings. These drawings are then used to guide a
jet of water that cuts through various materials. This
jet of water has an added abrasive that assists with
cutting through thicker or harder material. The
waterjet is a 1.5 axis machine with a tool offset of
0.135 inches. The suspension components after being
cut on the waterjet can be seen in Figure 38.

Figure 40: Making parts on the lathe

Figure 41 and Figure 42 illustrates the combined
use of the Bridgeport mill and Sharp lathe to modify
motor shafts to be used with two number-10 set screws
and two e-rings.

Figure 38: Waterjet pieces of the suspension

Other components for the suspension were
fabricated using the Bridgeport mill, Sharp lathe, and

Figure 41: Milling flats on the pivot shafts.
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materials. Stainless Steel welding is performed using
DC negative, also known as DCEN (DC Electrode
Negative). Two-thirds of the heat goes into the
positive side of the arc, thus helping to prevent the
tungsten from overheating shown in Figure 46.

Figure 42: Drive motor shaft with e-rings

Figure 45: Image of the Tungsten head and filler

The finishing touches on the pivot blocks were
machined using a CNC mill as it can machine to a
much higher precision than a manual mill (shown in
Figure 43 and Figure 44). This ensured correct
placement for mounting hardware and the pivot shaft
itself.

Figure 46: TIG welding 316 Stainless Steel suspension

The chassis of the rover is made of aluminum and
thus the welding had to be done with AC (Alternating
Current). This particular type of welding requires large
amounts of both energy and time. Figure 47 shows a
portion of the chassis being welded together.
Figure 43: Kurt CNC mill machining inner holes for pivoting

Figure 47: Welding 6061 Aluminum.

Figure 44: Center hole for pivots.

The suspension was then welded together with the
use of a Miller TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) with a 0.062
inch tungsten and 0.062 inch filler rod, as can be seen
in Figure 45. The tungsten rod is an alloy, 𝐶𝑒𝑂2 , 1.8%
to 2.2%, which works well for welding multiple

After the suspension components were fabricated,
assembly began. A total of 156 pieces needed to be
assembled, not including the various hardware
components being utilized throughout the entire
system. Figure 48 illustrates the Rocker-Bogie being
put together along with the shaft passing through both
pieces, enabling free rotation until the Bogie hits its
mechanical stop.
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Figure 48: Bolt assembly of the suspension.

Figure 49 and Figure 50 show the pivot after
assembly connected to the assembled Rocker-Bogie
suspension. The white material wrapped around the
motor in Figure 49 is Delrin®, which is a low friction
material that allows the wheel to rotate more smoothly.
The white material shown in Figure 50 is SLS (Selective
Lasor Sintering). It is surrounding the pivot gear box.

Figure 50: Pivot assembly with shoulder spacer.

Figure 49: Pivot system connected to the suspension.

After assembling and testing the pivot gear
assembly we found that there was too much play in the
pivot gear output. The solution that was implemented
was to create a “shoulder spacer” support for the other
end of the motor shaft, thus supporting it on both ends
instead of it being cantilevered. This support can be
seen in Figure 50.
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Chapter 5: Chassis/Differential
5.1 General Chassis Sizing
The chassis of the rover needs to be large enough
to compensate for the size of the Rocker-Bogie
suspension links, house the Rocker-Bogie differential
system, act as a mounting point for the manipulation
system and science cache system, and remain under 30
lbs in order to satisfy pre-allocated weight increments
for the rover systems. The first step in determining the
chassis size was to design the differential systems
required to keep the chassis level during operation and
create a chassis that could implement both systems as
seen in Figure 51.
The distance from the differential shaft connected
to the rocker linkage needed to be known to estimate
the overall moment a certain weight was inducing on
the differential. Because the length of the chassis was
undefined, this value needed to be chosen first.
Factoring size of the expected batteries to be used, and
wanting to compensate for extra space, the length of
the chassis was decided to be 24”. To limit the overall
width of the rover so that it could fit through doors and
such made set the width of the chassis to 18”.

Figure 51: Chassis with each possible differential system on
it

Two different differential designs were considered
for this Rocker-Bogie system based upon observations
of other URC teams that have submitted Rocker-Bogie
suspensions as well as analyzing the rovers that NASA
has actually sent to Mars. One system was a
differential bevel gear system and the other was a
differential rod system, similar to the design featured
on Curiosity. The biggest factor driving the chassis
size was the required size of the bevel gears needed for
the differential gearbox. The gearbox size would
influence the resulting height of the chassis.
The comparative analysis between the two
differential types in Appendix A describes the process
of selecting the gear size needed to satisfy the expected
torque requirements. The expected torque
requirements stemmed from the weight manipulation
system, the electrical components, and the possible
incline of the wheel at the end of the rocker linkage.

Because it was early in the design stages of everything,
there were a considerable amount of unknowns in
regards to these parameters that would drive the
expected torque requirements resulting in numerous
assumptions in terms of component placement and
expected rate of change of inclination.

5.2 Differential Gearbox
From Appendix A, the design of the gearbox is
based off of the calculated contact and bending stress
experienced by various sized steel miter gears. The
equations for the contact stress (𝑠𝑐 ) and bending stress
(𝑠𝑡 ) in U.S. customary units are as follows [10]:
𝑊𝑡
𝑠𝑐 = 𝐶𝑝 (
𝐾𝐾𝐾 𝐶𝐶 )
𝐹𝑑𝑝 𝐼 𝑜 𝑣 𝑚 𝑠 𝑥𝑐
𝑊𝑡
𝐾𝑠 𝐾𝑚
𝑠𝑡 =
𝑃 𝐾𝐾
𝐹 𝑑 𝑜 𝑣 𝐾𝑥 𝐽

1⁄
2

𝑊 𝑡 = Tangential or transmitted load that
would occur if all forces were
concentrated at the midpoint of the tooth
𝐹 = Net Face Width
𝐼 = Pitting Resistance Geometry Factor
𝐽 = Bending Strength Geometry Factor
𝑑𝑝 = Pitch Diameter
𝑃𝑑 = Diametral Pitch
𝐶𝑝 = Elastic Coefficient for Pitting Resistance
𝐶𝑠 = Size Factor for Pitting Resistance
𝐶𝑥𝑐 = Crowning Factor for Pitting Resistance
𝐾𝑜 = Overload Factor
𝐾𝑣 = Dynamic Factor
𝐾𝑚 = Load-Distribution Factor
𝐾𝑠 = Size Factor for Bending
𝐾𝑥 = Lengthwise Curvature Factor for Bending
Strength

Selection of the values for the constants in these
equations were based upon two different miter gear
meshes of a three-gear setup or a four-gear setup.
For the overload factor (𝐾𝑜 ), the characteristic of
the load on the driven machine is assumed to be
uniform making 𝐾𝑜 = 0.
The dynamic factor (𝐾𝑣 ) compensates for the gear
tooth quality in respect to the speed and load on the
gear. The dynamic factor is calculated based upon
factors derived from the pitch line velocity of the gear
(𝑣𝑡 ), and the transmission AGMA quality number
(𝑄𝑣 ). The transmission quality number used for these
calculations was 𝑄𝑣 = 5. The calculation of 𝐾𝑣 is as
follows:
𝐵

𝐴 + √𝑣𝑡
𝐾𝑣 = (
)
𝐴
𝐴 = 50 + 56(1 − 𝐵)
2
𝐵 = 0.25 − (12 − 𝑄𝑣 ) ⁄3
𝜋𝑑𝑝 𝑛𝑝
𝑣𝑡 =
12
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The various pitch diameters changed with the
iterated number of teeth and diametral pitches and the
pinion speed (𝑛𝑝 ) was estimated to be 21.5 rpm. Thus,
with each iteration, a different 𝐾𝑣 was calculated.
The size factor of pitting resistance (𝐶𝑠 ) was
dependent on the net face width (F) of the gear. This
meant that 𝐶𝑠 was also dependent on the different
iterations. The calculation for 𝐶𝑠 is as follows where F
was set to 0.44 inches:
0.5
𝐹 < 0.5 𝑖𝑛
𝐶𝑠 = {0.125𝐹 + 0.4375 0.5 ≤ 𝐹 ≤ 4.5 𝑖𝑛}
1
𝐹 > 4.5 𝑖𝑛
The size factor for bending (𝐾𝑠 ) is dependent on the
diametral pitch of the gear and is calculated by:
0.2132
0.4867 +
0.5 ≤ 𝑃𝑑 ≤ 16 𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ/𝑖𝑛
𝐾𝑠 = {
}
𝑃𝑑
0.5
𝑃𝑑 > 16 𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ/𝑖𝑛
The load distribution factor (𝐾𝑚 ) is dependent on
the net face width (F) and a factor (𝐾𝑚𝑏 ) that indicates
whether or not the gear mates are straddled mounted.
Straddled mounted gears mean that there is some type
of bearing or bushing on either side of the gear for the
shaft to be supported on. Essentially this is asking if
the gear is cantilevered supported or simply supported.
In the case of both the three gear and four gear setup,
the non-driving gears would be straddle mounted
meaning that the 𝐾𝑚𝑏 = 1.1. The calculation for 𝐾𝑚 is
as follows:
𝐾𝑚 = 𝐾𝑚𝑏 + 0.0036𝐹 2
The crowning factor for pitting resistance (𝐶𝑥𝑐 )
was assumed to have properly crowned teeth and thus
was set to 𝐶𝑥𝑐 = 1.5. The lengthwise curvature factor
for bending strength (𝐾𝑥 ) is always 𝐾𝑥 = 1 for straight
bevel gears.
The pitting resistance geometry factor (I) is
dependent on the number of teeth of the pinion gear of
a bevel gear setup, and thus is just dependent on the
number of teeth of the miter gears used. The value for
I is provided through iteration from a chart in [10]. The
bending strength geometry factor (J) is dependent on
the number of teeth in the gear mate for which the
geometry factor should be applied to. This factor is
also iterated and provided by a chart in [10].
The elastic coefficient for pitting resistance (𝐶𝑝 ) is
dependent on the Young’s Modulus (E) and the
Poisson’s ratio (𝜈) of the material of the gear and
pinion of the bevel gear mesh. 𝐶𝑝 is calculated by:
𝐶𝑝 =

The transmitted load can be represented by the
applied torque (𝑇) and the pitch radius (𝑟𝑎𝑣 ) by:
𝑇
𝑊𝑡 =
𝑟𝑎𝑣
Resulting pitch diameters and thus the resulting
pitch radii can be calculated through iterations of
different number of teeth (𝑁𝑡 ) and diametral pitches
of a gear:
𝑁𝑡
2𝑟𝑎𝑣 = 𝑑𝑝 =
𝑃𝑑
2𝑇
𝑡
𝑊 =
𝑑𝑝
The comparative analysis in Appendix A shows the
iterations of the number of teeth and the diametral
pitches resulting in the selection of a two-inch pitch
diameter miter gear. The selected gear size resulted in
a needed two-inch distance from end to center for the
gears to mate properly seen in Figure 52.

Figure 52: 2" Pitch Diameter Miter Gear Drawing

The drawing indicates that the inner dimensions of
the box needs to be a 4” x 4” box to create proper mates
between the miter gears. The height of the gearbox was
decided to be 4” driving the height of the chassis, with
the length and width of the box being 4.25” due to the
thickness of the material seen in Figure 53. The
gearbox was placed off-center of the chassis to
compensate for the expected larger amount of weight
on the manipulation side in an attempt to get the
centroid of the resulting moments at the center of the
gearbox. The miter gears on the main differential shaft
were keyed to allow for transfer of torque and were
secured with shaft collars and e-rings to ensure
constant placement and minimal play.

1
√

𝜋[

𝜈𝑝2 )

(1 −
𝐸𝑝

+

(1 − 𝜈𝐺2 )
]
𝐸𝐺

For the selected steel gears to be used, the Young’s
modulus is E = 2.93e7 psi and the Poisson’s ratio is
𝜈 = 0.28 which led the elastic coefficient for pitting
resistance to equal 𝐶𝑝 = 2770.63 psi.
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Figure 53: SolidWorks® render of the differential gearbox
located inside of the chassis with the front (F), left (L), and
right (R) sides indicated. Note how the height of the chassis
reflects the height of the gearbox

5.3 Differential Rod
The differential rod system is based upon linkages
driving one another transferring the rocker-linkage
rotation to a plane normal to its rotation plane, and
then back to the other rocker-linkage that is parallel to
the driving rocker. This transfer of rotation is the same
concept as a miter-gear setup, it just has the plane that
transfers the rotation on a different normal plane than
the gears. With the full size of the chassis determined
from the sizing of the gearbox, the sizing of the
linkages of the differential rod lead to the system seen
in Figure 54.

pivot travel in an arc, a rod end was used at the end of
the connection link between the driving link and the
pivot with a ball joint capable of 10° rotation from the
pin axis in all directions.
The connection link between the driving link and
the pivot was made from 0.5” hexagonal aluminum
extrusion that was turned down at the driving link end
for a right-handed threaded clevis attachment, and
tapped at the other for a left-handed threaded rod end
attachment. Having the ends different thread
directions allows for the ability to spin the link while
it is attached to adjust the overall length of the link
through tightening or loosening about the threads of
the end attachments. Adjusting the length of this link
with both ends able to rotate results in the ability to
adjust the level of the chassis at rest. This ability to
“tune” the resting angle of the chassis allows for
tolerance compensation from the fabrication of all the
system components in which it is expected that at
initial rest, the system may be slightly off horizontal.
The resulting comparative performance analysis in
Appendix A shows that with the creation of the Picus
Number (𝑃𝑚 ), the differential rod system showed
statistically better performance with a Picus Number
of 1.65 compared to the differential gearbox with a
Picus Number of 4.447. With the indication of better
performance, the differential rod system was utilized
on Picus Martius.

Figure 54: SolidWorks® render of the differential rod system
with the front (F), left (L) and right (R) sides of the system
indicated

Generally, differential rod systems are mounted on
top of the chassis, like the configuration on NASA’s
Curiosity. Mounting the system on top of the chassis
however limits mounting space and also limits access
to the interior of the chassis. In order to open up the
top of the chassis, the differential rod system was
mounted underneath, freeing up mounting space and
the ability to reach inside the chassis.
The comparative analysis in Appendix A describes
the geometric relations between each of the links in the
differential rod system. The link dimensions were
driven based on needing to extend past the already
known chassis dimensions and to compensate for the
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Chapter 6: Wheels
6.1 Competition Guidelines
During the University Rover Challenge, which is
held at the Mars Society’s Mars Desert Research
Station (MDRS) in Hanksville, Utah, the rover is
required to traverse a wide variety of terrain to travel
to and complete various tasks. Possible terrain
conditions include soft sandy areas, rough stony areas,
rock and boulder fields, vertical drops in excess of
0.5m (1.65ft.), and steep slopes greater than 45, all
within a distance of 1km (0.63miles). While the nature
of the Rocker-Bogie suspension allows for the
balancing of the chassis over uneven surfaces and the
ability to climb obstacles over twice the diameter of
the wheels while keeping all six points of contact with
the surface, the wheels need to be able to absorb any
force from collisions or drops while also being able to
support the operational weight of the rover. To that
end, the design of the wheels needed to accomplish
three primary tasks:
 Overcome all potential terrain scenarios
described by the URC rules
 Provide damping to absorb energy from
drops and collisions
 Support the weight of the rover during
operation while being as lightweight as
possible

6.2 Initial Design
Once the design specifications were set, the initial
parameters for the wheel were decided. Hoverboard
wheels were originally proposed, but after an initial
test, they proved to be too uncontrollable for the needs
of the rover. Therefore, the decision was made to
design the wheels from scratch. In order to overcome
the potential obstacles of over 1.5ft., an outer diameter
of 8 inches was decided upon due to the
aforementioned ability of the rocker-bogie system to
climb obstacles over twice the diameter of the wheels.
With this in mind, the main issue became how to
incorporate some sort of damping effect into the
design of the wheels. The initial concept involved a
multitude of small links interconnected around a
central plate, with the two plates and their respective
links being connected via round shafts. However, this
ran the risks of the shafts wearing down due to
collisions with the surface and possibly shearing the
hardware connecting them to the links/plates, in
addition to being difficult to attach to the shafts of the
drive motors. The idea was then proposed to include
miniature leaf springs, similar to those found in the
suspension systems of utility vehicles, but for highperformance remote-control cars, as the means to
achieve damping within the wheel itself. After

comparing the dimensions of a few different leaf
springs, we decided to order a set of Tamiya© Hi Lift
F-350 A leaf springs, to determine if they would be
adequate for the wheel design. A SOLIDWORKS©
model of the leaf springs is shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55: CAD Model of Leaf Spring

The springs have a width of 0.27” and a thickness
of 0.028”. The ends of the springs are bent into “eyes,”
which have a center-to-center distance of 4.75”.
Unfortunately, no retail site listed the material they
were made from, and the manufacturer never
answered the question when contacted. Therefore, the
material was assumed to be 1023 Carbon steel, the
properties of which were applied to the model in
SOLIDWORKS® for analysis.
At the same time that the springs were being
selected, the means of connecting the wheels to the
motor shafts was being developed. Initial concepts for
what would become the wheel hubs had the springs
attached and interwoven between three plates and
would have had the tread connected to the springs
directly via some sort of high-tensile yarn. Figure 56
shows an incomplete drawing of one of the outer-most
plates.

Figure 56: Original Wheel Hub Plate

However, attaching this to the wheel would have
caused too large of a moment on the shaft of the motor,
so the concept of having the wheel surround the motor
was explored. This led to the design of the final wheel
hub concept. The hub is made from 6061 Aluminum
and features a center cavity for which the motor’s
gearbox can rest inside with a Delrin sleeve around it.
The hub has a central hole for the motor shaft to fit
through, and is held in place by an e-ring. The main
feature of the hubs are the two circular channels with
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8 sets of holes on either side of the channel’s wall.
These holes allow for the leaf springs to be attached
radially to the hubs, one direction for one channel, the
other direction for the other channel. The holes on
either channel are concentric with holes on the other
channel, allowing for one bolt to connect two springs
to the hub. The channels feature the largest diameter
of the hubs at 3.125”, and can be seen in detail in
Figure 57 below.

Figure 59: CAD Model of the Connection "U" Channel

Figure 57: CAD Model of the Wheel Hub

The final design problem for the wheels, then,
became how to create some sort of outer piece to
which to connect to the other end of the leaf springs.
This proved to be conceptually challenging, as the leaf
springs needed to be able to rotate about both
attachment points in order to be assembled and
function, in addition to needing a round, outer edge for
which to attach the outer tread. In short, we needed a
material that would be strong enough to support the
weight of the rover, but malleable to be bent into the
circular shape of the wheel. The previous experience
with duct work of one of our group members led to the
use of sheet metal, specifically 24 Gauge, Galvanized
Steel. The outer component of the wheel was broken
into two main parts, the outer most “shell” to which
the outer tread will be attached, and the custom inner
“channel” to which the leaf springs are attached.
Figure 58 and Figure 59 show the SOLIDWORKS®
models for the outer shell of the wheel and the
connected channels, respectively.

The leaf springs are attached to the channel via a
clevis pin running through both sides of the channel
and the other eye of the springs, and held in place
through a bent cotter pin. The channels are then
attached to the outer shell via pop rivets. The final
component of the wheels are the treads to be connected
to the outer surface of the shell. After researching the
types of treads preferred by previous teams of the URC
and other collegiate robotics competitions, the quarterinch-thick Rough-Top® Incline Conveyor Belting was
selected due to its popularity and appraisal. The tread
is made from an extra-grip styrene butadiene rubber
and features a deeply textured surface seen in Figure
60. This means that it not only has good impact
resistance, but the surface of the tread prevents
slipping and rolling, even along inclined surfaces.

Figure 60: Tread used for the rover's wheels

The tread was initially applied to the outer shell
using a spray adhesive made for insulation and
ductwork; once the adhesive had cured, additional pop
rivets were used for additional support. The completed
initial version of the wheel is shown below in Figure
61.
Figure 58: CAD Model of Outer Shell
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the top and front views of the completed wheel hubs,
respectfully.

Figure 61: CAD Model of Initial Wheel Concept

6.3 Machining
Machining of the initial wheel concept took the
better part of a month. The first components to be
machined were the wheel hubs, since they were the
central component of the wheels. A 3.125” diameter,
2ft long Aluminum Bar was cut into 7, 3” long pieces
using a horizontal band saw (6 for the actual rover, 1
for testing/spare). The model of the hubs was then
imported into FeatureCAM®, where the software was
used to develop the tool choices and motion plans for
the CNC Machines that would be utilized to produce
the desired shape of the hubs. A Proto Trak CNC Mill
was used for the boring of the 2” diameter internal
cavities, facing to the outer face of the first channel,
and the holes for the bolts connecting the leaf springs,
as seen in Figure 62.

Figure 62: Wheel Hubs after initial machining on the Proto
Trak CNC Mill.

Figure 63: Top view of the completed wheel hubs

Figure 64: Front view of the completed wheel hubs

After the hubs were machined, the components of
the outer section also needed to be fabricated. For the
circular shell, flat sheets of the 0.239” thick steel were
cut with trapezoidal tabs on all four sides. The tabs
along the length of the sheets would fold inward and
allow the tabs along the width to slide in to support the
initial circular shape of the shells. The sheets were cut
from the larger sheet using the waterjet located within
the EB269 machine shop, and bent into their circular
shape using a large roller seen in Figure 65. Once the
tabs were slotted into place, they were secured using
pop rivets.

The hubs were then further machined in a HAAS®
CNC Lathe, which included rutting out the initial
channel, bringing the outer center of the hubs to a
diameter of 2.25”, and facing the hubs to produce a
clean, reflective finish for the hubs. After the bolt
holes were bore out and sanded to remove any sharp
edges, two holes were drilled into the central diameter
of the hubs at a 90° angle from each other; these holes,
once tapped, would be used to hold the set screws that
would rest on the flats of the motor shafts to aid in the
transmittance of torque. Figure 63 and Figure 64 show
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As previously stated, the outer treads were cut to
cover the outer circumference of the shells, and
attached to said shells with pop rivets after the curing
of an adhesive. With the tread in place, the prototype
wheel was then assembled. The 8 leaf springs were
first bolted radially from the first hub channel, with the
other eight going the opposite direction, with a locknut
covering the threads and preventing the bolt from
moving. The other ends of the springs were then
attached to the outer U-channels via a clevis pin, with
a cotter bin being bent around the clevis. The
completed wheel prototype is shown in Figure 68.

Figure 65: Top view of the outer shell of the wheels

The connected “U-Channels” were made of the
same material as the shells. Initially, the channels were
cut bat the sides with holes in the trapezoids. The
trapezoids were then bent upward, creating the “U”
shape of the channels. The channels were then bent
into their circular shape and attached with a similar
tab-and-rivet method as the outer shell seen in Figure
66.

Figure 68: Completed Wheel Prototype.

6.4 Testing and Initial Improvements

Figure 66: "U-Channel" of the wheels

In total, seven pairs of shells and channels were
fabricated, one for each of the seven hubs. More pop
rivets were used to attach the channels to the shells as
seen in Figure 67 below.

Figure 67: Attached shell and channel

Despite the fact that we lacked any sort of
information of the characteristics of the leaf springs
due to the properties being proprietary (i.e. spring
constant), testing was still required to validate our
selection for the damping method. A two-part test was
developed for the wheels: static loading and dynamic
loading. For both sets of tests, a linear rail with a
custom fabricated weight holder was utilized to apply
the load, with a rod used to hold the wheel within the
weight holder. The weight of the entire rover during
operation is 110 lbs.; theoretically, if each wheel could
support around 20 lbs. without excessive deforming,
then the 6 wheels together should be more than enough
to support the entire weight of the rover. For the static
testing, in which the wheel rested on the ground with
the weight holder (3.2 lbs.) resting atop it, increasing
amounts of weight were applied to the weight holder,
and the amount of deflection of the center of the hub
from its original position was measured using a highspeed camera at 60 frames per second and a ruler used
as a scale. The wheel was loaded up to 20.5 lbs. and
only showed a maximum deflection of about 1” This
process was repeated for the dynamic testing, however
for the extreme case of a 3ft. drop, nearly double the
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maximum potential drop called out in the rules of the
competition. The dynamic test did not yield as positive
results as the static testing; significant deformation
occurred within the leaf springs with only the weight
of the weight holder acting upon it.
Once the leaf springs showed deformation during
the drop test, revisions to the design of the wheel were
necessary. The main focus of these revisions was to
prevent or at least limit the amount of deformation that
could occur within the leaf springs through increasing
their rigidity and reducing the possible amount of
deflection possible. The initial solution to prevent the
amount of deformation in the springs was to attach
stiffeners made by the same manufacturer to the
springs. These stiffeners seen in Figure 69 are attached
to the inside curve of the springs using M3 screws and
locknuts, and reduce the chance for deformation of the
springs by limiting the amount of possible
displacement.

Figure 69: CAD Model of the Stiffener attached to the Leaf
Springs

Once the stiffeners were attached to the springs, the
drop tests were repeated for the wheels. The addition
of the stiffeners not only prevented any deformation of
the springs with the weight of the weight holder, but
only allowed for a deflection of about an inch and a
half of the center shaft connecting the wheel to the
wheel holder seen in Figure 70.

Figure 71: Deformed Leaf Spring with attached Stiffener

While the stiffeners were an improvement to the
performance of the wheels, they still weren’t enough
to prevent the deformation in the wheels to the level
desired. The theory then became if limiting the amount
of deflection possible, then deformation in the springs
might be severely decreased, if not prevented in its
entirety. To that end, the concept of a mechanical stop
was explored. There were two variants of the
mechanical stop that were considered, a thin disc made
of 6061 Aluminum, and a thicker ring made of a hard
rubber. We considered both due to their opposite
benefits and detriments; the aluminum was
lightweight in nature, but could deform if the energy
from the impact was great enough. Conversely, the
rubber was very impact and deformity resistant, but
was considerably heavier than the aluminum. Figure
72 and Figure 73 show examples of the aluminum and
rubber stops.

Figure 72: Half of the Aluminum Version of the Mechanical
Stop

Figure 70: Deflection of the wheel with the attached stiffeners at
the base load

However, once the weight was incremented to the
next amount of 7.6 lbs., the springs again showed signs
of deformation, as can be seen in Figure 71.
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from the impact with the ground. In this sense, the disc
served a secondary purpose as a crumple-zone,
absorbing the energy due to the impact and preventing
any damage to the leaf springs. Knowing this, we
included the aluminum stop to the final design of the
wheel, due to the fact that the discs could be
manufactured in house very quickly, instead of
waiting for the local distributors to restock, since we
cleared out all distributors in the state.

Figure 73: Rubber version of the mechanical stop

Both versions of the mechanical stop were
included into the wheel for dynamic testing to evaluate
their performance. The inner components of the rubber
stop are first fitted around the central part of the hub
using the bolts that run from both ends of the bub, and
the outer section slides over and fits on top of them.
During the drop test with the base load, the wheel
became jammed on the ground with the rubber stop
inside of it, this happened because the rubber did not
allow enough clearance for the springs to spring back.
The rubber version was quickly discarded, and the
aluminum version was installed. The aluminum disc
was attached to the hub in two pieces similarly to how
the rubber stop was added. The drop test was repeated
again, this time with the aluminum version of the
mechanical stop. The wheel showed no deformation in
the springs, so the weight was brought to the next load
of 7.6 Lbs., the weight where the inclusion of the
stiffeners failed. However, at this weight, the springs
again showed no signs of deformation. The addition of
the aluminum stop allowed the wheel to be dropped at
the desired weight of 20.5Lbs. without any
deformation in the leaf springs. The reason for this is
due to the diameter of the stop limiting the possible
deflection of the hub to about an inch, as seen in Figure
74.

Figure 75: Final version of the wheel, mounted to the motor
shaft

The final version of the wheels seen in Figure 75
consists of 196 components each, including the
custom parts, hardware such as nuts and bolts, and the
tread itself, and weighs in at just over 3 Lbs. Through
the use of our budget and the total price per part
calculated through our price breakdown, the total price
per wheel was calculated to be $106.63. While this
price is slightly more expensive than the total required
price to operate the original hoverboard motor idea
($40-50 for the wheel, $50 for the required speed
controller), the total weight of the custom wheel is
nearly one-third the part weight of the wheel [11]. This
allows other components to have the required weight
necessary to operate successfully by allowing for
heavier components, while being able to support the
maximum allowable operational weight for the rover.

6.5 System Performance and Response

Figure 74: Deflection of the wheel during the drop test at 20.5
lbs

After removing the wheel from the test apparatus,
we observed that the aluminum stop in the interior of
the wheel had deformed due to absorbing the energy

In addition to inspecting the springs for
deformation during the drop tests, we were also
collecting data about the response of the system at
each weight increment for each iteration of the wheel
design. Specifically, we utilized the high-speed
camera and the ruler used for scale to measure the
height of the center shaft of the wheel for the duration
of a second (the camera was operated using the 60
Frames Per Second setting). Due to the deformation of
the springs in the case of the stiffeners and an issue
during a file transfer, we were only able to analyze
data for the first two loads in the case of the addition
of the stiffeners, and 5 different loads up to the desired
load for the wheel with the mechanical stop. The
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responses for the stiffeners and the mechanical stop
versions of the wheel are shown Figure 76 and Figure
77.

Figure 76: System Response of the Wheel with the additional
stiffeners.

Figure 77: System Response of the Wheel with the additional
stiffeners and mechanical stop.

Observing the trend of the data of the system
response, we saw that the response resembled a
second-order, underdamped system. Our main focus
of the dynamic testing, besides the prevention of
spring deformation, was to prove that damping within
the wheels themselves occurred through the inclusion
of the leaf springs, and to achieve the quickest settling
time, or the time it takes the system to achieve steadystate after being influenced by an outside force.
Assuming that the response of the system is a secondorder, underdamped system, MATLAB® was used in
order to calculate certain characteristics of each of the
data sets from the drop tests, including rise time,
overshoot, and settling time. In addition, these values
generated through the built-in function allowed for the
calculation of the damping within the wheels, using
the following equations [12]:
1.8
𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦: ⍵𝑛 >
𝑡𝑟
4.6
𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜: 𝜁 =
𝑡𝑠 ⍵𝑛
𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔: 𝑐 = 2𝜁𝑚⍵𝑛
Where:



⍵n = Natural frequency of the system
(rad/sec)
 tr = Rise Time of the system (sec)
 ζ = Damping Ratio (Ratio of Actual Damping
in the system vs. Critical Damping)
 ts = Settling time of the system (sec)
 m = mass of the system (pound-mass)
Using the response data gathered from the dynamic
tests, we can compare the performance of the wheel in
terms of damping and settling time between the
inclusion of the stiffeners, and the addition of the
mechanical stop. However, because the leaf springs
deformed during the trials with the stiffeners with the
second load, we were only able to compare the results
between the two iterations of the design for the first
and second loads. Figure 78 and Figure 79 show the
differences in system response for the two iterations
for a load of 3.2 Lbs. and 7.6 Lbs., respectively.

Figure 78: Comparison of the system response. at 3.2 lbs

Figure 79: Comparison of the system responses at a load of 7.6
lbs

Through analysis of the data in MATLAB®, we
found that for both comparison plots, the iteration with
the mechanical stop had a settling time of nearly half
that of the iteration with just the stiffeners. At the load
of 7.6 Lbs., the wheel with just the stiffeners had a
settling time of 0.6787 seconds, while the wheel with
the stiffeners and the stop had a settling time of 0.2933
seconds. Similarly, the settling times for the drop tests
with a load of 7.6 Lbs. were 0.6383 seconds and 0.32
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seconds, respectively. Using the previous equations,
we discovered that this is primarily due to the
inclusion of the wheel nearly doubling the amount of
damping within the system, from 43.4 lbm/s to 100.4
lbm/s for a load of 3.2 Lbs., and from 109.53 lbm/s to
218.5 lbm/s for a load of 7.6 Lbs. Lastly, for the final
load applied during the drop tests, which was equal to
the load desired for the wheel to be able to support, the
settling time for the system was equal to 0.303
seconds.
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7.1.1 Rotation

Chapter 7: Arm
Competition requires the rover to lift and transport,
at a minimum, a 5 kg mass, and maneuver a 3 kg gas
can to refuel a generator. To meet these goals and
enable easy object retrieval and storage, the
manipulator system is based on a common five
degrees of freedom similar to the human arm. The
joints, shown in Figure 80, are mostly driven by timing
belt systems and each operates via a single motor.
Where possible, each joint was analyzed using
SolidWorks® Motion Analysis to obtain required
torques in the extreme case of moving the gas can at
full arm extension. Except where noted, all fabricated
components on the arm are 6061-T6 or -T4 aluminum.

Figure 82: Rotating Assembly

Figure 80: 5 DOF Arm

7.1 Shoulder and Chassis Mount
The shoulder subassembly allows for infinite
rotation about the vertical axis and 226° of tilt. It can
be seen in Figure 81.

The base of the rotating shoulder component is a
water-jetted 136 tooth timing belt pulley (Figure 82
and Figure 83), to which a motor mounting plate,
vertical structure plates, and gussets are welded. The
uprights allow attachment of belt idlers and house the
bushings for the tilting axis shaft. Additionally, the
base pulley holds a bushing for the central shoulder
shaft.

Figure 83: Base Pulley and Motor Plate

Figure 81: Shoulder Assembly

To achieve the rotational degree of freedom, the
pulley is set between two 316 stainless steel mounting
plates, where four Delrin® acetyl rollers provide
smooth surfaces that constrain vertical movement
(Figure 84) and keep the pulley near the center of the
assembly.
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Figure 84: Base Pulley Between Mounting Plates

To allow the timing belt around the pulley, the
rollers are spaced such that there is no contact on their
inner diameter (Figure 84 and Figure 85), creating the
need for a central shaft that maintains the pulley’s
concentricity.
Figure 87: Rotation Axis Belt System

The 16 tooth driving pulley, to the left of the
assembly, is operated by a 12 volt motor with eight
mounting positions, allowing for different belt lengths
and pulley sizes to be easily incorporated (Figure 88).
A 316SS sleeve extends the motor shaft through a
bushing in the top plate such that the drive pulley is
simply supported (Figure 88).

Figure 85: Roller Belt Clearance

The central shaft of the shoulder is made of 316
stainless steel with a 20 mm outer diameter and large
14 mm inner diameter that allows for passage of
wiring. The shaft is retained within the rotating
shoulder assembly, but when the arm is mounted, is
clamped into a shaft collar at the base of the system
(Figure 86). This allows the relative rotation of the
shoulder to be measured from this shaft fixed to the
chassis.

Figure 88: Motor Mounting Positions

The extra adjustability here is due to the unique
setup of this axis, resulting in SolidWorks® not having
the capability to account for the odd reactions and
friction involved. Through empirical testing, specific
requirements of the motor could be found and a beltpulley combination accounted for.
7.1.2 Tilting
The shoulder tilting axis operates in the uprights
that are welded to the rotating base. The left upright
(Figure 89) contains slots for a support gusset and to
slide onto the base pulley. Additionally, bolt holes are
placed here for the tilting belt loop idlers, including an
extra tension position.

Figure 86: Shoulder Central Shaft and Mount

The belt loop for this axis includes the base pulley,
two idlers, and the drive pulley, all mounted between
the two steel plates (Figure 87).
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The structure to which the pully mounts is made up
of a plate on either side, with welded reinforcing
inserts at the ends (Figure 92). Throughout the length,
½” aluminum hex rod is used both to space and
support the structure as a whole, as well as mounting
the motor and belt system for the elbow joint.

Figure 89: Rotation Base Uprights

At the bottom of the left upright is a bushing that,
in combination with a shaft sleeve, makes the driving
pulley simply supported (Figure 90).

Figure 92: Humerus Assembly

The motor is mounted to an inner plate that also
serves to place the idlers for this particular system
(Figure 93). All three structural plates include two
tensioning positions for the idler closest to the motor.

Figure 90: Simply Supported Drive Pulley

7.2 Humerus
The tilting axis of the arm uses a passive 10 mm
shaft that passes through the uprights of the rotating
assembly. The output of the axis is a custom waterjetted 160 tooth timing belt pulley with openings for
weight reduction and three complete sets of mounting
holes (Figure 91).

Figure 93: Inner Structure Plate

A small tab on this plate aligns to a structural
support at the back of the arm, where there is also a
relief for the elbow joint belt (Figure 94).

Figure 91: Tilt Pulley and Belt System

Analysis of this degree of freedom showed a 24.8
Nm requirement, met by combining a 2 rpm 12 volt
gearmotor from Sparkfun rated at a stall torque of
1497 oz-in with a 60 tooth driving pulley. The
resulting 8:3 pulley ratio gives a FOS of 1.14.
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mounting pattern is repeated five full times, creating
redundancy in the case of damage to the pulley teeth
or any mounting holes (Figure 97).

Figure 97: Forearm Assembly
Figure 94: Back Support

The motor shaft is again extended using a sleeve
into a bearing (Figure 95), making it simply supported
instead of cantilevering at the gearbox.

The forearm’s structure is similar to that of the
humerus, using aluminum hex rods as spacers and
supports and containing an inner plate to mount idlers,
an encoder, and a motor (Figure 97).

Figure 98: Forearm Inner Plate

Figure 95: Simply Supported Drive Pulley

The next degree of freedom at the elbow joint was
analyzed to require 20.2 Nm. The 20:7 belt system
(Figure 96) consists of a 3 rpm 12 volt Sparkfun
gearmotor with rated stall torque of 1102 oz-in. The
combination gives a FOS of 1.10.

The belt system in the forearm is the most complex
on the mechanism, with four idlers, drive and driven
pulleys, and a pulley on an encoder (Figure 98). Idlers
are used to redirect the belting around mounting
hardware and to maintain only slight pressure on the
encoder pulley, as it is not rated for high radial loads.
Additionally, the front most idler has three tension
positions.
Each end of the forearm is equipped with bushings
for the passive shafts at the elbow and wrist
respectively. The outer ends of each of these shafts, as
well as the shoulder tilting shaft, utilize external
retaining rings for assembly (Figure 99).

Figure 96: Elbow Belt System

7.3 Forearm
The forearm begins with the 160 tooth belt pulley
output of the elbow joint. Within the profile are reliefs
for the next joint’s motor, as well as tapped mounting
holes for feedback encoders. The entire relief and

Figure 99: Joint Shaft Retaining Rings

Driving the next degree of freedom at the wrist, is
the motor mounted within the profile of the elbow
pulley. Like the other motors, this one’s shaft is simply
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supported by a bushing, but no sleeve is needed to
extend or enlarge the motor shaft (Figure 100).

Figure 102: Wrist Tilting Pulley

Figure 100: Simply Supported Shaft

The wrist tilting axis requires 6.5 Nm of torque and
uses a 15:4 pulley ratio and 10 rpm Sparkfun motor
with stall torque of 368 oz-in at 12 volts. The result is
a FOS of 1.47.

7.4 Wrist
The wrist assembly contains two degrees of
freedom (belt drive and a spur gear pair) and two drive
motors (Figure 101).

Figure 103: Wrist Belt System

In a relief machined into the outer surface, an
acetyl spacer rests to separate the pulley and mounting
bolts from the forearm surface, reducing friction and
wear (Figure 103).
The structure of the wrist uses several blocks and
plates that hold bushings, clamp motors, and mount
encoders (Figure 104). Two bushings run sideways for
the tilting motion, offset from three larger ones that run
along the output direction. These bushings fit the shaft
at the gripper base, allowing for rotation of the end
effector (Figure 105).

Figure 101: Wrist Assembly

7.4.1 Tilting
The first DOF is the tilting motion, actuated by a
modified 60 tooth belt pulley (Figure 102). The pulley
mounts directly to the structure of the wrist via four
mounting bolts and its bore functions as an extra
bushing for the passive shaft for this joint. The belt
wraps through the forearm similar to the humerus
(Figure 103).

Figure 104: Wrist Structure
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simply supported between a bushing and the motor
(Figure 108).

Figure 108: Simply Supported Shaft

Figure 105: Gripper Gear and Shaft

7.4.2 Rotation and Coaxial Drive-shafts
The end effector shaft is bored, allowing for an
inner shaft to pass through, driving the gripper
actuation (Figure 106). With this configuration, no
electronics are present after the rotation joint, thus
infinite rotation is easily achieved.

This DOF requires 6.0 Nm of torque and uses a
10:3 spur gear ratio. The 12 volt motor is a 25 mm
gearmotor from Pololu, at 378:1 produces 320 oz-in
stall torque. Effective FOS of 1.25 is achieved for this
joint. The gripper’s input (the inner shaft of the wrist)
uses a ¼” to 3 mm coupler to a 125 oz-in Micro Metal
Gearmotor, also from Pololu (Figure 109). At the
output end, the shaft couples directly to the gripper’s
worm.

Figure 109: Inner Shaft

7.5 Analysis
Figure 106: Coaxial Drive-shafts

The outer shaft of 316SS is press fit and welded to
a heavily modified carbon steel spur gear (Figure 107)
serving as the wrist rotation output.

Each of the analyzed degrees of freedom was
modeled in SolidWorks® using the actual arm
components. The gas can was weighted to 3.6 kg, a
FOS of 1.2 built into the load. Motors were placed to
rotate the relevant joint at constant angular
acceleration and starting at the worst case of horizontal
extension (maximum gravity effects). The result plots
within the motion studies provided maximum torque
experienced through a few seconds of motion (Figure
110).

Figure 107: Wrist Rotation Gear

The pinion gear is mounted toward the bottom of
the gripper and uses a sleeve and acetal spacer to be

Figure 110: Motion Analysis

With the estimated torque values, MATLAB® was
used to solve for selected pairs of pulley tooth counts
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and cross-referenced with motor stall torques. The
synchronous Gates PowerGrip® GT timing belt
profile was used for its high torque transfer and
accurate position registration. Specifications from
Gates and Stock Drive Products/Sterling Instruments
(SDP/SI) were used to conservatively estimate pulley
torque ratings as well as limitations to belt tension.
In all belt drives, the operating tension was
specifically investigated, and 2 mm pitch belts
consistently failed to pass analysis. Upgrading to 3
mm pitch resulted in a lowest belt FOS of 3.5.
The wrist rotation gear pair was analyzed similarly,
using SDP/SI and KHK Gears specifications. The
larger gear’s face width was reduced mainly for
weight concerns, meaning the manufacturer torque
rating no longer applied, and was calculated directly.
A sample MATLAB® script for a belt drive and
for a gear pair are provided in Appendix C.2.

7.6 Feedback/Electrical
The arm’s electrical system has many components.
One special part is the slipring located at the base of
the shoulder, which allows for 24 circuits to maintain
continuity throughout infinite rotation. In Figure 111,
the wiring diagram shows that nearly all slipring
circuits were planned for use. Everything to the right
of the slipring is physically mounted on the arm after
the first rotation joint.

produces an optimal precision of less than 0.5° of
actual joint angle, not accounting for electrical or
software limitations.

7.7 Summary of Joint Data
Table 1: Summary of Joint Data

Joint

Drive Torque Gear Motor
Type Required Ratio Stall
Torque
Wrist
Spur 6.0 Nm 10:3 2.26
Rotate
Gear
Nm
Wrist
Belt
6.5 Nm 15:4
2.6
Tilt
Nm
Elbow
Belt 20.2 Nm 20:7
7.8
Tilt
Nm
Shoulder Belt 24.8 Nm 8:3
10.6
Tilt
Nm
Shoulder Belt 0.09 Nm 17:2 0.53
Rotate
(ideal)
Nm
Travel Optimal Min.
Range Encoder FOS
Precision
Wrist
∞
0.35°
1.25
Rotate
Wrist
267°
0.094° 1.47
Tilt
Elbow
308°
0.155° 1.10
Tilt
Shoulder 226°
0.086° 1.14
Tilt
Shoulder
∞
0.176° 5.89
Rotate

Figure 111: Arm Wiring Diagram

Onboard the arm is a USB3.0 breakout so that a
high resolution webcam can be mounted for close-up
manipulation and feedback. Using Inter-Integrated
Circuit (I2C) communication, two Analog to Digital
Converters (ADCs) process the analog returns from 6
USDigital® MA3 Miniature Absolute Magnetic Shaft
Encoders. Each encoder is operated from a laser
sintered nylon, 3D printed gear pair. Each gearing pair
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Figure 112: Arm Renders
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Chapter 8: Gripper
The University Rover Challenge is very
manipulator dependent as three of the four tasks
require the ability to grasp, manipulate, and transport
various items. These items range in size and
complexity and include, but are not limited to:
screwdrivers, hammers, a Deutsche Industrie Norm
(DIN) style oxygen tank connector, and a partially
filled container of simulated gasoline to be poured into
a generator. To accommodate for the various potential
competition objects, the gripper designed for the rover
needed to be robust, versatile, and effective. The rules
for the competition provided several specifications to
assist in the design of the gripper. They are as follows:
 Maximum object mass: 5 kg
 Graspable features: < 5 cm. in diameter
 Fuel can:
o Mass: < 3 kg
o Handle: < 5 cm. in diameter, > 10
cm. in length
 DIN connector: 1 in. in diameter
It is important to note that for all of the following
gripper designs, four fingers will allow the gripper to
maintain a secure hold on any object that it is
manipulating. However, should a task prove to be
better suited for two fingers, the gripper is easily
convertible by simply removing two fingers that are
opposite each other.

8.1 Initial Design

Figure 114: Initial Design of Gripper

This entire design is centered around a worm and
worm gear mesh with a 30:1 gear ratio. The most
beneficial aspect of the worm gear mesh used for this
gripper application is its ability to maintain position
and grip even when the driving motor is not receiving
power. This provides power saving benefits as the
gripper motor can be turned off when the gripper is not
moving to grasp something or moving to release
something, thus conserving battery. This is imperative
as electrical resources are limited while on Mars and
their usage needs to be regulated whenever possible.
The use of a worm gear mesh also provides smooth
operation to the gripper, allowing the grip force to be
gradually applied to the object being held by the
gripper, rather than a sudden, crushing application.
The worm and worm gear as they were bought can be
seen in Figure 115.

Once these specifications were released, an initial
gripper design was sketched up on a whiteboard and
discussed with other team members. This initial
whiteboard drawing can be seen in Figure 113.

Figure 115: Stock Gripper Gears

Figure 113: Initial Whiteboard Sketch

This drawing was then transferred to
SolidWorks®, allowing for easy visualization of the
limits of the gripper. This initial design can be seen in
Figure 114.

Space and weight considerations drove the
selection of a 30:1 gear ratio for the worm gear mesh.
The worm and worm gears used in this gripper design
are on the smaller side of what is offered by the
company sourced for gears. Their smaller size aids in
reducing the overall size and weight of the gripper
while still allowing for the necessary placement of
securing hardware. This decreases the amount of
weight at the end of the arm and greatly affects the
torque required by the arm motors, especially when the
arm is at full extension.
Normally when gears are utilized for torque
transmission between two components, it is done by
way of a keyway cut into the bore of the gear and into
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the shaft that the torque is being transferred to. A key
then sits in this slot, forcing the shaft to rotate with the
gear, thus transferring the torque. For easier
manufacturability, the decision was made to drill a
hole through the worm gear and driving links that are
on each side of the gear. Through these holes passes a
press-fit dowel. This dowel acts as the key, forcing the
driving links to rotate in tandem with the gear itself.
The shaft that all components are rotating about is
stationary and simply provides support for the gear
and links. This transfers the torque from the worm gear
to the overall linkage system. This is highlighted in
Figure 116.

Figure 116: Dowel Acting as Key

To transmit torque from the driving links to the
fingers of the gripper, a four-bar mechanism was
utilized. This mechanism allows the fingers of the
gripper to swing through a range of motion and once
closed on or around an object, applies a grip force to
keep the object between the fingers. This grip force
that the four-bar mechanism can achieve is an
important parameter in the design of the gripper as it
needs to be high enough to maintain grip on the items
being manipulated during competition tasks. Altering
the geometry of the mechanism can have significant
effects on the grip force achieved as it directly affects
the forces being applied to each individual link. To
keep track of what the achieved grip force was,
position analysis and force analysis were completed by
hand and they can be found in the appendices.
Supporting the worm gear mesh and four-bar
mechanism are six plates. These plates were designed
in such a way that they create a tangential relationship
between the pitch diameters of the worm and worm
gears, thus allowing the transfer of torque between

them. The material chosen for these plates was 6061T6 aluminum due to its strength properties and lower
weight when compared to steels. Additionally, it is
cost effective and can be utilized for manufacturing on
a variety of machines in the machine shop. All plates
were designed to be 0.125 in. thick as the majority of
forces experienced would be parallel, not
perpendicular, to the surface. This would also reduce
the overall weight of the gripper. The driving links of
the gripper were designed to be 0.25 in. thick since
they are receiving all of the torque from the worm
gears, while the uppermost link in the mechanism was
designed to be 0.125 in. thick. The finger itself was to
be machined out of an aluminum block and would
result in a 0.5 in. thick grasping link.
The minimum grip force required from the gripper
was found using the specifications provided by the
Mars Society. The heaviest items that would need to
be manipulated would be approximately 5 kg, or 49.05
N. Therefore, the gripper would need to provide at
least 50 N of grip force to lift and move those heavier
objects. To determine whether the designed gripper
would be capable of that, a mechanism analysis script
was written in MATLAB®. This analysis was based
off of the previously performed position analysis and
force analysis, but was copied into code form with
defined input parameters such as link lengths, range of
motion for the driving links, and torque into the worm
from the driving motor. The motor torque into the
worm was chosen from the website that the gripper
motor was sourced from. The decision was made to
use as small a motor as possible that would still output
the necessary torque to obtain the desired grip force. It
was discovered that to obtain the desired grip force of
at least 50 N with the current design, the motor output
torque would need to be at least 60-70 oz.-in. To obtain
this, a motor with a stall torque of 125 oz.-in. was
ordered. Conducting analyses using information
provided by the manufacturer and distributer of the
worm and worm gears, the factor of safety for the
mesh is approximately 1.7 with an efficiency of 33%.
The analyses scripts written in MATLAB® can be
found in the appendices.

8.2 Second Design
Despite having a design that provided the
necessary grip force, there were still a few components
that could be further refined. The gripper itself was
very large, some of the components were redundant,
and the finger geometry was incapable of adequately
grasping competition objects. To reduce the size and
weight of the gripper, the internal 1in. x 1 in. channel
was removed. This allowed the plate system that
supports the entirety of the gripper to be shifted
inwards towards the central worm. Additionally,
portions of the plates were removed to further reduce
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weight. The overall design is seen in Figure 117.

Figure 117: Second Design of Gripper

The plates were designed in such a way that they slot
together and tabs on the ends are slotted into front and
back plates which are bolted together for added
rigidity. The plates can be seen in Figure 118 and
Figure 119. The slot-tab system utilized by the gripper
can be seen in Figure 120.

Figure 118: Plate 1 and Plate 2 Used on the Gripper

Figure 120: Assembled Gripper Plates

In this second design, the supporting plates for the
four-bar mechanism remain 0.125 in. thick. The front
and back plates, however, were increased in thickness
to 0.25 in. This is due to concerns about any forward
or backward forces that they would experience
perpendicular to their surfaces. These forces would
occur when the gripper has an object within its grasp
and that object is resisting the motion of the fingers.
The forces from the object on the fingers would
transfer back through the four-bar mechanism and into
the worm, which would then push against the front or
back plate.
The second design also included redesigning the
fingers of the gripper since the previous iteration
would not be able to grasp or maintain a hold on any
of the competition objects. The updated fingers had
two cutaway sections to allow the competition objects
a place to settle. To aid in grip, the insides of these
cutaway sections were ridged. These fingers remained
at 0.5 in. thick and would still be machined out of an
aluminum block. Once the finger redesign was
complete, prototypes were 3D printed, as can be seen
in Figure 121.

Figure 119: Front and Back Plates Used on the Gripper
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Figure 123: Final Finger Geometry

Figure 121: 3D Printed Prototype Fingers

The uppermost links of the four-bar mechanism
were also increased from 0.125 in. thick to 0.25 in.
thick to ensure that the forces and stresses that they
would be experiencing would not cause them to fail
during operation.

The most obvious alteration is the presence of two
curvatures with different radii. The smaller radius at
the tip of the finger allows the gripper to grasp smaller
objects, including the DIN connector, as can be seen
in Figure 124. The larger inner radius allows the
gripper to securely grasp the larger items that need to
be manipulated such as rocks or the gas can. This can
be seen in Figure 125. The ridges that were on the
previous finger design were eliminated due to the
complicated and time-consuming manufacturing that
would be involved in their fabrication.

8.3 Third and Final Design

Figure 124: Gripper Grasping DIN Connector

Figure 122: Third Design of Gripper

The main focus of the third and final redesign seen
in Figure 122 of the gripper was to finalize the finger
geometry and determine the optimum linkage lengths
for the four-bar mechanism. The finger geometry was
determined first, as this affects the linkage lengths for
the mechanism analysis. Several alterations were
made from the prototyped finger design to the final
finger design, as shown in Figure 123.

Figure 125: Gripper Holding the Gas Can

Once the geometry of the fingers was finalized, the
next step was optimizing the lengths of two of the
linkage components: the driving links and the
uppermost link. The ground link was constrained
because altering its length would result in an overall
size change for the gripper. Additionally, the other
component lengths were determined by the finger
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geometry and as that was already finalized, those
lengths were also constrained. To determine the
optimum lengths of the two linkage components, the
previously written mechanism analysis MATLAB®
script was restructured. This updated script iterated
through the mechanism analysis from the gripper’s
open position to the gripper’s closed position with
eleven different lengths for the driving links and six
different lengths for the uppermost links. For each
iteration, text files were populated with the results of
the analysis and a graph was generated to illustrate the
calculated grip force and calculated bearing forces that
the gripper would be experiencing throughout its range
of motion. The grip force and bearing force results for
the finalized gripper design can be seen in Figure 126.
Even with the optimized lengths determined, the
uppermost links were still designed with additional
holes for length adjustments in the event of unforeseen
circumstances requiring different linkage setups. The
final iterative script can be found in the gripper
analysis code section of the appendices.

Figure 127: FEA of Driving Link

As can be seen in Figure 127, the lowest factor of
safety for the driving links is three. This part will not
fail under the loading conditions that the University
Rover Challenge entails. It is a similar situation for the
uppermost link as well as the finger of the gripper, as
can be seen in Figure 128 and Figure 129.

Figure 128: FEA of Uppermost Link

Figure 126: Grip Force and Bearing Force Results for
Finalized Gripper Design

8.4 FEA
SolidWorks® was utilized to perform basic FEA
on each of the four-bar mechanism’s components in
the finalized design. The forces used were the
maximum bearing and grip forces calculated by the
mechanism analysis script. They were applied at the
locations they would be experienced at if the rover
were operating and manipulating the heaviest
competition object.

Figure 129: FEA of Finger

The thickness of the driving links, uppermost links,
and fingers lends them additional strength, thus the
factor of safety of three. The plates, or ground links,
however, were manufactured out of 0.125 in.
aluminum rather than 0.25 in. aluminum.
Additionally, the plates have multiple sharp corners
which decreases their strength. The location of these
corners in relation to the applied bearing loads has a
negative effect on the factor of safety. Two of the
plates in the gripper have a factor of safety of three,
shown in Figure 130, but the other two plates have a
factor of safety of 1.8, shown in Figure 131.
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Figure 130: FEA on Plate Type 1

Figure 131: FEA on Plate Type 2

Looking at Figure 132, it can be seen that the forces
have caused a concentration of stresses in the corner.
Unfortunately, due to the way that the tabs and slots
on the two types of plates interact, it is not possible to
add a fillet to that corner to relieve the stress. On the
next iteration of the rover’s gripper, however, this is
an improvement that can be made. While an
improvement could be made to this plate, it is
important to note that a factor of safety of 1.8 is
acceptable for this application.

process. The gripper was designed with frequent input
from the machinists who work in the Northern Illinois
University machine shop, as this was where any
custom fabrication would be taking place. In fact, it
was the manufacturing considerations that brought
about the easy tab-slot system that the gripper uses to
hold its plates together. It is also the driving reason
behind implementing two 0.25 in. thick fingers versus
a single 0.5 in. thick finger that was to be machined
out of a solid block of aluminum.
All components of the gripper are either
completely custom or are modified from purchased
items. The only exceptions to this being the hardware,
though a few of the hardware pieces were also
modified for use on the gripper. The modified
hardware consisted of M6 bolts cut down to the
appropriate size using a cut-off wheel. All other
manufactured components required more complex
machining. Many of the gripper’s components were
made using the OMAX waterjet in the machine shop.
This allowed for precise cuts to be made in a variety
of different materials with different thicknesses. The
components cut using the waterjet were the driving
links, uppermost links, and fingers. Examples of each
piece can be seen in Figure 133 and Figure 134.

Figure 133: Driving Link and Uppermost Links

Figure 132: Close-up on Stress Concentration

8.5 Machining/Fabrication
When designing any object, regardless of size,
shape, complexity, or importance, an important design
consideration that must be taken into account is how
that particular piece is going to be manufactured. It
does not matter how well a component is designed if it
cannot physically be made. An easy way to
accommodate for this design consideration is to
involve experienced machinists throughout the design

Figure 134: Finger

The plates holding the entire gripper together were
also cut on the waterjet and can be seen in Figure 135.
Utilizing the waterjet to cut these pieces brought about
a better understanding of how to design specifically
for fabrication on this machine as well as how to make
use of the machine’s software.
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Figure 135: Gripper Plates Cut on Waterjet

A second machine that was highly used for the
manufacturing of the gripper is the manual mill. This
allowed the components to undergo several different
processes such as drilling, boring, and facing. The
manufacturing of the worm gears that transferred
movement from the worm to the four-bar mechanism
relied heavily upon the mill. This is because the worm
gears required a hole to be drilled through them for the
dowel as well as a large amount of material to be
removed. The worm gears as they were purchased can
be seen in Figure 115. Once machining commenced,
the gears had a hole drilled in them with a diameter
just under that of the purchased dowel rods, thus
allowing the dowels to be press fit. Once that hole was
drilled, the gears were faced multiple times with an
end mill until the required amount of material was
removed. Then the gears were flipped and again faced
until the appropriate amount of material was removed.
It was imperative that each side of the worm gears had
the same amount of material removed, otherwise the
central planes of the worm gears would no longer line
up with the driving worm. This would cause
unnecessary wear on all gears, decreasing the time
until replacement or failure. A comparison of the
worm gears pre- and post-machining can be seen in
Figure 136. Completing this machining on the worm
gears took approximately eight hours.

worm that drives the motion of the gripper. The worm
required multiple sections to be turned down to
various diameters. These diameters needed to be
precise as they prevent any play between the worm and
bushings. Any play that is introduced causes
additional wear on the gear as well as decreases the
worm efficiency causing additional torque losses to
occur. The first step of machining the worm was to cut
off excess material, which was accomplished with a
bandsaw. The worm was then placed in the lathe and
the cut end was faced to provide a smooth finish and
perpendicular surface for later machining. A hole was
then bored into the freshly faced end of the worm to
allow the driveshaft to slip inside. Next, after flipping
the worm, the front end was turned down to the
appropriate diameter. The worm was then flipped
again and the opposite side was turned down to the
necessary diameter. Switching machines, the worm
was then clamped into the mill to create a flat and to
drill a hole for a set screw. That hole was then tapped
and machining of the gripper worm was complete. The
worm as it was when purchased can be seen in Figure
115 while the fully machined worm can be seen in
Figure 137.

Figure 137: Machined Worm

As components were fabricated they were put
together when possible. That way there would still be
enough time to edit the designs should the components
not fit together as planned. The first components to get
assembled were the plates. The necessary bushings
were press fit into the appropriate locations and once
that was complete, four of the six plates were slotted
together. The fifth and sixth (front and back plates)
were left off to allow the worm to be placed inside
once it was completed, illustrated in Figure 138.

Figure 136: Worm Gear Initially and Post-Machining

The manual lathe was also especially useful for
manufacturing gripper components, especially the
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Figure 138: Plate Assembly

The next couple of components of the gripper to be
finished and assembled were the worm gears and
driving links. To assemble these, a dowel rod was
press fit through two driving links and a worm gear, as
illustrated in Figure 139.

Figure 140: Mounted Worm Gear Subassemblies

Once the fingers were cut using the waterjet, they
were also assembled using an assortment of M6 bolts,
M4 bolts, M4 washers, and M4 nuts. The assembled
gripper without the worm can be seen in Figure 141.

Figure 139: Worm Gear with Driving Links

Figure 141: Gripper Assembled Without Worm

These were then dropped between two of the plates
previously assembled and an M6 bolt was slid through,
providing a pivot point for the small subassembly. The
worm gear and driving links can be seen assembled
with the plates in Figure 140. The open space in the
center of the worm gears is where the worm will
reside.

After all machining was complete, the gripper was
fully assembled and can be seen in Figure 142 and
Figure 143.
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Figure 142: Completed Gripper Open

Figure 143: Completed Gripper Closed
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Chapter 9: Solar Panel Research
9.1 Introduction
As nonrenewable energy sources continue to be
utilized by humankind, they are not only dwindling in
availability but are also causing detrimental effects to
the environment. To overcome these challenges,
“green energy” is starting to be implemented
worldwide to provide a clean source of renewable
energy. Among others, solar panels are one of the most
widely used methods of obtaining renewable energy
and have a variety of different applications. This study
focused on comparing the manufacturers’ claimed
panel power outputs and the panel power outputs that
were obtained under various testing conditions on the
campus of Northern Illinois University in DeKalb,
Illinois for three solar panels. The three solar panels
utilized were:
 Renogy – RNG-100D, 12V 100W
 Renogy – RNG-150D, 12V 150W
 Universal Solar – WXS230P-US, 24V 230W
The variable that was altered for this study was the
angle of the solar panels with respect to the horizon.
The experiment began at 9:00am and concluded at
3:00pm on Saturday, April 22nd, 2017 (Earth Day).

9.2 Methodology
The panels were initially set up on their stands
facing south and were angled at 60° to the horizon.
Each panel was connected to its own battery for
charging. Every fifteen minutes for an hour and fifteen
minutes the voltages and currents being produced by
the solar panels were measured. Additionally, the
voltage out of the controllers and into the batteries was
measured. After an hour and fifteen minutes passed,
the solar panels’ angles were decreased by 10° and the
measurement process was repeated. This was done for
the following angles: 60°, 50°, 40°, 30°, 20°. See
Appendix A for pictures of the setup.

increased its power output significantly, performing
quite well.

Figure 144: 100 Watt Solar Panel

While the 100 W panel performed well, the 150 W
panel did not. In fact, it performed rather dismally,
outputting a maximum of 8.4981 ± 2.4782 W. As
Figure 145 illustrates, the power outputs for this panel
were all considerably low. The average output was
4.3334 ± 2.4782 W, giving an efficiency of 2.889%.
This low output could have occurred for a wide variety
of reasons, the most probable being that this panel is
simply a lemon from the manufacturer, or was
damaged in transit to the Engineering Building. This
means that some of the internal connections may have
broken or the contacts were not of good quality.
Operator error could also potentially be the cause of
this issue. The wrong wires may have been connected
to the solar panel output or the wrong contacts
measured. However, this is not likely as the panel was
connected in the same way as the other two and the
same contacts were measured throughout the duration
of the experiment.

9.3 Results and Discussion
After conducting the experiment with these three
solar panels, a few of the results were surprising. For
example, the smallest solar panel of the three had the
highest efficiency. It was rated for 100 W and had an
average output power of 58.7054 ± 4.2224 W. This is
an efficiency of approximately 58.7054%. It’s
maximum output of 80.7415 ± 4.2224 W occurred at
an angle of 30°, less than the optimum angle of 40° for
this area. Additionally, this panel is not necessarily the
most advanced or expensive and thus, would be
expected to perform less than ideally. Looking at
Figure 144, it is easy to see that as it got later in the
day and the sun rose higher in the sky, the 100 W panel

Figure 145: 150 Watt Solar Panel

The largest of the three panels, both physically and
in terms of output, was the 230 W panel. This panel
performed as expected, outputting an average power
of 68.8551 ± 6.7228 W. This gives an efficiency of
approximately 29.9370%. While this is not great, it is
certainly better than the 150 W panel. The maximum
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power output from this panel was 135.4320 ± 6.7228
W. This was when the sun was not behind any clouds
and the angle of the panel was 30°, which is again
surprising considering the optimum angle for DeKalb,
IL is 40°. This panel is also the only 24 V panel that
was used. This is believed to be the cause of the odd
behavior in voltage and current that can be seen in
Figure 146 around 150 seconds of elapsed time. The
panel output voltage suddenly dropped and the panel
current rose, bringing with it a jump in power output
of almost 69 W. From that point forward in time, the
panels voltage, current, and power stayed relatively
consistent for the remainder of the experiment, slowly
dropping lower towards the end as the sun was no
longer directly above the panels.

panel is the smallest of the three and thus would be
perfect for use in a variety of applications. One such
application being powering components of the
docking station for the NIU Rover Team’s rover, Picus
Martius. Multiple 100 W panels combined with MPPT
controllers and inverters could easily support the
power needs of the docking station. These panels
could also be easily implemented in residential or
commercial buildings, lending clean renewable energy
sources to those who utilize the buildings.

Figure 146: 230 Watt Solar Panel

9.4 Conclusion
The purpose of this experimentation was to
determine solar panel efficiencies and compare them
to the manufacturers’ specifications. Of the three
panels tested, the 100 W proved to be closest to
manufacturers’ specifications (~59%) while the 150
W performed very poorly (~3%). The 230 W panel
performed decently, achieving an efficiency of
approximately 30%. Keeping in mind that this is solely
the efficiency of the solar panel and does not account
for the efficiency of the solar panel controller. Using
the 100 W panel as an example, the controller is only
getting approximately 59% of the power that the panel
is rated for. The battery is being sent only a fraction of
that. One way to increase the overall efficiency of the
system would be to pair the panels with Maximum
Power Point Tracking (MPPT) controllers, rather than
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) controllers. MPPT
controllers can alter the voltage and current being sent
to the battery more precisely, resulting in more
consistent power being sent to the batteries for
charging.
In terms of efficiencies, the 100 W panel
outperformed both the 150 W and 230 W panels. This
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Abstract
Extreme terrain traversal can be accomplished by a
rover through the implementation of a Rocker-Bogie
suspension mechanism. Rocker-Bogie mechanisms
include independent pivoting linkages on either side of
the rover connected through a differential system that
keeps the chassis level. This study’s purpose is to
perform a comparative analysis on the performance
differences between two types of differential systems
for a Rocker-Bogie suspension: a differential gearbox
and a differential rod. The performance parameters
analyzed were the pitch angle, roll angle, and resulting
play in the pitch known as delta at increasing
inclinations of the rocker linkage. These parameters
were compared to the idealized values from theoretical
calculations. Statistical hypothesis testing was applied
to show there were statistically significant differences
between the collected angle values of each differential
system in order to distinguish performance from one
system and the other. There was ample evidence to
prove a significant performance difference between
the two systems in relation to resulting pitch angles
and pitch delta, however there was not enough
evidence to prove performance differences in the roll
angle except at extreme inclination angles. With a 99%
confidence level significant performance difference
between the two systems, the differential rod’s
performance values were then quantitatively shown to
be better than the differential gearbox via the Picus
Number, a generated performance metric value for
Rocker-Bogie differentials. The evidence of better
performance led to further analysis and the
implementation of the differential rod system on the
NIU Mars Rover Team’s competition Mars rover,
Picus Martius.

Introduction
Surface exploration of Mars was first achieved by
the USA’s Sojourner as part of NASA’s Pathfinder
Mission in 1997. Sojourner featured a Rocker-Bogie

suspension system to allow for the ability to traverse
the expected rough terrain of Mars [1]. The RockerBogie suspension is also implemented on the current
NASA Mars rover, Curiosity, indicating that the
Rocker-Bogie mechanism is an effective suspension
system for rovers.
The Rocker-Bogie mechanism, as the name
suggests, is comprised of two major components: the
rocker and the bogie seen in Figure 1. The rocker is the
large link that is the direct connection to the chassis of
the rover via the differential shaft and allows the rover
to “rock” up and down in order to balance the weight
distribution on the wheels [2]. The bogie is the smaller
link that freely rotates about the end of one end of the
rocker linkages. The bogie serves as a load-bearing
device and aids in the distribution of the weight onto
all six wheels as the rover navigates different
landscape.

Figure 147: Rocker-Bogie mechanism for the NIU Mars Rover
Team rover, Picus Martius.

The rotation of the bogie about the rocker and the
rocker driving the differential shaft allows gravity to
drive the suspension aspect of the system and force all
six wheels to stay in contact with the ground even if
one of the wheels is on a different level of terrain. A
differential is a device that transmits torque and
rotation from one plane to a plane normal to the first.
The rotation in the normal plane is then transferred
back to a plane parallel to the original but it induces
rotation in the opposite direction of the original.
Depending on the system, a differential can have
different combinations of inputs and outputs leading to
a versatile list of possible applications.
The most common application for a differential is
in automobiles where because there is one input and
two outputs for the differential, it allows the inner and
outer drive wheels to travel at different rates in order
to cover the different lengths needed to turn a corner
in the same amount of time [3]. In the case of the
Rocker-Bogie, there are two inputs and only one
output. The two inputs are from the rotation in the
planes parallel to one another and results in an output
that is the average of the inputs. In a Rocker-Bogie, the
rocker linkages are the rotation inputs in the planes
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parallel to on another. This results in a motion where
as one rocker gets rotated in one direction, the
differential forces the other rocker to rotate in the
opposite direction, allowing for that balance of forces
upon all six wheels. Because the two rocker linkages
are connected via the differential which is on the
chassis, this allows for the chassis to stay at an average
of the two angle inputs from the rocker linkage
rotation.
The objective was to create a differential system
that can take in two inputs, produce one output, and
provide that planar rotation translation that exists in a
differential. This can be accomplished two different
ways: a bevel-gear system or through a series of levers
and a pivot. Figure 2 shows where the two differential
systems are implemented on Picus Martius.

rocker-bogie suspension and focused mainly on the
resulting stresses that occur in the linkages providing
finite element analysis results from their own design
[6]. Hervé Hacot’s thesis included in-depth kinematic
analysis of a rover system including the manipulation
system focusing on incorporating the kinematics of the
Rocker-Bogie suspension into the inverse kinematics
calculations needed to operate the manipulator [7].
All of these papers highlighted analysis of the
Rocker-Bogie suspension and a few stated the usage
of the type of differential, but there was no stated
reason as to why the differential was utilized. The
California State – Fullerton Rover team’s final report
on their mars rover, Astro the Rover, included a
description of a differential gearbox and differential
rod design that they were going to decide between [8].
In their report they stated that they chose to use the
differential rod for their design, however their
reasoning behind the decision was never stated. In
light of there being a lack of a methodology described
by any paper researched prior to this experiment, there
was an apparent need for a way to analyze differential
effectiveness and compare one differential system to
another to quantitively show reasoning for choosing a
system. The design of each system is included to
distinguish each tested system from the other, specific
to the NIU Mars Rover Team’s rover, Picus Martius.

Differential Gearbox Design

Figure 148: Picus Martius with labeled differential
components. Only one differential system was operational at
one time.

The differential gearbox is located inside of the
chassis whereas the differential rod system has links
attached to the rocker linkages and the main pivot is
located underneath the chassis to free up space on top
of the chassis for other components.
Prior research into Rocker-Bogie system design
showed many instances of kinematic explanation of
how the mechanism results in six-points of contact and
allows for the lack of a normal spring-damped
suspension. Nitin Yadav and his team from DITMR
College of MDU University in Haryana, India
described the usage of the Rocker-Bogie in a
heavyweight system providing simulation results of
the position of center of mass of the vehicle with
dynamic loading [4]. D.S Chinchkar headed a research
project that provided an in-depth geometric analysis of
a Rocker-Bogie system during terrain traversal and
provided a qualitative description of “performance”
based on observations [5]. Wesley B. Williams and
Eric J. Shaus provided a brief explanation of the
simple kinematic analysis that is involved with a

The chassis width and length were predetermined
to be 18” x 24”. The height of the chassis is based off
the size of the differential gearbox. The minimal size
of the bevel gears were needed to determine the size
of the differential gearbox.
Sizing of the miter gears used in the differential
was based upon the allowable contact stress and the
allowable bending stress derived from the American
Gear Manufacturer’s Association (AGMA) equation
factors and standards offered in Shigley’s Mechanical
Design 10th edition [9]. The equations for the contact
stress (𝑠𝑐 ) and bending stress (𝑠𝑡 ) in U.S. customary
units are as follows:
𝑊𝑡
𝑠𝑐 = 𝐶𝑝 (
𝐾𝐾𝐾 𝐶𝐶 )
𝐹𝑑𝑝 𝐼 𝑜 𝑣 𝑚 𝑠 𝑥𝑐
𝑠𝑡 =

1⁄
2

𝑊𝑡
𝐾𝑠 𝐾𝑚
𝑃 𝐾𝐾
𝐹 𝑑 𝑜 𝑣 𝐾𝑥 𝐽

𝑊 𝑡 = Tangential or transmitted load that would occur if all
forces were concentrated at the midpoint of the tooth
𝐹=

Net Face Width

𝐼=

Pitting Resistance Geometry Factor

𝐽=

Bending Strength Geometry Factor

𝑑𝑝 = Pitch Diameter
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𝑃𝑑 = Diametral Pitch
𝐶𝑝 = Elastic Coefficient for Pitting Resistance
𝐶𝑠 = Size Factor for Pitting Resistance
𝐶𝑥𝑐 = Crowning Factor for Pitting
𝐾𝑜 = Overload Factor
𝐾𝑣 = Dynamic Factor
𝐾𝑚 = Load-Distribution Factor
𝐾𝑠 = Size Factor for Bending
𝐾𝑥 = Lengthwise Curvature Factor for Bending Strength

The transmitted load can be represented by the
applied torque (𝑇) and the pitch radius (𝑟𝑎𝑣 ) by:
𝑊𝑡 =

𝑇
𝑟𝑎𝑣

Resulting pitch diameters and thus the resulting
pitch radii can be calculated through iterations of
different number of teeth (𝑁𝑡 ) and diametral pitches
of a gear:
2𝑟𝑎𝑣 = 𝑑𝑝 =
𝑊𝑡 =

𝑁𝑡
𝑃𝑑

2𝑇
𝑑𝑝

The transmitted load then just needed an estimated
amount of torque that will be applied to the miter
gears. The resulting torque acting on the driving miter
gears was approximated to be T = 385 lb-in based on
static relations of the manipulation system allocated
weight and electrical components allocated weight in
spatial relation to the gearbox shaft. The allocated
weight for the manipulation system was 30 lbs and the
allocated weight for the electronics was 10 lbs. Both
weight estimates exceeded actual weight totals and
provided an added safety factor in the final factor of
safety determination.
The resulting values for the AGMA factors were
derived based upon the usage of steel miter gears for a
3-miter differential setup and a 4-miter differential
setup. The different setups would change some of the
AGMA factors due to the non-driving gear being
cantilevered or simply supported. It was also assumed
that the steel miter gears were of AGMA Grade 2 and
case hardened, thus the allowable contact stress is
𝑠𝑎𝑐 = 225000 𝑝𝑠𝑖 and the allowable bending stress is
𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 35000 𝑝𝑠𝑖 [9]. Various numbers of gear teeth
and diametral pitch combinations for a range of pitch
diameters from 0.5” to 6” were iterated to find a
combination that would result in a gear’s resultant
contact and bending stresses that satisfy the allowable
contact and bending stress of the desired gear for
purchase.

Figure 149: Resulting Pitch Diameter from Teeth and
Diametral Pitch iterations and the associated Contact and
Bending Stresses for 3-miter and 4-miter differential setups

Figure 3 shows the resulting contact and bending
stresses for a steel miter gear with the estimated torque
applied at various pitch diameters generated through
developed C++ code. With increasing gear size, the
resulting stresses experienced decreased allowing the
gear to satisfy design requirements. For a 3-miter
setup, the necessary gear pitch diameter to satisfy the
design requirements was approximately 2.6” and the
pitch diameter to satisfy the design for a 4-miter setup
was approximately 2.00” as seen in the focused image
of the previous graph in Figure 4.

Figure 150: Zoomed-in portion of the previous graph
highlighting the 4-miter setup results that were selected at a
2” pitch diameter

The 4-miter setup was chosen for implementation
with 2.00” pitch diameters over the 3-miter setup for
two main reasons: cost and availability. From selected
supplier, 2.00” miter gears were $42.78 a piece
meaning a 4-gear setup would cost $171.12 excluding
shipping and taxes [10]. The supplier does not sell the
desired steel miter gears above 2.5” pitch diameters,
and the required pitch diameter of 2.6” is not a
standard size for gears to be produced in. The best
option would have been to go to the next increment of
standard sizes to a 2.75” pitch diameter, however those
are unavailable. In terms of availability, the 4-gear
setup was the better option, but there was one issue in
the selection. For 20 gear teeth with a diametral pitch
of 10 teeth/in, the resulting contact stress exceeded the
allowable contact stress resulting in an initial factor of
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safety for contact stress of 0.88. Fortunately, the
estimated torque already had a prebuilt factor of safety
in it being 1.57 due to the actual weight of the
manipulation system being only about 16 lbs and the
electronics weight being approximately what was
expected at 10 lbs. This results in a factor of safety of
1.103 for the 4-miter setup given the square root
relationship between the applied torque and the
contact stress.
Since there was a prebuilt factor of safety, the
same idea in selection could be applied to the 3-miter
setup and instead of selecting 2.75” pitch diameter
gears, 2.5” pitch diameter gears could be selected
which are available for purchase. However, the cost of
a 2.5” pitch diameter miter gear from the supplier is
$60.42 making a 3-miter setup cost $181.26 excluding
shipping and taxes, $10.14 more than the 4-miter setup
[10]. This made the 4-miter setup the optimal choice
for the gearbox differential for both satisfying design
requirements as well as being the better economical
choice.
With the size of the gears known, the size of the
gearbox was determined from the length needed to
create the mates for the miter gears seen in Figure 52.

Figure 152: SolidWorks® render of the differential gearbox
located inside of the chassis with the front, left, and right sides
indicated. Note how the height of the chassis reflects the
height of the gearbox

Differential Rod Design
The differential rod system is based upon linkages
driving one another transferring the rocker-linkage
rotation to a plane normal to its rotation plane, and
then back to the other rocker-linkage that is parallel to
the driving rocker. This transfer of rotation is the same
concept as a miter-gear setup, it just has the plane that
transfers the rotation on a different normal plane than
the gears. With the full size of the chassis determined
from the sizing of the gearbox, the sizing of the
linkages of the differential rod was a simple process
leading to the system seen in Figure 54.

Figure 151: 2" Pitch Diameter Miter Gear Drawing

The drawing indicates that the inner dimensions
of the box needs to be a 4” x 4” box to create proper
mates between the miter gears. The height of the
gearbox was decided to be 4.25” driving the height of
the chassis as seen in Figure 53. The gearbox was
placed off-center of the chassis to compensate for the
expected larger amount of weight on the manipulation
side in an attempt to get the centroid of the resulting
moments at the center of the gearbox. The miter gears
on the main differential shaft were keyed to allow for
transfer of torque and were secured with shaft collars
and e-rings to ensure constant placement and minimal
play.

Figure 153: SolidWorks® render of the differential rod
system

The driving link is attached to the rocker linkage
by being placed around the differential shaft and
joining with the linkage cover via four bolts. The
driving rotation of the rocker-linkage was designed to
limit rotation from the horizontal axis to ±60°. This
means that the link that is attached to the rocker can
rotate ±60° as well, except it will be ±60° from the
vertical axis as seen in Figure 8. The dimensions of
the driving link were dependent on the rest of the
system as the length of the link from differential shaft
rotation center to the pin joint (A) seen in Figure 8
needed to not only extend past the bottom of the
chassis, but the length directly affects the resulting
horizontal travel that exists from rotating the link.
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Figure 154: Differential Rod Driving Link motion
capabilities and resulting geometry

The initial length calculation was 2.75” to ensure
that the pin joint would stay below the chassis
throughout the entire ±60° path arc. From this, the
resulting total horizontal travel was 4.764” indicating
that the pivot rotating in the plane normal to the
driving link would rotate approximately ±15° seen in
Figure 9 signifying an approximate 1:4 rotation ratio
between the linkages. Because of the size of the
chassis, the pivot link had to be 19.5” to ensure that
the ends of the link extended past the chassis to reach
the driving link planes attached to the rocker-bogie
suspension mechanisms. Many model rocker-bogie
systems generally associate pin joints for every link
connection assuming that the travel of the joint at the
pivot end from the driving link plane is neglectable.
Figure 155: Differential Rod Pivot Link motion capabilities
and resulting geometry

Figure 9 shows that at maximum rotation, the link
has the ability to travel 0.3” from the driving link
plane, creating a 7.2° rotation necessary of the pin
joint in a direction normal to a regular pin joint’s
rotation, thus a regular pin joint cannot fully handle the
movement of the pivot. To compensate for this, a rod
end was used at the end of the connection link between
the driving link and the pivot with a ball joint capable
of 10° rotation from the pin axis in all directions. This
10° rotation capability negates that 7.2° possible
rotation of the pin joint at extreme rotations.
The connection link between the driving link and
the pivot was made from 0.5” hexagonal aluminum
extrusion that was turned down at the driving link end
for a right-handed threaded clevis attachment, and
tapped at the other for a left-handed threaded rod end
attachment. Having the ends different thread
directions allows for the ability to spin the link while
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it is attached to adjust the overall length of the link
through tightening or loosening about the threads of
the end attachments. Adjusting the length of this link
with both ends able to rotate results in the ability to
adjust the level of the chassis at rest. This ability to
“tune” the resting angle of the chassis allows for
tolerance compensation from the fabrication of all the
system components in which it is expected that at
initial rest, the system may be slightly off horizontal.

Experimental Procedure
The equipment utilized to obtain the angle
measurements were as follows:
Mitutoyo Digital Protractor – Model: Pro 360,
950-315
 SmartTool Builder’s Angle Finder – Gen 2
 1x Empire Magnetic POLYCAST Protractor
 3M Double-Sided Scotch-Brand Tape


Determination of which differential system was
better suited for implementation on Picus Martius was
done via analyzing how each system performed at
keeping the chassis as level as possible during
inclination of the different rocker and bogie links,
simulating uneven terrain. The orientation of the rover
was determined via the pitch angle (𝜃), roll angle (𝜙),
and the resulting play in the pitch angle known as delta
(Δ). The roll angle was measured using the Mitutoyo
digital protractor while the pitch and delta were
measured using the SmartTool Angle Finder. The two
instruments were calibrated through their respective
calibration methods using the table the rover was
resting upon as the ground. Once calibration was
complete, the Angle Finder was attached to the top of
the left side of the chassis using the double-sided tape,
while the digital protractor was attached in a similar
fashion to the front of the chassis. The magnetic
protractor was attached to the end of the differential
shaft on the rocker linkage in order to measure the
angle at which the rocker was inclined, as seen in
Figure 10.

Figure 156: Experimental test-setup on left suspension with
measuring device placement

During testing for both differential systems, both
the rocker and bogie of one side of the chassis were
elevated at increasing intervals similar to changes in
elevation due to terrain. Both series of inclinations for
the linkages originated at rest meaning an incline of
0°. The angle of the rocker was elevated in increments
of 10° up to 60° by raising the single rocker wheel off
the ground. For the bogie, the front-most wheel was
elevated causing the bogie to rotate about the end of
the rocker, which in turn rotates about the differential
shaft. The bogie inclined to 60° produced a rocker
inclination angle of 10° and 10° increments of the
bogie resulted in 2° increments of the rocker.

Figure 157: 60° inclination of the left suspension rocker
linkage

Figure 11 shows an example of one of the test
measurands where the left suspension rocker linkage
was inclined to 60°. At each increment, both the pitch
and the roll of the rover were recorded first. In order
to measure the amount of play in the pitch of the rover,
additional force was applied on the chassis in both
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directions of pitch rotation in order to approximate the
maximum and minimum potential pitch angles at that
given increment. The difference between those two
values was the resulting delta pitch play. The pitch,
roll, and delta were measured 20 times for each
increment for both the rocker and bogie.
Once all these measurements were taken, the Angle
Finder and magnetic protractor were attached to the
top right of the chassis and right rocker linkage at the
differential shaft respectively, and the entire process
was repeated for the right rocker-bogie mechanism.
This entire process was performed for both the
differential gearbox and the differential rod systems
resulting in 78 comparative scenarios between the
differential gearbox and the differential rod for a total
of 3120 total measurements taken.

Results
The analysis of the collected data is meant to show
that one differential system performs better that the
other. The pitch angle of the chassis (𝜃), the roll angle
(𝜙), and the play in the pitch angle (Δ) are indicative
of how well the differential system is performing
compared to expectations. Because of the nature of the
Rocker-Bogie suspension, the pitch angle should be
half of the inclination angle of the rocker linkage. In
terms of the roll and the pitch play, both would ideally
want to be kept at a minimum. The performance of the
differential gearbox in comparison to the differential
rod will be based upon which system performs closer
to expectations. The sign convention used for
measuring each of the angles is shown in Figure 12.

rod’s mean. The resulting t-value is based on the
following equation [11]:
𝑡0 =

𝑥̅1 − 𝑥̅2 − Δ0
1
1
𝑠𝑝 √ +
𝑛1 𝑛2

The Δ0 term indicates the desired difference
between the two systems and thus the resulting
difference of the means in the null hypothesis (H0 ) of
the t-test shown below:
𝐻0 : 𝜇1 − 𝜇2 = Δ0
Since the objective is to exemplify that there is a
difference, the null hypothesis is that the means are the
same and thus the performance is the same making the
Δ0 term equal to 0. In addition, the alternate hypothesis
that is being tested is to indicate that the difference
between the means does not equal the Δ0 term at all:
𝐻𝐴 : 𝜇1 − 𝜇2 ≠ Δ0
The s𝑝 term is the pooled estimator of the variance
of the mean differences. The s𝑝 term is a weighted
average of the standard deviations of the data collected
defined as [11]:
𝑠𝑝 = √

(𝑛1 − 1)𝑠12 + (𝑛2 − 1)𝑠22
𝑛1 + 𝑛2 − 2

The variance of the data collected for each system
(𝑠12 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠22 ) included the design stage uncertainty of
the instruments used to measure the angles. The design
stage uncertainty of a measurand is given as [12]:
𝑛𝐼

𝑈𝑑 =

√𝑈02

+ ∑ 𝑈𝐼2𝑖
𝑖=1

𝑈0 = Zero-Order Uncertainty equal to one-half the instrument
resolution
Figure 158: Roll angle (𝜙) and Pitch Angle (𝜃) sign
convention based upon which suspension side was being
tested. The play in the pitch (𝛥) was a magnitude of a
difference and thus was always considered positive

To do this, it is necessary to show that the resulting
data collected from each system was significantly
different from the other. To show significant
differences between the systems, a two-sample pooled
difference of means t-Test was conducted for each
angle measurement at each rocker linkage inclination.
For each system’s set of 20 data points at each rocker
or bogie linkage inclination, the mean and standard
deviation was calculated and utilized to determine the
test statistic t-value based on the difference between
the differential gearbox’s mean and the differential

𝑈𝐼 = Instrument uncertainty resulting from the summation of
the squares of the instrument’s elemental errors

The design stage uncertainty or resulting added
variance from the digital level used to measure the
pitch and resulting pitch play was ±0.05° and the
resulting added variance for the roll angle
measurements was ±0.25°. This variance was added
to the variance calculated from the 20 measurements
at each measurand in order to determine the total
variance and thus the total standard deviation for each
system’s measurand. The resulting standard deviation
was then used to compute the standard six-sigma
natural tolerance limits of the measurements.
Since each measurement at each inclination angle
was measured 20 times for both systems, 𝑛1 = 𝑛2
which reduced the resulting t-value equation down to:
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𝑡0 =

𝑥̅1 − 𝑥̅2
2
𝑛

𝑠𝑝 √

Determining if the alternate hypothesis supports
rejection of the null hypothesis comes from a fixed
significance level rejection criterion that for a twosided alternate hypothesis as in this case is as follows:

of the measurands in regards to the roll angle. Figure
13 and Figure 14 show that the systems started
presenting performance difference in the roll angle
with extreme rocker linkage inclination angles as the
t-values started to extend outside of the acceptance
zone.

𝑅𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑖𝑓: 𝑡0 < −𝑡𝛼⁄2,𝑛1+𝑛2−2 𝑜𝑟 𝑡0 > 𝑡𝛼⁄2,𝑛1+𝑛2−2
To maximize certainty of performance difference,
every t-value was calculated at 99% confidence level
making the fixed significance level rejection criterion
value 𝛼 = 0.01. This made the reference t-values for
rejection from the cumulative t-distribution table [11]:
𝑅𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑖𝑓: 𝑡0 < −2.712 𝑜𝑟 𝑡0 > 2.712
Thus, if the resulting t-value calculated from the
difference between the two system means for each
inclination measurement satisfies the rejection criteria,
then there is a statistically significant difference in the
results from one differential system to the other.

Figure 159: Bogie Linkage Roll Angle t-Values
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Figure 160: Rocker Linkage Roll Angle t-Values

Left Rocker

Since each linkage was measured at a resting angle
of 0°, it could be assumed that all the 0° data could be
combined for one large comparison between the two
systems at rest. Upon further investigation, Figure 15
shows that there was a significant enough difference
in the play in the pitch angle from one link to the other
that prevented combining all the 0° angle data together
for each system. Thus, the rest of the data required
separate comparisons between the two systems for the
0° data for each linkage of the Rocker-Bogie system.

Table 2: Resulting test statistic t-values between the
Differential Gearbox and Rod systems. Values that indicate
significant performance difference at 99% confidence are
bolded and highlighted.

Table 1 shows the calculated t-values generated
from a MATLAB® script for the different
measurands. The highlighted values indicate that there
was a significant performance difference between the
differential gearbox and the differential rod. It shows
that for both the pitch angle and pitch delta there was
significant performance difference, but only for a few

Figure 161: Resting Pitch Linkage Comparison
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Since the data for the play in the pitch angle all
indicated significant performance difference, the data
for each differential system was compared to each
other and the ideal case of 0° of play for left and right
suspension measurands in Figure 16 and Figure 17
respectively.

Figure 164: Pitch Angle, Left Suspension

Figure 162: Pitch Delta, Left Suspension

Figure 165: Pitch Angle, Right Suspension

Figure 163: Pitch Delta, Right Suspension

The resulting delta measurements for the
differential rod system were considerably closer to the
idealized value of 0° in comparison to the differential
gearbox. The differential gearbox was generally
around 7° of play whereas the differential rod was
generally around 0.7° of play indicating
approximately a ten times difference in pitch delta
between the two systems.
The data for the pitch angle also indicated
significant performance differences between the two
systems. The data for each system was compared to
each other as well as the idealized value for the pitch
angle at the designated inclination angle for the left
and right suspension measurands in Figure 18 and
Figure 19 respectively.

The differential rod’s performance closely
matched the expected pitch angle values for both the
bogie and rocker linkage tests for both left and right
suspensions. The differential gearbox had a larger
difference from the differential rod when testing the
bogie linkage, but still showed significant enough of a
difference for the entirety of the tests.
Even though most of the roll angle data was not
significantly different enough between the systems,
the data was still shown for the left and right
suspensions in Figure 20 and Figure 21 respectively.

Figure 166: Roll Angle, Left Suspension
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𝑛

𝑃𝑚 =

𝑘Δ
̅𝑖 − Δ𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙,𝑖 )𝑠Δ,𝑖
∑(Δ
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑘𝜃
+ ∑ |(𝜃̅𝑖 − 𝜃𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙,𝑖 )𝑠𝜃,𝑖 |
𝑛
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝑘𝜙
+
∑ |(𝜙̅𝑖 − 𝜙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙,𝑖 )𝑠𝜙,𝑖 |
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛=

Number of inclination angles tested

𝑘Δ = Weighted gain for play in the pitch
Figure 167: Roll Angle, Right Suspension

It is apparent that the roll of the chassis is greatly
affected by both the inclination of the rocker and the
bogie linkage, even when the angle of the rocker
linkage about the horizontal does not increase much
with the large inclination of the bogie linkage. This
shows that the roll angle of the chassis is somewhat
independent of the differential system put in place in
regards to inclination of the bogie linkage. Inclining
the rocker-linkage has a direct effect on the rotation of
the differential system thus showing the affect the
system can have on the roll angle.
Even though it can be seen in the previous figures
that there is a distinct performance difference between
the two systems with the differential rod performing
closer to the expected values, there still was a need for
a quantitative representation of the performance
metric.

The Picus Number, 𝑷𝒎
The Picus Number (𝑃𝑚 ) was developed in order to
have one concrete value to describe the resulting
performance of a Rocker-Bogie differential system.
The Picus Number is generated through the
summations of the difference between the calculated
mean at an inclination angle and the expected value for
the different measurands. This difference was then
multiplied by the standard deviation of the measurand
to incorporate the variance in the data collection. This
result was taken as an absolute value due to the pitch
angles and roll angles having the ability to have
negative values due to the sign conventions. The
resulting values for all the measurands are then
multiplied by a weighted gain value to weight which
angle measurements are more important to the overall
performance and the result is divided by the total
number of measurands for each system.

𝑘𝜃 = Weighted gain for pitch angle
𝑘𝜙 = Weighted gain for roll angle
𝑠i =

Measurement Standard Deviation

̅=
Δ

Average play in pitch at designated inclination

Δ𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = Ideal play in pitch
θ̅ =

Average pitch angle at designated inclination

θ𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = Ideal pitch angle at designated inclination
̅=
ϕ

Average roll angle at designated inclination

ϕ𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = Ideal roll angle at designated inclination

The gain values associated with each measurand
were based upon a simple percentage of importance. It
was decided to split up the gains as follows: 𝑘Δ = 0.5,
𝑘𝜃 = 0.2, and 𝑘𝜙 = 0.3. The play in the pitch
received the highest weight of importance because
during operation high amplitude cyclic motion of the
chassis can cause enough vibration to jar electrical
components and/or produce enough wear on certain
mechanical components to lower the life expectancy
of the part. The roll angle and the pitch angle were of
close to the same importance simply because both
affect how level the chassis is during operation, but it
was decided to place slightly more weight on the roll
angle due to the rotation the differential system
experiences from the roll. The pitch angle rotates
about the main differential shaft and thus if only the
pitch was changing, the differential would essentially
be acting as a driving mechanism for chassis rotation.
Since the roll creates a rotation about an axis
perpendicular to the differential shaft, this would
create irregular forms of static loading. With irregular
static loading, the ability to predict failure becomes
increasingly difficult which drove the decision to
weigh the roll angle difference higher than the pitch
angle.
The ideal values for each of the measurands are as
follows:
∆𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 0°
θ𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 0.5 ∗ (𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒)
ϕ𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 0°
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This reduces the Picus Number performance metric
equation to:
𝑛

𝑛

0.5
0.2
̅𝑖 𝑠Δ,𝑖 +
𝑃𝑚 =
∑Δ
∑ |(𝜃𝑖̅ − 𝜃𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙,𝑖 )𝑠𝜃,𝑖 |
𝑛
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑖=1
𝑛

0.3
+
∑ |𝜙̅𝑖 𝑠𝜙,𝑖 |
𝑛
𝑖=1

The idealized Picus Number would be 𝑃𝑚 = 0
indicating that the differences between the collected
data and the idealized values are zero, but this is
physically impossible to achieve due to manufacturing
tolerances and uncertainties in data collection. This
means Picus Numbers that are closer to zero indicate
a better performing system. Since there were thirteen
measurands for each side of the suspension, the total
number of measurands used in calculating the Picus
Number was 26 (n = 26). The resulting Picus Numbers
for the two differential systems are:
𝑃𝑚,𝐺𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑥 = 4.447
𝑃𝑚,𝑅𝑜𝑑 = 1.650
From the graphs, previously it could be seen that
the differential rod performed at a higher level than the
differential gearbox, but now the Picus Number is able
to quantitatively show with statistical significance that
the system performs closer to theoretical expectations
as it’s Picus Number is closer to zero than the
differential gearbox. In terms of the Picus Number, the
design and fabrication of the differential rod system
performed 2.695 times better than the design and
fabrication of the differential gearbox system.

system would need to be as robust and precise as
possible to limit the amount of play at the gear mates.
The success of the differential rod system is assumed
to be because of the ability to create secure joints
between the linkages with rotation compensation via
the rod ends and swivel bearings.
It is important to note that the Picus Number is
design specific and at the moment there is not a
standard to compare to for satisfactory designs. The
reason there was a comparison in this study was
because it was a direct comparison between one
system and another. It appears that effective joining
methods of the differential linkages or gear mates are
pivotal to reducing the overall Picus Number of the
system, and thus increasing the Rocker-Bogie
suspension performance. If more teams utilizing a
Rocker-Bogie suspension would replicate this
experiment and determine the Picus Number for their
respective design, a “Standard Picus Number” can be
developed for reference by teams during the
development stage of their mars rovers. The standard
Picus Number would be a base value to try to achieve
through design and fabrication and would indicate to a
team that their design will perform adequately.
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Conclusion
Prior research had shown the impact the
differential system can have on the roll and pitch of a
rover implementing a Rocker-Bogie suspension
system, but there was not any definitive comparison
between differential types. This led to the creation of
the Picus Number to allow for a way to quantitatively
compare Rocker-Bogie differential system designs.
Using the Picus Numbers generated for the two
differential system designs used in this experiment on
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Appendix B: EYE Grant Solar Panel
B.1 EYE Grant Setup

Figure 168: Solar Panel Setup. From Left to Right: 100W, 150W, 230W

Figure 169: Front View of Solar Panel Setup
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Figure 170: Rear View of Solar Panel Setup

B.2 Solar Panel Analysis Code
close all;
clear all;
% Loading data
load('solar_data.mat');
% Initializations
uv100 = [];
uv150 = [];
uv230 = [];
ui100 = [];
ui150 = [];
ui230 = [];
thetav100 = [];
thetav150 = [];
thetav230 = [];
thetai100 = [];
thetai150 = [];
thetai230 = [];
up100 = [];
up150 = [];
up230 = [];
% u0 = 1/2 * resolution
u0 = 0.5 * 0.01;
% Instrument Uncertainty = sqrt(ei^2 + eh^2 + ...)
% Accuracy of voltage = +-(0.9%+2 Digits)
% Accuracy of current = =-(2.5%+10 Digits)
for i = 1:1:length(Elapsed)
uv100(i) = sqrt(u0^2 + (0.009 * Voltage100(i) + 0.02)^2);
uv150(i) = sqrt(u0^2 + (0.009 * Voltage150(i) + 0.02)^2);
uv230(i) = sqrt(u0^2 + (0.009 * Voltage230(i) + 0.02)^2);
ui100(i) = sqrt(u0^2 + (0.025 * Current100(i) + 0.1)^2);
ui150(i) = sqrt(u0^2 + (0.025 * Current150(i) + 0.1)^2);
ui230(i) = sqrt(u0^2 + (0.025 * Current230(i) + 0.1)^2);
% P=VI
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% dP/dV = I
% dP/dI = V
thetav100(i) = Current100(i);
thetav150(i) = Current150(i);
thetav230(i) = Current230(i);
thetai100(i) = Voltage100(i);
thetai150(i) = Voltage150(i);
thetai230(i) = Voltage230(i);
% up = sqrt((uv*thetav)^2+(ui*thetai)^2+(2*thetav*thetai*uv*ui))
up100(i) =
sqrt((uv100(i)*thetav100(i))^2+(ui100(i)*thetai100(i))^2+(2*thetav100(i)*thetai100(i)*uv100(i)*ui100(i)));
up150(i) =
sqrt((uv150(i)*thetav150(i))^2+(ui150(i)*thetai150(i))^2+(2*thetav150(i)*thetai150(i)*uv150(i)*ui150(i)));
up230(i) =
sqrt((uv230(i)*thetav230(i))^2+(ui230(i)*thetai230(i))^2+(2*thetav230(i)*thetai230(i)*uv230(i)*ui230(i)));
end
sum100 = 0;
sum150 = 0;
sum230 = 0;
for i = 1:1:length(Elapsed)
sum100 = sum100 + Power100(i);
sum150 = sum150 + Power150(i);
sum230 = sum230 + Power230(i);
end
% Average power
avgPower100 = sum100 / length(Power100);
avgPower150 = sum150 / length(Power150);
avgPower230 = sum230 / length(Power230);
sumNum100 = 0;
sumNum150 = 0;
sumNum230 = 0;
s100 = 0;
s150 = 0;
s230 = 0;
% For standard deviation
for i = 1:1:length(Elapsed)
sumNum100 = sumNum100 + (Power100(i) - avgPower100)^2;
sumNum150 = sumNum150 + (Power150(i) - avgPower150)^2;
sumNum230 = sumNum230 + (Power230(i) - avgPower230)^2;
end
s100 = sqrt(sumNum100 / (length(Power100) - 1));
s150 = sqrt(sumNum150 / (length(Power150) - 1));
s230 = sqrt(sumNum230 / (length(Power230) - 1));
fprintf('100 Watt Solar Panel\n--------------------\n');
fprintf('Average: %1.4f Watts\n', avgPower100);
fprintf('Standard Deviation: %1.4f Watts\n', s100);
fprintf('Max Output: %1.4f +/- %1.4f Watts\n', max(Power100), max(up100));
fprintf('Efficiency with Average Power: %1.4f\n\n', (avgPower100/100)*100);
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fprintf('150 Watt Solar Panel\n--------------------\n');
fprintf('Average: %1.4f Watts\n', avgPower150);
fprintf('Standard Deviation: %1.4f Watts\n', s150);
fprintf('Max Output: %1.4f +/- %1.4f Watts\n', max(Power150), max(up150));
fprintf('Efficiency with Average Power: %1.4f\n\n', (avgPower150/150)*100);
fprintf('230 Watt Solar Panel\n--------------------\n');
fprintf('Average: %1.4f Watts\n', avgPower230);
fprintf('Standard Deviation: %1.4f Watts\n', s230);
fprintf('Max Output: %1.4f +/- %1.4f Watts\n', Power230(17), up230(17));
fprintf('Efficiency with Average Power: %1.4f\n', (avgPower230/230)*100);
% Plotting voltage, current, and power for each solar panel
figure(1)
errorbar(Elapsed, Voltage100, uv100, 'b.')
grid on;
hold on;
errorbar(Elapsed, Current100, ui100, 'r.')
errorbar(Elapsed, Power100, up100, 'k.')
axis([0 375 0 100]);
xlabel('Elapsed Time(s)')
ylabel('Voltage(V), Current(A), Power(W)')
title('100 W Renogy, 12V Solar Panel')
legend('Voltage (V)', 'Current (A)', 'Power (W)')
figure(2)
errorbar(Elapsed, Voltage150, uv150, 'b.')
grid on;
hold on;
errorbar(Elapsed, Current150, ui150, 'r.')
errorbar(Elapsed, Power150, up150, 'k.')
axis([0 375 0 30]);
xlabel('Elapsed Time(s)')
ylabel('Voltage(V), Current(A), Power(W)')
title('150 W Renogy, 12V Solar Panel')
legend('Voltage (V)', 'Current (A)', 'Power (W)')
figure(3)
errorbar(Elapsed, Voltage230, uv230, 'b.')
grid on;
hold on;
errorbar(Elapsed, Current230, ui230, 'r.')
errorbar(Elapsed, Power230, up230, 'k.')
axis([0 375 0 150]);
xlabel('Elapsed Time(s)')
ylabel('Voltage(V), Current(A), Power(W)')
title('230 W Universal Solar, 24V Solar Panel')
legend('Voltage (V)', 'Current (A)', 'Power (W)')
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Appendix C: Code
C.1 Differential Gearbox
C.1.1 C++
//************************************************************************
// Header that creates the class of bevel gears with designated properties
//************************************************************************
#pragma once
//Everything for this is in standard US Units
class Bevel
{
public:
Bevel();
~Bevel();
void updateE(double Ei);
void updateG(double Gi);
void updatenu(double nui);
double calculatenu(double Ei, double Gi);
double calculateG(double Ei, double nui);
double getE();
double getG();
double getnu();
double getKo();
double getCxc();
double getKx();
double calculateCp(double Ei, double nui);
double calculateKv(double Qvi, double dpi, double np);
double calculateKm(double Fi);
double calculateF(double dpi, double Pdi);
double calculateCs(double Fi);
double calculateKs(double Pdi);
double determineI(int Npi, int Ngi);
double determineJ();
double calculateSc(double Cpi, double Wti, double Fi, double dpi, double Ii,
double Koi, double Kvi, double Kmi, double Csi, double Cxci);
double calculateSt(double Wti, double Fi, double Pdi, double Koi, double Kvi,
double Ksi, double Kmi, double Kxi, double Ji);
protected:
double E;
double nu;
double G;
int Np;
int Ng;
double Ratio;
double P;
double Sac;
double Sc;
double Sat;
double St;
double Cp;
double F;
double I;
double J;
double Ko;

//Young's Modulus
//Poisson's Ratio
//Shear Modulus
//Number of Teeth of pinion (Np will equal Ng for miter gears)
//Number of Teeth of gear
//Gear Ratio
//Diametral Pitch of gear
//Allowable Contact Stress
//Actual Contact Stress
//Allowable Bending Stress
//Actual Bending Stress
//Elastic Coefficient for Pitting Resistance
//Net Face Width
//Contact Geometry Factor
//Bending Strength Geometry Factor
//Overload Factor
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double
double
double
double
double
double

Kv;
Km;
Cs;
Cxc;
Ks;
Kx;

//Dynamic Factor
//Load Distribution Factor
//Size Factor for Pitting Resistance
//Crowning Factor for Pitting
//Size Factor for Bending
//Length wise curvature factor for Bending Strength (1 for Bevel

Gears)
private:
};
#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>
#include <math.h>
#include "Properties.h"
using namespace std;

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// constructor
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Bevel::Bevel() {
E = 0.0;
//Default Values of 0 for everything
nu = 0.0;
G = E / (2 * (1 - nu));
//Equation relating shear modulus to Young's Modulus
Np = 1;
Ng = 0;
Ratio = Ng / Np;
//Gear Ratio in terms of a single Value (e.g. 3:1 would
be 3)
P = 0;
Sac = 0.0;
Sat = 0.0;
Ko = 1.0; // Overload factor is equal to 1 due to Uniform-Uniform Loading (See
page 783 of text for chart
Cxc = 1.5; // Assume proper for Crowning Factor for Pitting
Kx = 1.0; // Length Wise curvature factor for bending strength which is 1 for
bevel gears
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// destructor
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Bevel::~Bevel() {
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// update the young's modulus of the material for the gears you are looking at
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------void Bevel::updateE(double Ei) {
E = Ei;
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// update the shear modulus
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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void Bevel::updateG(double Gi) {
G = Gi;
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// update the Poisson's Ratio
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------void Bevel::updatenu(double nui) {
nu = nui;
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// calculate the Poisson's Ratio with E and G
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::calculatenu(double Ei, double Gi) {
double calcnu;
calcnu = 1 - (Ei / (2 * Gi));
return(calcnu);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// calculate the Shear Modulus with E and nu
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::calculateG(double Ei, double nui) {
double calcG;
calcG = Ei / (2 * (1 - nui));
return(calcG);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get the value of E for the gear
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::getE() {
return(E);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get the value of G for the gear
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::getG() {
return(G);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get the value of nu for the gear
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::getnu() {
return(nu);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Calculate the value of the Elastic Coefficient for Pitting Resistance
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::calculateCp(double Ei, double nui) {
double pi = 3.141592654;
Cp = sqrt(1 / (pi*(((1 - (nui*nui)) / Ei)) + ((1 - (nui*nui)) / Ei)));
return(Cp);
}
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//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get the value of Ko for the gear (Overload Factor)
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::getKo() {
return(Ko);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get the value of Cxc for the gear (Crowning Factor for Pitting)
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::getCxc() {
return(Cxc);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get the value of Kx for the gear (Curvature Factor for Bending Strength)
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::getKx() {
return(Kx);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------//Calculate and return the dynamic factor Kv
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::calculateKv(double Qvi, double dpi, double np) {
double Kvi;
double tempKv; //value that is raised to the B power
double A;
//Variable determined by B
double B;
//Variable determined by Qv and is the power of the whole term
double vt;
//Pitch Line Velocity at outside pitch diameter in ft/min
double pi = 3.141592654;
B = 0.25*pow((12 - Qvi), (2 / 3));
A = 50 + (56 * (1 - B));
vt = (pi*dpi*np) / 12;
//np is in rpm, dpi is in inches, hence the divide
by 12
tempKv = (A + sqrt(vt)) / A;
Kvi = pow(tempKv, B);
return(Kvi);
}
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------//Calculate and return the Load Distribution Factor, Km
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::calculateKm(double Fi) {
double Kmi;
double Kmb = 1.25; //This value is 1.25 because neither of the gears are straddle
mounted. Will be different for four gear setup
Kmi = Kmb + 0.0036*Fi*Fi;
return(Kmi);
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------//Calculate and return the net face width, F
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//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::calculateF(double dpi, double Pdi) {
double F;
double Ao;
double gamma; //Cone angle of Bevel gear. This is 45 degrees for Miter gears.
double leftmin;
double rightmin;
Ao = dpi / sqrt(2);
leftmin = 0.3*Ao;
rightmin = 10 / Pdi;
//Determine which calculation is smaller and use that
if (leftmin < rightmin) {
F = leftmin;
}
else {
F = rightmin;
}
return(0.44);
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------//Calculate and return the Size Factor for Pitting Resistance, Cs
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::calculateCs(double Fi) {
double Csi;
//Based on the size of F
if (Fi < 0.5) {
Csi = 0.5;
}
else if (Fi >= 0.5 && Fi <= 4.5) {
Csi = 0.125*Fi + 0.4375;
}
else {
Csi = 1.0;
}
return(Csi);
}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------//Calculate and return the Size factor for bending, Ks
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::calculateKs(double Pdi) {
double Ksi;
//Based on
if (Pdi <=
Ksi
}
else {
Ksi
}

the size of the pitch, Pdi
16) {
= 0.4867 + 0.2132/Pdi;

= 0.5;

return(Ksi);
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}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------//Determine the contact geometry factor, I
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::determineI(int Npi, int Ngi) {
double Iarray[50][50];
double Ii;
for (int i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
if (i <= 15) {
for (int j = 0; j < 50; j++) {
if (j <= 15) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.057;
}
else if (j > 15 && j <= 20) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0625;
}
else if (j > 20 && j <= 25) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.066;
}
else if (j > 25 && j <= 30) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.068;
}
else if (j > 30 && j <= 35) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.07;
}
else if (j > 35 && j <= 40) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.071;
}
else if (j > 40 && j <= 45) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0715;
}
else {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.072;
}
}
}
else if (i > 15 && i <= 20) {
for (int j = 0; j < 50; j++) {
if (j <= 15) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.06;
}
else if (j > 15 && j <= 20) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0635;
}
else if (j > 20 && j <= 25) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.068;
}
else if (j > 25 && j <= 30) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.072;
}
else if (j > 30 && j <= 35) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.075;
}
else if (j > 35 && j <= 40) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.077;
}
else if (j > 40 && j <= 45) {
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Iarray[i][j] = 0.078;
}
else {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.08;
}
}
}
else if (i > 20 && i <= 30) {
for (int j = 0; j < 50; j++) {
if (j <= 15) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.06;
}
else if (j > 15 && j <= 20) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0625;
}
else if (j > 20 && j <= 25) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.065;
}
else if (j > 25 && j <= 30) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.07;
}
else if (j > 30 && j <= 35) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.075;
}
else if (j > 35 && j <= 40) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0775;
}
else if (j > 40 && j <= 45) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0805;
}
else {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0825;
}
}
}
else if (i > 30 && i <= 40) {
for (int j = 0; j < 50; j++) {
if (j <= 15) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.06;
}
else if (j > 15 && j <= 20) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0625;
}
else if (j > 20 && j <= 25) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.065;
}
else if (j > 25 && j <= 30) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0675;
}
else if (j > 30 && j <= 35) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.075;
}
else if (j > 35 && j <= 40) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0725;
}
else if (j > 40 && j <= 45) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.076;
}
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else {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.079;
}
}
}
else{
for (int j = 0; j < 50; j++) {
if (j <= 15) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.06;
}
else if (j > 15 && j <= 20) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0625;
}
else if (j > 20 && j <= 25) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.065;
}
else if (j > 25 && j <= 30) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0675;
}
else if (j > 30 && j <= 35) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.068;
}
else if (j > 35 && j <= 40) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.069;
}
else if (j > 40 && j <= 45) {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.07;
}
else {
Iarray[i][j] = 0.0725;
}
}
}
}
Ii = Iarray[Npi][Ngi];
return(Ii);
}
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------//Determine the bending strength Geometry Factor, J
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::determineJ() {
double Ji;
Ji = 0.21; //Need to figure out how to actually determine this. Saw this number in
an example
return(Ji);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------//Calculate and return the contact stress, Sc
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::calculateSc(double Cpi, double Wti, double Fi, double dpi, double Ii,
double Koi, double Kvi, double Kmi, double Csi, double Cxci) {
double Sci;
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Sci = Cpi*sqrt((Wti*Koi*Kvi*Kmi*Csi*Cxci) / (Fi*dpi*Ii));
return(Sci);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------//
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------double Bevel::calculateSt(double Wti, double Fi, double Pdi, double Koi, double Kvi,
double Ksi, double Kmi, double Kxi, double Ji) {
double Sti;
Sti = (Wti*Pdi*Koi*Kvi*Ksi*Kmi) / (Fi*Kxi*Ji);
return(Sti);
}
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<iostream>
<iomanip>
"Properties.h"
<fstream>
<math.h>

using namespace std;
int main() {
Bevel gear;
double Ei;
//User Input Young's Modulus
double response1; //Decides which value is known: Poisson's Ratio or Shear Modulus
double Gi;
//User Input of Shear Modulus or calculated value
double nui;
//User input of poisson's ratio or calculated value
double Cpi;
//Elastic Coefficient for Pitting Resistance
double Koi;
//Overload Factor
double Cxci; //Crowning Factor for Pitting
double Kxi;
//Curvature Factor for Bending Strength
double Kvi;
//Dynamic Factor
double Qvi;
//AGMA Quality Number (Transmission Accuracy Number)
double Kmi;
//Load Distribution Factor
double Ii;
//Contact Geometry Factor
double Ji;
//Bending Strength Geometry Factor
double Ksi;
//Size Factor for Bending
double Csi;
//Size Factor for Pitting Resistance
double Sci;
//Contact Stress
double Sti;
//Bending Stress
double Sac;
//Allowable Contact Stress
double Sat;
//Allowable Bending Stress
double Wti;
//Transmitted Load
double Tg = 200;//(384.93/2);
//Applied Torque in lb-in estimated
double dp;
//Pitch Diameter of the Pinion
int Pd;
//Diametral Pitch of Pinion (Same
int Np;
//Number of teeth of Pinion (Same
double Fi;
//Net Face Width of the Bevel
double ng = 21.48;
previously calculated

(Same as Gear if using Miters)
as Gear if using Miters)
as Gear if using Miters)
Gear

// Gear Speed in rpm (np = ng for miters) This value was

//Prompt User to input the Young's Modulus
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cout << "Please enter the Young's Modulus of the gear material: ";
cin >> Ei;
cout << endl << endl;
gear.updateE(Ei);

//Update the E term for the class

Ei = gear.getE();

//Update this variable with the E term stored in the class

//cout << Ei << endl;
//Prompt user to input either Poisson's Ratio or the Shear Modulus, whatever is
known
cout << "Please type 1 if the Poisson's Ratio is known, or 2 if the Shear Modulus
is known: ";
cin >> response1;
cout << endl << endl;
if (response1 == 2) {
cout << "Please enter the Shear Modulus of the material: ";
cin >> Gi;
cout << endl << endl;
gear.updateG(Gi);
Gi = gear.getG();
nui = gear.calculatenu(Ei, Gi);
cout << Gi << endl << nui << endl;
}
else if (response1 == 1) {
cout << "Please enter the Poisson's Ratio of the Material: ";
cin >> nui;
cout << endl << endl;
gear.updatenu(nui);
nui = gear.getnu();
Gi = gear.calculateG(Ei, nui);
cout << Gi << endl << nui << endl;
}
else {
cout << "I.D. 10-T Error: Please restart code and actually put in a proper
value" << endl << endl;
}
//Calculate the Elastic Coefficient for Pitting Resistance
Cpi = gear.calculateCp(Ei, nui);
cout << Cpi;
//Get the Overload Factor
Koi = gear.getKo();
//Get the Crowning Factor for Pitting Resistance
Cxci = gear.getCxc();
//Get the Curvature Factor
Kxi = gear.getKx();
cout << "What is the AGMA Quality number of the gears being used?";
cin >> Qvi;
cout << endl << endl;
cout << "Enter the allowable contact stress for the specific gear material and
grade: "; //Assume grade 2
cin >> Sac;
cout << endl << endl;
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cout << "Enter the allowable bending stress for the specific gear material and
grade: "; //Assume grade 2
cin >> Sat;
cout << endl << endl;
//ofstream f;
//f.open("MiterGearData_4Gears.txt");
//f << "Young's Modulus E = " << Ei << endl;
//f << "Shear Modulus G = " << Gi << endl;
//f << "Poisson's Ratio Nu = " << nui << endl;
//f << "The following Data will be indexed as: " << endl << "dp\tNp\tPd\tSc\t\tSt"
<< endl;
//cout << "Young's Modulus E = " << Ei << endl;
//cout << "Shear Modulus G = " << Gi << endl;
//cout << "Poisson's Ratio Nu = " << nui << endl;
//cout << "The following Data will be indexed as: " << endl <<
"dp\tNp\tPd\tSc\t\tSt" << endl;
//for (Pd = 8; Pd < 30; Pd++) {
//
for (Np = 12; Np < 50; Np++) {
//
dp = double(Np) / Pd;
//
Wti = (2 * Tg) / dp;
//
f << fixed << setprecision(3) << dp << "\t" << Np << "\t" << Pd <<
"\t";
//
cout << fixed << setprecision(3) << dp << "\t" << Np << "\t" << Pd
<< "\t";
//
Fi = gear.calculateF(dp, Pd);
//
Kvi = gear.calculateKv(Qvi, dp, ng);
//
Kmi = gear.calculateKm(Fi);
//
Csi = gear.calculateCs(Fi);
//
Ksi = gear.calculateKs(Pd);
//
Ii = gear.determineI(Np, Np);
//Pass the same number of teeth
because Miter Gears are being used
//
Ji = gear.determineJ();
//Need to figure out the correct J
value. Using 0.21 for now
//

Sci = gear.calculateSc(Cpi, Wti, Fi, dp, Ii, Koi, Kvi, Kmi, Csi,

//

Sti = gear.calculateSt(Wti, Fi, Pd, Koi, Kvi, Ksi, Kmi, Kxi, Ji);

//
//
//
}
//}
//f.close();
Np = 20;
Pd = 10;

f << Sci << "\t" << Sti << "\t" << endl;
cout << Sci << "\t" << Sti << "\t" << endl;

Cxci);

dp = double(Np) / Pd;
Wti = (2 * Tg) / dp;
//f << fixed << setprecision(3) << dp << "\t" << Np << "\t" << Pd <<
"\t";
cout << fixed << setprecision(3) << dp << "\t" << Np << "\t" << Pd
<< "\t";
Fi = gear.calculateF(dp, Pd);
Kvi = gear.calculateKv(Qvi, dp, ng);
Kmi = gear.calculateKm(Fi);
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Csi = gear.calculateCs(Fi);
Ksi = gear.calculateKs(Pd);
Ii = gear.determineI(Np, Np);
because Miter Gears are being used
Ji = gear.determineJ();
value. Using 0.21 for now

//Pass the same number of teeth
//Need to figure out the correct J

Sci = gear.calculateSc(Cpi, Wti, Fi, dp, Ii, Koi, Kvi, Kmi, Csi,
Cxci);
Sti = gear.calculateSt(Wti, Fi, Pd, Koi, Kvi, Ksi, Kmi, Kxi, Ji);
//f << Sci << "\t" << Sti << "\t" << endl;
cout << Sci << "\t" << Sti << "\t" << endl;
double FSC = Sac / Sci;
double FSB = Sat / Sti;
cout << endl << "\t\t\t" << FSC << "\t" << FSB << endl;

system("pause");
}

C.1.2 MATLAB®
clear all; close all;
load('GearData.mat')
x = 0:(7/3000):7;
k = 0:0.01:30;
y = 225000.*ones(size(x));
z = 35000.*ones(size(x));
plot(x,y,'k-','LineWidth',3);
%plot3(x,y,k,'k');
hold on
%plot3(x,z,k,'k');
%hold on
%plot(Pitch, ContactStress, 'bo');
darkg = [0 0.5 0];
darky = [1 0.9 0.25];
plot(x,z,'r-','LineWidth',3);
plot(PitchDiameter, BendingStress, '.', 'Color', darkg, 'MarkerSize', 15);
plot(PitchDiameter4, BendingStress4, '^', 'Color', 'g', 'MarkerSize', 5, 'MarkerFaceColor', 'g');
plot(PitchDiameter, ContactStress, 's', 'Color', darky, 'MarkerSize', 5, 'MarkerFaceColor', darky);
plot(PitchDiameter4, ContactStress4, '*', 'Color', 'k', 'MarkerSize', 5, 'MarkerFaceColor', 'k');
%plot(Teeth, ContactStress, 'r*');
%plot3(PitchDiameter4, ContactStress4, Pitch4, 'bo');
%plot3(PitchDiameter4, BendingStress4, Pitch4, 'r*');
hold off
title('Pitch Diameter vs. Bending and Contact Stress', 'FontSize', 28);
xlabel('Pitch Diameter (in)', 'FontSize', 24, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
ylabel('Stress (psi)', 'FontSize', 24, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
l = legend('Allowable Contact Stress Sc = 225 kpsi','Allowable Bending Stress St = 35 kpsi','3 Gear Set vs St','4 Gear Set vs St','3
Gear Set vs Sc','4 Gear Set vs Sc', 'Location', 'northeast');
set(l, 'FontSize', 20);
grid on;
set(gca, 'FontSize', 20);

C.1.3 Resulting Data

Young's Modulus E = 2.93e+07
Shear Modulus G = 2.03472e+07
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Poisson's Ratio Nu = 0.28
The following Data will be indexed as:
dp
Np
Pd
Sc
1.500 12
8
586644.013
1.625 13
8
520367.624
1.750 14
8
465704.318
1.875 15
8
419991.951
2.000 16
8
361262.376
2.125 17
8
329915.377
2.250 18
8
302858.334
2.375 19
8
279445.049
2.500 20
8
259648.729
2.625 21
8
239346.404
2.750 22
8
223978.645
2.875 23
8
210244.280
3.000 24
8
197908.800
3.125 25
8
186779.360
3.250 26
8
170268.589
3.375 27
8
161431.455
3.500 28
8
153365.409
3.625 29
8
145978.763
3.750 30
8
139193.423
3.875 31
8
128434.652
4.000 32
8
122856.331
4.125 33
8
117690.517
4.250 34
8
112895.367
4.375 35
8
108434.359
4.500 36
8
106058.099
4.625 37
8
102106.782
4.750 38
8
98408.834
4.875 39
8
94941.853
5.000 40
8
91685.931
5.125 41
8
90191.997
5.250 42
8
87255.761
5.375 43
8
84485.634
5.500 44
8
81868.604
5.625 45
8
79392.945
5.750 46
8
75707.998
5.875 47
8
73522.988
6.000 48
8
71918.680
6.125 49
8
70456.371
1.333 12
9
699834.011
1.444 13
9
620761.252
1.556 14
9
555544.043
1.667 15
9
501006.138
1.778 16
9
430941.778
1.889 17
9
393542.948
2.000 18
9
361262.376

St
99949.499
85194.975
73484.993
64035.866
56300.780
49888.793
44514.400
39965.159
36080.349
32736.565
29837.779
27308.365
25088.108
23128.585
21390.495
19841.676
18455.599
17210.229
16087.136
15070.813
14148.137
13307.941
12540.675
11838.131
11193.226
10599.819
10052.568
9546.803
9078.433
8643.859
8239.902
7863.753
7512.914
7185.162
6878.516
6591.199
6435.826
6305.452
141419.426
120539.751
103968.736
90597.265
79651.468
70578.073
62973.028
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2.111
2.222
2.333
2.444
2.556
2.667
2.778
2.889
3.000
3.111
3.222
3.333
3.444
3.556
3.667
3.778
3.889
4.000
4.111
4.222
4.333
4.444
4.556
4.667
4.778
4.889
5.000
5.111
5.222
5.333
5.444
1.200
1.300
1.400
1.500
1.600
1.700
1.800
1.900
2.000
2.100
2.200
2.300
2.400
2.500
2.600
2.700
2.800

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

333170.264
308543.263
283482.415
265026.174
248693.152
234025.814
220794.405
201212.848
190709.691
181124.355
172347.635
164286.517
151542.448
144917.154
138782.645
133089.099
127793.031
124956.591
120266.912
115878.547
111764.830
107902.066
106114.746
102632.185
99347.078
96243.939
93308.817
88954.573
86364.720
84476.814
82758.818
819485.357
726885.340
650511.468
586644.013
504597.740
460801.522
422999.179
390101.832
361262.376
331915.575
309585.511
289654.620
272086.403
256635.295
233813.936
221551.605
210362.108

56535.687
51038.598
46307.121
42205.360
38626.293
35484.707
32712.076
30252.785
28061.319
26100.140
24338.062
22749.009
21311.036
20005.572
18816.816
17731.253
16737.270
15824.844
14985.285
14211.032
13495.480
12832.839
12218.015
11646.513
11114.354
10618.006
10154.326
9720.505
9314.033
9094.348
8910.046
193010.518
164510.078
141891.142
123639.682
108699.311
96314.780
85934.540
77148.198
69645.277
63187.387
57589.031
52704.123
48416.348
44632.169
41275.673
38284.734
35608.112
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2.900
3.000
3.100
3.200
3.300
3.400
3.500
3.600
3.700
3.800
3.900
4.000
4.100
4.200
4.300
4.400
4.500
4.600
4.700
4.800
4.900
1.091
1.182
1.273
1.364
1.455
1.545
1.636
1.727
1.818
1.909
2.000
2.091
2.182
2.273
2.364
2.455
2.545
2.636
2.727
2.818
2.909
3.000
3.091
3.182
3.273
3.364
3.455

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

200117.729
190709.691
175872.021
168141.476
160984.402
154342.544
148165.061
144841.891
139372.941
134255.942
129459.725
124956.591
122858.689
118799.679
114971.222
111355.223
107935.379
102876.011
99859.102
97672.940
95686.238
945265.426
838444.866
750342.581
676667.496
582025.484
531504.095
487897.083
449948.329
416680.626
382828.345
357069.634
334078.510
313455.789
294873.385
267991.752
253881.790
241007.532
229221.809
218399.283
201365.036
192473.882
184243.066
176605.474
169502.537
165667.454
159380.360
153498.409

33203.242
31034.530
29072.023
27290.375
25668.015
24186.498
22829.974
21584.760
20438.998
19382.367
18405.853
17501.550
16662.509
15882.593
15156.372
14479.025
13846.261
13254.250
12699.563
12399.887
12148.510
255826.808
218046.757
188063.485
163869.885
144065.541
127649.254
113889.865
102243.337
92298.096
83738.124
76317.525
69842.645
64159.296
59143.486
54694.587
50730.245
47182.537
43995.042
41120.575
38519.434
36158.020
34007.741
32044.147
30246.227
28595.847
27077.285
25676.864
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3.545
3.636
3.727
3.818
3.909
4.000
4.091
4.182
4.273
4.364
4.455
1.000
1.083
1.167
1.250
1.333
1.417
1.500
1.583
1.667
1.750
1.833
1.917
2.000
2.083
2.167
2.250
2.333
2.417
2.500
2.583
2.667
2.750
2.833
2.917
3.000
3.083
3.167
3.250
3.333
3.417
3.500
3.583
3.667
3.750
3.833
3.917
4.000

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

147985.701
142810.333
140385.545
135721.451
131322.676
127168.384
123239.800
117441.204
113976.117
111477.724
109209.894
1076888.260
955186.204
854810.421
770871.919
663048.978
605489.921
555808.531
512573.676
474671.997
436104.948
406758.319
380564.813
357069.634
335898.988
305221.313
288454.535
273170.490
259601.458
247299.958
227970.774
217866.176
208512.771
199834.180
191763.747
187392.748
180250.397
173568.822
167307.170
161429.142
158661.934
153365.409
148370.561
143653.685
139193.423
132622.995
128689.551
125865.548

24382.632
23184.114
22072.095
21038.443
20075.961
19178.257
18339.644
17555.044
16819.915
16422.859
16089.828
330972.211
282090.483
243296.943
211994.557
186371.316
165131.766
147329.865
132261.690
119394.711
108320.043
98719.528
90342.603
82989.774
76500.611
70744.917
65616.142
61026.404
56902.702
53183.988
49818.896
46763.954
43982.171
41441.911
39115.993
36980.952
35016.451
33204.790
31530.511
29980.059
28541.511
27204.348
25959.257
24797.971
23713.130
22698.167
21747.202
21233.668
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4.083
0.923
1.000
1.077
1.154
1.231
1.308
1.385
1.462
1.538
1.615
1.692
1.769
1.846
1.923
2.000
2.077
2.154
2.231
2.308
2.385
2.462
2.538
2.615
2.692
2.769
2.846
2.923
3.000
3.077
3.154
3.231
3.308
3.385
3.462
3.538
3.615
3.692
3.769
0.857
0.929
1.000
1.071
1.143
1.214
1.286
1.357
1.429

49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

123304.692
1214104.578
1076888.260
963717.140
869078.873
747514.771
682618.876
626604.902
577859.261
535126.650
491644.469
458557.442
429025.467
402535.770
378666.904
344080.909
325177.234
307945.280
292185.125
277726.568
255644.608
244275.936
233753.135
223990.168
214911.951
209982.058
201948.883
194434.449
187392.748
180782.896
177658.404
171703.234
166087.623
160784.876
155770.942
148397.395
143976.247
140813.782
137948.462
1356694.537
1203356.054
1076888.260
971131.024
835287.545
762767.395
700172.776
645700.488
597947.726

20802.969
419550.537
357581.860
308402.610
268720.307
236237.725
209312.526
186745.349
167643.789
151332.730
137293.809
125123.682
114504.703
105183.966
96958.090
89662.022
83160.684
77342.670
72115.435
67401.589
63136.015
59263.602
55737.459
52517.482
49569.212
46862.904
44372.778
42076.397
39954.162
37988.893
36165.476
34470.574
32892.383
31420.422
30045.364
28758.881
27553.522
26902.703
26356.890
522665.508
445461.412
384191.510
334753.679
294285.800
260741.689
232627.074
208830.122
188509.719
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1.500
1.571
1.643
1.714
1.786
1.857
1.929
2.000
2.071
2.143
2.214
2.286
2.357
2.429
2.500
2.571
2.643
2.714
2.786
2.857
2.929
3.000
3.071
3.143
3.214
3.286
3.357
3.429
3.500
0.800
0.867
0.933
1.000
1.067
1.133
1.200
1.267
1.333
1.400
1.467
1.533
1.600
1.667
1.733
1.800
1.867
1.933
2.000

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

549357.923
512384.008
479382.823
449781.341
423108.598
384461.278
363337.036
344080.909
326469.483
310312.564
285429.240
272180.590
259928.249
249039.197
238914.458
233403.603
224445.401
216066.153
208214.489
200844.766
197348.719
190709.691
184449.570
178538.553
172949.793
164743.012
159815.550
156302.237
153121.429
1504462.356
1334415.947
1194168.403
1076888.260
926246.795
845825.441
776411.149
716004.218
663048.978
609166.072
568164.115
531567.738
498741.475
469163.045
426306.971
402881.539
381527.749
361997.845
344080.909

171020.048
155858.596
142629.617
131018.027
120770.441
111681.229
103582.104
96334.270
89822.432
83950.174
78636.372
73812.367
69419.740
65408.531
61735.808
58364.516
55262.536
52401.918
49758.245
47310.113
45038.694
42927.373
40961.445
39127.853
37414.975
35812.439
34310.963
33500.341
32820.533
641420.763
546669.590
471474.604
410801.160
361136.517
319969.362
285465.755
256261.137
231323.205
209859.351
191252.843
175017.987
160768.082
148192.157
137037.844
127098.610
118204.114
110212.859
103006.519
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2.067
2.133
2.200
2.267
2.333
2.400
2.467
2.533
2.600
2.667
2.733
2.800
2.867
2.933
3.000
3.067
3.133
3.200
3.267
0.750
0.813
0.875
0.938
1.000
1.063
1.125
1.188
1.250
1.313
1.375
1.438
1.500
1.563
1.625
1.688
1.750
1.813
1.875
1.938
2.000
2.063
2.125
2.188
2.250
2.313
2.375
2.438
2.500

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

316488.172
301796.335
288208.426
275611.692
263907.766
257628.862
247712.651
238437.770
229747.296
221590.654
217709.307
210362.108
203434.573
196893.683
190709.691
181640.610
176188.882
172312.758
168805.807
1657232.225
1469912.010
1315418.039
1186224.765
1020284.309
931694.204
855229.324
788686.813
730352.955
670997.763
625831.400
585518.127
549357.923
516775.450
469568.197
443763.690
420241.243
398727.933
378991.418
348597.599
332413.739
317445.927
303569.957
290677.471
283437.552
272047.313
261525.643
251968.472
242998.762

96485.530
90565.633
85175.131
80252.712
75745.687
71608.582
67801.978
64291.574
61047.404
58043.201
55255.859
52664.988
50252.540
48002.493
45900.584
43934.084
42091.601
41096.951
40262.834
776919.869
662146.782
571062.794
497569.184
437410.809
387545.610
345752.067
310377.244
280170.684
254172.279
231634.969
211970.425
194710.231
179477.702
165967.146
153928.388
143155.093
133475.867
124747.380
116849.035
109678.767
103149.734
97187.665
91728.743
86717.884
82107.343
77855.570
73926.271
70287.627
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2.563
2.625
2.688
2.750
2.813
2.875
2.938
3.000
3.063
0.706
0.765
0.824
0.882
0.941
1.000
1.059
1.118
1.176
1.235
1.294
1.353
1.412
1.471
1.529
1.588
1.647
1.706
1.765
1.824
1.882
1.941
2.000
2.059
2.118
2.176
2.235
2.294
2.353
2.412
2.471
2.529
2.588
2.647
2.706
2.765
2.824
2.882
0.667

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
18

238718.845
230639.966
223022.874
215831.223
209032.272
199072.772
193079.420
188828.900
184985.488
1814845.114
1609703.204
1440510.960
1299026.733
1117302.210
1020284.309
936545.268
863672.626
799789.609
734788.641
685325.843
641177.838
601578.001
565896.257
514199.929
485940.934
460181.092
436621.512
415007.748
381724.094
364000.926
347609.482
332413.739
318295.030
310366.021
297892.455
286233.646
275316.974
265077.934
260357.914
251524.580
243196.476
235333.828
227900.804
217023.625
210471.830
205835.679
201645.792
1977156.272

66911.651
63773.647
60851.753
58126.562
55580.800
53199.046
50967.503
49762.890
48752.718
931680.292
794038.387
684806.224
596669.674
524525.610
464725.749
414605.875
372183.666
335959.487
304781.915
277755.028
254173.267
233474.882
215208.134
199006.420
184569.717
171650.584
160043.474
149576.504
140105.046
131506.704
123677.332
116527.864
109981.768
103972.986
98444.263
93345.770
88633.982
84270.744
80222.492
76459.610
72955.881
69688.034
66635.352
63779.344
61103.463
59659.051
58447.804
1105782.643
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0.722
0.778
0.833
0.889
0.944
1.000
1.056
1.111
1.167
1.222
1.278
1.333
1.389
1.444
1.500
1.556
1.611
1.667
1.722
1.778
1.833
1.889
1.944
2.000
2.056
2.111
2.167
2.222
2.278
2.333
2.389
2.444
2.500
2.556
2.611
2.667
2.722
0.632
0.684
0.737
0.789
0.842
0.895
0.947
1.000
1.053
1.105
1.158

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

1753661.147
1569332.288
1415190.576
1217211.407
1111514.407
1020284.309
940892.799
871295.180
800480.132
746592.814
698495.760
655353.758
616480.358
560161.180
529374.541
501310.618
475643.782
452096.822
415837.233
396528.886
378671.387
362116.543
346735.074
338096.437
324507.266
311805.730
299912.711
288757.936
283204.463
273170.490
263938.902
255385.611
247299.958
235478.631
228352.065
223319.363
218773.269
2144033.199
1901668.329
1701776.872
1534621.479
1319930.353
1205310.036
1106378.103
1020284.309
944811.307
868018.622
809582.309

942412.943
812763.862
708153.888
622525.877
551549.522
492062.557
441712.093
398718.161
361714.101
329636.521
301647.976
277081.711
255401.549
236172.365
219038.058
203704.935
189929.033
177506.343
166265.206
156060.349
146768.162
138282.934
130513.829
123382.444
116820.822
110769.823
105177.788
99999.431
95194.916
90729.093
86570.845
82692.553
79069.627
75680.121
72504.398
70790.229
69352.785
1300321.631
1108203.274
955740.080
832722.565
732027.529
648562.547
578608.818
519399.366
468840.973
425326.468
387605.321
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1.211
1.263
1.316
1.368
1.421
1.474
1.526
1.579
1.632
1.684
1.737
1.789
1.842
1.895
1.947
2.000
2.053
2.105
2.158
2.211
2.263
2.316
2.368
2.421
2.474
2.526
2.579
0.600
0.650
0.700
0.750
0.800
0.850
0.900
0.950
1.000
1.050
1.100
1.150
1.200
1.250
1.300
1.350
1.400
1.450
1.500
1.550
1.600

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

757425.115
710641.304
668486.470
607414.439
574029.059
543596.251
515762.892
490228.368
450909.170
429971.066
410606.285
392654.123
375974.386
366606.160
351870.018
338096.437
325199.621
313103.364
307080.711
296199.864
285947.588
276274.185
267215.630
254424.402
246707.191
241267.310
236355.534
2315354.018
2053616.657
1837747.988
1657232.225
1425384.037
1301602.703
1194763.783
1101789.184
1020284.309
937354.793
874248.336
817922.872
767400.269
721876.618
655925.203
619871.884
587007.115
556949.548
529374.541
486914.296
464303.045

354692.715
325804.564
300310.338
277698.341
257549.810
239519.375
223320.142
208712.205
195493.700
183493.793
172567.124
162589.381
153453.747
145068.024
137352.298
130237.024
123661.454
117572.334
111922.820
106671.577
101782.015
97221.653
92961.579
88975.984
85241.776
83226.195
81536.013
1516430.754
1292375.267
1114567.761
971101.282
853668.317
756329.785
674748.617
605697.818
546736.175
495989.330
451998.860
413616.230
379927.007
350195.845
323825.987
300329.058
279302.276
260411.058
243375.619
227960.543
213966.597
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1.650
1.700
1.750
1.800
1.850
1.900
1.950
2.000
2.050
2.100
2.150
2.200
2.250
2.300
2.350
2.400
2.450
0.571
0.619
0.667
0.714
0.762
0.810
0.857
0.905
0.952
1.000
1.048
1.095
1.143
1.190
1.238
1.286
1.333
1.381
1.429
1.476
1.524
1.571
1.619
1.667
1.714
1.762
1.810
1.857
1.905
1.952
2.000

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

443390.855
424004.178
405991.612
395874.369
379960.724
365086.563
351159.233
338096.437
331592.110
319841.851
308770.391
298324.063
288454.535
274263.576
265574.706
259667.830
254381.137
2491006.121
2209406.260
1977156.272
1782942.231
1533503.156
1400329.128
1285383.265
1185353.863
1097664.591
1008443.084
940548.399
879949.278
825593.357
776615.720
705661.593
666872.891
631514.683
599176.684
569509.616
523828.949
499502.262
477003.553
456146.103
436767.025
425881.828
408760.924
392758.371
377774.485
363720.725
356722.548
344080.909

201224.260
189588.559
178934.920
169155.822
160158.067
151860.553
144192.434
137091.604
130503.436
124379.723
118677.794
113359.771
108391.935
103744.189
99389.603
97039.202
95068.265
1755243.464
1495894.764
1290079.750
1124015.583
988085.964
875416.172
780985.888
701059.758
632811.997
574072.984
523154.552
478727.246
439732.588
405319.402
374796.929
347599.869
323261.996
301396.026
281678.106
263835.738
247638.312
232889.605
219421.810
207090.733
195771.920
185357.494
175753.578
166878.171
158659.386
151033.989
143946.184
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2.048
2.095
2.143
2.190
2.238
2.286
2.333
0.545
0.591
0.636
0.682
0.727
0.773
0.818
0.864
0.909
0.955
1.000
1.045
1.091
1.136
1.182
1.227
1.273
1.318
1.364
1.409
1.455
1.500
1.545
1.591
1.636
1.682
1.727
1.773
1.818
1.864
1.909
1.955
2.000
2.045
2.091
2.136
2.182
2.227
0.522
0.565
0.609

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
23

332169.568
320930.786
310312.564
295045.510
285697.516
279342.691
273655.112
2670885.051
2368944.499
2119918.827
1911676.751
1644223.424
1501430.611
1378182.671
1270928.664
1176906.148
1081241.232
1008443.084
943467.458
885185.972
832671.232
756594.043
715004.137
677092.496
642419.197
610609.734
561631.184
535547.790
511424.394
489060.791
468282.327
456610.696
438253.493
421095.405
405029.551
389960.993
382457.082
368902.624
356131.203
344080.909
332695.988
316326.965
306303.998
299490.441
293392.327
2854893.566
2532145.132
2265958.482

137346.581
131191.335
125441.416
120061.989
115021.882
112301.496
110020.317
2017893.168
1719727.569
1483108.857
1292190.980
1135918.162
1006386.615
897824.544
805937.473
727476.649
659947.704
601409.792
550334.471
505504.839
465942.322
430852.777
399586.298
371606.880
346469.278
323801.171
303289.278
284668.478
267713.181
252230.468
238054.567
225042.396
213069.936
202029.264
191826.104
182377.814
173611.698
165463.609
157876.766
150800.765
144190.735
138006.627
132212.607
129085.318
126462.937
2305513.231
1964839.451
1694487.859
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0.652
0.696
0.739
0.783
0.826
0.870
0.913
0.957
1.000
1.043
1.087
1.130
1.174
1.217
1.261
1.304
1.348
1.391
1.435
1.478
1.522
1.565
1.609
1.652
1.696
1.739
1.783
1.826
1.870
1.913
1.957
2.000
2.043
2.087
2.130
0.500
0.542
0.583
0.625
0.667
0.708
0.750
0.792
0.833
0.875
0.917
0.958
1.000

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

2043366.198
1757484.995
1604852.506
1473111.843
1358467.335
1257966.153
1155709.892
1077895.697
1008443.084
946145.907
890012.861
808695.026
764239.613
723715.922
686653.716
652652.681
600300.570
572420.150
546634.776
522730.452
500520.486
488044.365
468422.490
450082.350
432909.699
416803.056
408781.801
394293.579
380642.343
367761.917
355592.706
338096.437
327383.010
320100.188
313582.111
3042940.842
2698927.608
2415203.162
2177945.581
1873231.973
1710543.775
1570123.937
1447926.679
1340804.606
1231812.318
1148871.968
1074844.096
1008443.084

1476352.956
1297802.580
1149805.997
1025768.471
920783.228
831138.321
753983.750
687101.961
628746.601
577527.278
532325.908
492235.130
456512.388
424545.263
395825.037
369926.311
346491.147
325216.627
305845.005
288155.860
271959.789
257093.317
243414.744
230800.764
219143.664
208349.019
198333.774
189024.637
180356.735
172272.477
164720.600
157655.345
151035.769
147462.902
144466.888
2619236.982
2232196.142
1925049.503
1677226.967
1474376.858
1306239.180
1165321.538
1046049.270
944205.185
856551.363
780568.421
714272.314
656083.410
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1.042
1.083
1.125
1.167
1.208
1.250
1.292
1.333
1.375
1.417
1.458
1.500
1.542
1.583
1.625
1.667
1.708
1.750
1.792
1.833
1.875
1.917
1.958
2.000
2.042
0.480
0.520
0.560
0.600
0.640
0.680
0.720
0.760
0.800
0.840
0.880
0.920
0.960
1.000
1.040
1.080
1.120
1.160
1.200
1.240
1.280
1.320
1.360

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

948612.313
861938.836
814555.023
771361.957
731858.417
695617.715
639818.028
610101.146
582617.326
557138.472
533465.594
520167.325
499253.030
479704.903
461401.171
444233.669
435683.714
420241.243
405690.891
391962.123
378991.418
360343.179
348924.148
341161.761
334214.499
3234941.799
2869216.471
2567585.346
2315354.018
1991411.998
1818456.609
1669175.070
1539266.232
1425384.037
1309514.088
1221339.793
1142640.460
1072049.327
1008443.084
916301.391
865927.612
820009.051
778012.854
739485.403
680165.686
648573.737
619355.770
592269.290

604731.448
559185.575
518602.171
482285.468
449657.515
420235.014
393611.318
369442.281
347435.082
327339.302
308939.764
292050.743
276511.261
262181.227
248938.273
236675.124
225297.423
214721.904
204874.866
195690.883
187111.714
179085.376
171565.354
167506.480
164102.930
2960197.711
2522763.344
2175626.508
1895538.443
1666278.614
1476251.003
1316987.592
1182187.829
1067085.396
968020.769
882146.521
807220.276
741456.725
683420.219
631945.686
586079.667
545035.810
508160.912
474908.759
444819.755
417504.954
392633.411
369922.104
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1.400
1.440
1.480
1.520
1.560
1.600
1.640
1.680
1.720
1.760
1.800
1.840
1.880
1.920
1.960
0.462
0.500
0.538
0.577
0.615
0.654
0.692
0.731
0.769
0.808
0.846
0.885
0.923
0.962
1.000
1.038
1.077
1.115
1.154
1.192
1.231
1.269
1.308
1.346
1.385
1.423
1.462
1.500
1.538
1.577
1.615
1.654
1.692

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

567102.750
552965.045
530731.167
509949.665
490491.081
472240.424
463150.654
446733.880
431265.518
416670.581
402881.539
383057.130
370917.668
362665.631
355280.159
3430816.518
3042940.842
2723041.612
2455534.321
2111975.886
1928546.098
1770224.021
1632447.981
1511669.251
1388782.869
1295269.018
1211803.965
1136938.168
1069480.280
971760.071
918336.005
869636.964
825097.823
784237.492
721326.754
687821.916
656834.821
628108.288
601417.959
586423.881
562843.804
540804.052
520167.325
500811.669
491171.189
473760.465
457355.580
441877.008

349127.845
330040.730
312478.822
296283.795
281317.349
267458.246
254599.844
242648.038
231519.534
221140.388
211444.777
202373.952
193875.343
189288.277
185441.815
3329528.678
2837506.730
2447051.565
2132012.789
1874145.446
1660406.285
1481270.464
1329651.115
1200187.095
1088762.179
992173.598
907899.140
833930.705
768653.486
710757.027
659168.888
613004.591
571529.424
534129.014
500286.417
469564.153
441589.982
416045.570
392657.382
371189.324
351436.758
333221.604
316388.305
300800.497
286338.232
272895.665
260379.107
248705.391
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1.731
1.769
1.808
1.846
1.885
0.444
0.481
0.519
0.556
0.593
0.630
0.667
0.704
0.741
0.778
0.815
0.852
0.889
0.926
0.963
1.000
1.037
1.074
1.111
1.148
1.185
1.222
1.259
1.296
1.333
1.370
1.407
1.444
1.481
1.519
1.556
1.593
1.630
1.667
1.704
1.741
1.778
1.815
0.429
0.464
0.500
0.536
0.571

45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16

26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
28

427253.127
406228.836
393354.416
384602.849
376770.323
3630489.737
3220033.976
2881512.235
2598432.635
2234877.320
2040769.950
1873231.973
1727436.135
1599627.103
1469588.212
1370631.246
1282308.047
1203084.684
1131700.457
1028293.577
971760.071
920226.634
873095.241
829856.794
763285.425
727830.609
695040.085
664641.702
636398.042
620530.981
595578.608
572256.213
550418.503
529936.428
519734.559
501310.618
483951.057
467571.721
452096.822
429849.396
416225.775
406964.990
398676.738
3833890.423
3400432.873
3042940.842
2743998.129
2360072.584

237800.481
227598.297
218039.712
212880.515
208554.293
3728363.110
3177391.943
2740157.341
2387375.389
2098614.928
1859269.829
1658673.965
1488891.326
1343918.407
1219145.793
1110986.975
1016617.547
933788.816
860692.506
795861.154
738093.836
686400.107
639957.235
598077.241
560181.252
525779.376
494454.782
465850.996
439661.716
415622.566
393504.393
373107.784
354258.547
336803.984
320609.777
305557.403
291541.950
278470.289
266259.514
254835.633
244132.433
238355.412
233511.112
4157834.202
3543384.601
3055776.478
2662351.604
2340324.619
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0.607
0.643
0.679
0.714
0.750
0.786
0.821
0.857
0.893
0.929
0.964
1.000
1.036
1.071
1.107
1.143
1.179
1.214
1.250
1.286
1.321
1.357
1.393
1.429
1.464
1.500
1.536
1.571
1.607
1.643
1.679
1.714
1.750
0.414
0.448
0.483
0.517
0.552
0.586
0.621
0.655
0.690
0.724
0.759
0.793
0.828
0.862
0.897

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

2155088.249
1978162.289
1824196.908
1689226.310
1551901.379
1447399.675
1354127.631
1270465.352
1195081.488
1085881.802
1026180.814
971760.071
921988.038
876327.088
806026.778
768585.588
733957.976
701856.540
672030.559
655274.216
628923.938
604294.963
581233.860
559604.345
548830.606
529374.541
511042.491
493745.585
477403.787
453910.411
439523.609
429744.099
420991.612
4040951.380
3584077.940
3207274.111
2892182.721
2487520.326
2271463.237
2084980.312
1922698.344
1780437.282
1635695.186
1525548.953
1427239.000
1339057.921
1259602.442
1144505.732

2073406.416
1849701.892
1660360.643
1498687.443
1359541.794
1238923.962
1133684.127
1041314.518
959798.522
887499.612
823078.503
765430.645
713638.522
666934.895
624674.203
586310.117
551377.786
519479.671
490274.184
463466.492
438801.046
416055.459
395035.477
375570.808
357511.664
340725.867
325096.423
310519.473
296902.564
284163.177
272227.475
265785.181
260383.012
4619075.124
3936450.296
3394741.599
2957666.775
2599912.056
2303380.813
2054858.025
1844511.232
1664902.303
1510320.357
1376321.859
1259407.500
1156791.258
1066232.772
985913.936
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0.931 27
29
1081580.262
0.966 28
29
1024220.259
1.000 29
29
971760.071
1.034 30
29
923633.028
1.069 31
29
849536.699
1.103 32
29
810073.396
1.138 33
29
773575.643
1.172 34
29
739740.515
1.207 35
29
708303.745
1.241 36
29
690642.116
1.276 37
29
662868.782
1.310 38
29
636909.723
1.345 39
29
612603.219
1.379 40
29
589805.625
1.414 41
29
578449.722
1.448 42
29
557942.967
1.483 43
29
538620.935
1.517 44
29
520389.955
1.552 45
29
503165.667
1.586 46
29
478403.934
1.621 47
29
463240.226
1.655 48
29
452932.656
1.690 49
29
443707.577
Young's Modulus E = 2.93e+07
Shear Modulus G = 2.03472e+07
Poisson's Ratio Nu = 0.28
The following Data will be indexed as:
dp
Np
Pd
Sc
1.500 12
8
414819.960
1.625 13
8
367955.476
1.750 14
8
329302.681
1.875 15
8
296979.157
2.000 16
8
255451.076
2.125 17
8
233285.401
2.250 18
8
214153.182
2.375 19
8
197597.489
2.500 20
8
183599.377
2.625 21
8
169243.465
2.750 22
8
158376.819
2.875 23
8
148665.156
3.000 24
8
139942.654
3.125 25
8
132072.952
3.250 26
8
120398.074
3.375 27
8
114149.277
3.500 28
8
108445.720
3.625 29
8
103222.573
3.750 30
8
98424.613
3.875 31
8
90817.013

914346.874
850304.484
792767.454
740883.422
693935.204
651315.861
612508.967
577072.880
544628.115
514847.132
487446.029
462177.751
438826.490
417203.066
397141.072
378493.669
361130.882
344937.332
329810.309
315658.143
302398.803
295242.032
289240.731

St
49974.750
42597.487
36742.496
32017.933
28150.390
24944.397
22257.200
19982.579
18040.175
16368.282
14918.889
13654.182
12544.054
11564.292
10695.248
9920.838
9227.800
8605.114
8043.568
7535.406
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4.000
4.125
4.250
4.375
4.500
4.625
4.750
4.875
5.000
5.125
5.250
5.375
5.500
5.625
5.750
5.875
6.000
6.125
1.333
1.444
1.556
1.667
1.778
1.889
2.000
2.111
2.222
2.333
2.444
2.556
2.667
2.778
2.889
3.000
3.111
3.222
3.333
3.444
3.556
3.667
3.778
3.889
4.000
4.111
4.222
4.333
4.444
4.556

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

86872.544
83219.762
79829.080
76674.671
74994.401
72200.398
69585.554
67134.028
64831.744
63775.373
61699.141
59740.365
57889.845
56139.290
53533.639
51988.604
50854.187
49820.177
494857.375
438944.491
392828.960
354264.837
304721.853
278276.887
255451.076
235586.953
218173.034
200452.338
187401.805
175852.614
165481.240
156125.221
142278.970
134852.116
128074.260
121868.181
116168.110
107156.693
102471.902
98134.149
94108.205
90363.319
88357.653
85041.549
81938.506
79029.669
76298.283
75034.456

7074.069
6653.971
6270.337
5919.065
5596.613
5299.910
5026.284
4773.402
4539.217
4321.929
4119.951
3931.876
3756.457
3592.581
3439.258
3295.600
3217.913
3152.726
70709.713
60269.875
51984.368
45298.633
39825.734
35289.037
31486.514
28267.843
25519.299
23153.560
21102.680
19313.147
17742.354
16356.038
15126.392
14030.660
13050.070
12169.031
11374.504
10655.518
10002.786
9408.408
8865.627
8368.635
7912.422
7492.642
7105.516
6747.740
6416.419
6109.007
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4.667
4.778
4.889
5.000
5.111
5.222
5.333
5.444
1.200
1.300
1.400
1.500
1.600
1.700
1.800
1.900
2.000
2.100
2.200
2.300
2.400
2.500
2.600
2.700
2.800
2.900
3.000
3.100
3.200
3.300
3.400
3.500
3.600
3.700
3.800
3.900
4.000
4.100
4.200
4.300
4.400
4.500
4.600
4.700
4.800
4.900
1.091
1.182

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11

72571.914
70248.992
68054.742
65979.297
62900.382
61069.079
59734.128
58519.322
579463.653
513985.553
459981.070
414819.960
356804.484
325835.881
299105.588
275843.651
255451.076
234699.754
218910.014
204816.746
192394.141
181468.558
165331.419
156660.642
148748.473
141504.603
134852.116
124360.299
118893.978
113833.162
109136.659
104768.519
102418.684
98551.552
94933.287
91541.849
88357.653
86874.212
84004.059
81296.931
78740.033
76321.839
72744.325
70611.048
69065.198
67660.388
668403.592
592870.050

5823.256
5557.177
5309.003
5077.163
4860.253
4657.017
4547.174
4455.023
96505.259
82255.039
70945.571
61819.841
54349.655
48157.390
42967.270
38574.099
34822.638
31593.693
28794.516
26352.062
24208.174
22316.084
20637.836
19142.367
17804.056
16601.621
15517.265
14536.012
13645.187
12834.008
12093.249
11414.987
10792.380
10219.499
9691.184
9202.926
8750.775
8331.254
7941.296
7578.186
7239.513
6923.131
6627.125
6349.781
6199.943
6074.255
127913.404
109023.378
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1.273
1.364
1.455
1.545
1.636
1.727
1.818
1.909
2.000
2.091
2.182
2.273
2.364
2.455
2.545
2.636
2.727
2.818
2.909
3.000
3.091
3.182
3.273
3.364
3.455
3.545
3.636
3.727
3.818
3.909
4.000
4.091
4.182
4.273
4.364
4.455
1.000
1.083
1.167
1.250
1.333
1.417
1.500
1.583
1.667
1.750
1.833
1.917

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

530572.327
478476.175
411554.167
375830.150
344995.336
318161.514
294637.696
270700.519
252486.360
236229.180
221646.714
208506.970
189498.785
179521.535
170418.060
162084.295
154431.614
142386.582
136099.587
130279.521
124878.929
119856.393
117144.580
112698.933
108539.766
104641.693
100982.155
99267.571
95969.558
92859.155
89921.627
87143.698
83043.472
80593.285
78826.654
77223.057
761474.991
675418.642
604442.245
545088.761
468846.428
428146.029
393015.981
362444.322
335643.788
308372.766
287621.565
269099.960

94031.743
81934.943
72032.770
63824.627
56944.932
51121.669
46149.048
41869.062
38158.763
34921.322
32079.648
29571.743
27347.293
25365.122
23591.269
21997.521
20560.287
19259.717
18079.010
17003.870
16022.073
15123.114
14297.923
13538.643
12838.432
12191.316
11592.057
11036.048
10519.222
10037.980
9589.128
9169.822
8777.522
8409.957
8211.430
8044.914
165486.105
141045.242
121648.471
105997.278
93185.658
82565.883
73664.933
66130.845
59697.355
54160.022
49359.764
45171.301
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2.000
2.083
2.167
2.250
2.333
2.417
2.500
2.583
2.667
2.750
2.833
2.917
3.000
3.083
3.167
3.250
3.333
3.417
3.500
3.583
3.667
3.750
3.833
3.917
4.000
4.083
0.923
1.000
1.077
1.154
1.231
1.308
1.385
1.462
1.538
1.615
1.692
1.769
1.846
1.923
2.000
2.077
2.154
2.231
2.308
2.385
2.462
2.538

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

252486.360
237516.452
215824.060
203968.158
193160.706
183565.951
174867.478
161199.680
154054.650
147440.794
141304.104
135597.446
132506.683
127456.278
122731.691
118304.034
114147.641
112190.929
108445.720
104913.830
101578.495
98424.613
93778.619
90997.254
89000.383
87189.584
858501.580
761474.991
681450.925
614531.565
528572.764
482684.436
443076.576
408608.202
378391.683
347645.138
324249.077
303366.817
284635.772
267757.936
243301.944
229935.027
217750.196
206606.083
196382.340
180768.036
172729.171
165288.427

41494.887
38250.305
35372.459
32808.071
30513.202
28451.351
26591.994
24909.448
23381.977
21991.085
20720.956
19557.996
18490.476
17508.225
16602.395
15765.255
14990.029
14270.756
13602.174
12979.629
12398.985
11856.565
11349.083
10873.601
10616.834
10401.485
209775.269
178790.930
154201.305
134360.153
118118.863
104656.263
93372.674
83821.894
75666.365
68646.904
62561.841
57252.352
52591.983
48479.045
44831.011
41580.342
38671.335
36057.718
33700.795
31568.007
29631.801
27868.729
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2.615
2.692
2.769
2.846
2.923
3.000
3.077
3.154
3.231
3.308
3.385
3.462
3.538
3.615
3.692
3.769
0.857
0.929
1.000
1.071
1.143
1.214
1.286
1.357
1.429
1.500
1.571
1.643
1.714
1.786
1.857
1.929
2.000
2.071
2.143
2.214
2.286
2.357
2.429
2.500
2.571
2.643
2.714
2.786
2.857
2.929
3.000
3.071

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

158384.966
151965.698
148479.737
142799.424
137485.918
132506.683
127832.812
125623.462
121412.521
117441.685
113692.076
110146.689
104932.804
101806.581
99570.380
97544.293
959327.907
850901.226
761474.991
686693.332
590637.487
539357.997
495096.918
456579.194
422812.892
388454.713
362310.207
338974.845
318043.436
299182.959
271855.177
256918.082
243301.944
230848.785
219424.118
201828.951
192460.741
183797.028
176097.305
168938.033
165041.271
158706.865
152781.842
147229.877
142018.696
139546.617
134852.116
130425.542

26258.741
24784.606
23431.452
22186.389
21038.199
19977.081
18994.446
18082.738
17235.287
16446.191
15710.211
15022.682
14379.440
13776.761
13451.352
13178.445
261332.754
222730.706
192095.755
167376.839
147142.900
130370.845
116313.537
104415.061
94254.859
85510.024
77929.298
71314.809
65509.013
60385.221
55840.615
51791.052
48167.135
44911.216
41975.087
39318.186
36906.183
34709.870
32704.265
30867.904
29182.258
27631.268
26200.959
24879.123
23655.057
22519.347
21463.687
20480.722
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3.143
3.214
3.286
3.357
3.429
3.500
0.800
0.867
0.933
1.000
1.067
1.133
1.200
1.267
1.333
1.400
1.467
1.533
1.600
1.667
1.733
1.800
1.867
1.933
2.000
2.067
2.133
2.200
2.267
2.333
2.400
2.467
2.533
2.600
2.667
2.733
2.800
2.867
2.933
3.000
3.067
3.133
3.200
3.267
0.750
0.813
0.875
0.938

44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15

14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16

126245.822
122293.971
116490.901
113006.659
110522.372
108273.200
1063815.534
943574.565
844404.576
761474.991
654955.390
598088.905
549005.588
506291.438
468846.428
430745.460
401752.698
375875.152
352663.479
331748.370
301444.550
284880.268
269780.859
255971.131
243301.944
223790.932
213402.235
203794.133
194886.896
186610.971
182171.115
175159.295
168600.964
162455.871
156688.254
153943.728
148748.473
143849.966
139224.858
134852.116
128439.307
124584.353
121843.519
119363.731
1171840.144
1039384.750
930141.015
838787.575

19563.926
18707.488
17906.220
17155.481
16750.171
16410.267
320710.382
273334.795
235737.302
205400.580
180568.259
159984.681
142732.878
128130.569
115661.603
104929.676
95626.421
87508.993
80384.041
74096.078
68518.922
63549.305
59102.057
55106.430
51503.259
48242.765
45282.816
42587.566
40126.356
37872.844
35804.291
33900.989
32145.787
30523.702
29021.600
27627.929
26332.494
25126.270
24001.246
22950.292
21967.042
21045.800
20548.476
20131.417
388459.935
331073.391
285531.397
248784.592
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1.000
1.063
1.125
1.188
1.250
1.313
1.375
1.438
1.500
1.563
1.625
1.688
1.750
1.813
1.875
1.938
2.000
2.063
2.125
2.188
2.250
2.313
2.375
2.438
2.500
2.563
2.625
2.688
2.750
2.813
2.875
2.938
3.000
3.063
0.706
0.765
0.824
0.882
0.941
1.000
1.059
1.118
1.176
1.235
1.294
1.353
1.412
1.471

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

721449.954
658807.289
604738.455
557685.794
516437.527
474467.068
442529.627
414023.838
388454.713
365415.425
332034.857
313788.314
297155.433
281943.225
267987.401
246495.726
235052.009
224468.168
214656.375
205540.011
200420.615
192366.500
184926.555
178168.615
171826.072
168799.714
163087.084
157700.986
152615.721
147808.137
140765.707
136527.767
133522.196
130804.493
1283289.287
1138232.051
1018595.068
918550.612
790051.970
721449.954
662237.510
610708.770
565536.656
519574.031
484598.551
453381.197
425379.884
400149.081

218705.405
193772.805
172876.034
155188.622
140085.342
127086.140
115817.485
105985.213
97355.115
89738.851
82983.573
76964.194
71577.547
66737.933
62373.690
58424.517
54839.384
51574.867
48593.832
45864.371
43358.942
41053.672
38927.785
36963.135
35143.813
33455.826
31886.824
30425.876
29063.281
27790.400
26599.523
25483.752
24881.445
24376.359
465840.146
397019.194
342403.112
298334.837
262262.805
232362.874
207302.937
186091.833
167979.744
152390.958
138877.514
127086.634
116737.441
107604.067
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1.529
1.588
1.647
1.706
1.765
1.824
1.882
1.941
2.000
2.059
2.118
2.176
2.235
2.294
2.353
2.412
2.471
2.529
2.588
2.647
2.706
2.765
2.824
2.882
0.667
0.722
0.778
0.833
0.889
0.944
1.000
1.056
1.111
1.167
1.222
1.278
1.333
1.389
1.444
1.500
1.556
1.611
1.667
1.722
1.778
1.833
1.889
1.944

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

363594.257
343612.130
325397.171
308738.032
293454.793
269919.695
257387.523
245797.022
235052.009
225068.574
219461.918
210641.775
202397.752
194678.499
187438.405
184100.847
177854.736
171965.877
166406.145
161150.204
153458.877
148826.058
145547.804
142585.107
1398060.607
1240025.689
1109685.503
1000690.853
860698.440
785959.374
721449.954
665311.679
616098.730
566024.930
527920.842
493911.089
463405.086
435917.442
396093.769
374324.327
354480.137
336330.943
319680.729
294041.327
280388.264
267761.105
256055.063
245178.722

99503.210
92284.859
85825.292
80021.737
74788.252
70052.523
65753.352
61838.666
58263.932
54990.884
51986.493
49222.131
46672.885
44316.991
42135.372
40111.246
38229.805
36477.941
34844.017
33317.676
31889.672
30551.731
29829.525
29223.902
552891.322
471206.471
406381.931
354076.944
311262.939
275774.761
246031.279
220856.047
199359.080
180857.051
164818.261
150823.988
138540.855
127700.775
118086.182
109519.029
101852.468
94964.517
88753.171
83132.603
78030.175
73384.081
69141.467
65256.914
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2.000
2.056
2.111
2.167
2.222
2.278
2.333
2.389
2.444
2.500
2.556
2.611
2.667
2.722
0.632
0.684
0.737
0.789
0.842
0.895
0.947
1.000
1.053
1.105
1.158
1.211
1.263
1.316
1.368
1.421
1.474
1.526
1.579
1.632
1.684
1.737
1.789
1.842
1.895
1.947
2.000
2.053
2.105
2.158
2.211
2.263
2.316
2.368

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

239070.283
229461.289
220479.946
212070.312
204182.694
200255.796
193160.706
186632.987
180584.898
174867.478
166508.536
161469.294
157910.636
154696.062
1516060.414
1344682.571
1203337.966
1085141.254
933331.703
852282.900
782327.459
721449.954
668082.482
613781.853
572461.141
535580.435
502499.285
472691.316
429506.869
405899.840
384380.595
364699.438
346643.803
318840.932
304035.456
290342.488
277648.393
265854.038
259229.702
248809.676
239070.283
229950.857
221397.512
217138.853
209444.933
202195.478
195355.350
188949.984

61691.222
58410.411
55384.911
52588.894
49999.715
47597.458
45364.546
43285.423
41346.276
39534.813
37840.061
36252.199
35395.114
34676.393
650160.816
554101.637
477870.040
416361.282
366013.764
324281.273
289304.409
259699.683
234420.486
212663.234
193802.660
177346.358
162902.282
150155.169
138849.170
128774.905
119759.688
111660.071
104356.102
97746.850
91746.896
86283.562
81294.691
76726.874
72534.012
68676.149
65118.512
61830.727
58786.167
55961.410
53335.788
50891.007
48610.827
46480.790
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2.421
2.474
2.526
2.579
0.600
0.650
0.700
0.750
0.800
0.850
0.900
0.950
1.000
1.050
1.100
1.150
1.200
1.250
1.300
1.350
1.400
1.450
1.500
1.550
1.600
1.650
1.700
1.750
1.800
1.850
1.900
1.950
2.000
2.050
2.100
2.150
2.200
2.250
2.300
2.350
2.400
2.450
0.571
0.619
0.667
0.714
0.762
0.810

46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17

19
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21

179905.220
174448.328
170601.751
167128.601
1637202.527
1452126.264
1299484.065
1171840.144
1007898.718
920372.098
844825.573
779082.604
721449.954
662809.931
618186.927
578358.809
542633.934
510443.852
463809.159
438315.613
415076.711
393822.802
374324.327
344300.401
328311.832
313524.680
299816.229
287079.422
279925.451
268672.805
258155.185
248307.075
239070.283
234471.030
226162.342
218333.637
210946.968
203968.158
193933.635
187789.675
183612.884
179874.627
1761407.320
1562286.149
1398060.607
1260730.542
1084350.481
990182.222

44487.992
42620.888
41613.097
40768.006
758215.377
646187.633
557283.881
485550.641
426834.158
378164.893
337374.308
302848.909
273368.087
247994.665
225999.430
206808.115
189963.504
175097.923
161912.993
150164.529
139651.138
130205.529
121687.810
113980.271
106983.298
100612.130
94794.279
89467.460
84577.911
80079.033
75930.276
72096.217
68545.802
65251.718
62189.861
59338.897
56679.886
54195.968
51872.095
49694.802
48519.601
47534.133
877621.732
747947.382
645039.875
562007.791
494042.982
437708.086
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0.857
0.905
0.952
1.000
1.048
1.095
1.143
1.190
1.238
1.286
1.333
1.381
1.429
1.476
1.524
1.571
1.619
1.667
1.714
1.762
1.810
1.857
1.905
1.952
2.000
2.048
2.095
2.143
2.190
2.238
2.286
2.333
0.545
0.591
0.636
0.682
0.727
0.773
0.818
0.864
0.909
0.955
1.000
1.045
1.091
1.136
1.182
1.227

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

908903.223
838171.755
776166.076
713076.943
665068.151
622218.102
583782.661
549150.242
498978.098
471550.343
446548.315
423681.896
402704.112
370403.002
353201.437
337292.447
322544.003
308840.925
301143.929
289037.621
277722.107
267126.900
257189.391
252240.933
243301.944
234879.354
226932.335
219424.118
208628.681
202018.651
197525.111
193503.386
1888600.931
1675096.720
1499008.978
1351759.594
1162641.533
1061671.766
974522.312
898682.277
832198.318
764553.007
713076.943
667132.238
625921.003
588787.475
534992.778
505584.274

390492.944
350529.879
316405.999
287036.492
261577.276
239363.623
219866.294
202659.701
187398.464
173799.934
161630.998
150698.013
140839.053
131917.869
123819.156
116444.802
109710.905
103545.367
97885.960
92678.747
87876.789
83439.086
79329.693
75516.995
71973.092
68673.290
65595.667
62720.708
60030.994
57510.941
56150.748
55010.159
1008946.584
859863.785
741554.429
646095.490
567959.081
503193.307
448912.272
402968.736
363738.325
329973.852
300704.896
275167.236
252752.420
232971.161
215426.389
199793.149
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1.273
1.318
1.364
1.409
1.455
1.500
1.545
1.591
1.636
1.682
1.727
1.773
1.818
1.864
1.909
1.955
2.000
2.045
2.091
2.136
2.182
2.227
0.522
0.565
0.609
0.652
0.696
0.739
0.783
0.826
0.870
0.913
0.957
1.000
1.043
1.087
1.130
1.174
1.217
1.261
1.304
1.348
1.391
1.435
1.478
1.522
1.565
1.609

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

478776.695
454258.970
431766.283
397133.219
378689.474
361631.657
345818.202
331125.609
322872.520
309892.017
297759.416
286399.142
275744.062
270437.996
260853.547
251822.788
243301.944
235251.589
223676.942
216589.634
211771.722
207459.704
2018714.600
1790496.994
1602274.609
1444878.095
1242729.558
1134802.090
1041647.374
960581.465
889516.397
817210.302
762187.357
713076.943
669026.187
629334.129
571833.737
540399.013
511744.436
485537.499
461495.137
424476.604
404762.169
386529.157
369626.247
353921.430
345099.480
331224.719

185803.440
173234.639
161900.585
151644.639
142334.239
133856.591
126115.234
119027.283
112521.198
106534.968
101014.632
95913.052
91188.907
86805.849
82731.805
78938.383
75400.382
72095.367
69003.314
66106.303
64542.659
63231.469
1152756.616
982419.725
847243.930
738176.478
648901.290
574902.999
512884.236
460391.614
415569.161
376991.875
343550.980
314373.301
288763.639
266162.954
246117.565
228256.194
212272.631
197912.519
184963.156
173245.574
162608.313
152922.502
144077.930
135979.895
128546.658
121707.372
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1.652
1.696
1.739
1.783
1.826
1.870
1.913
1.957
2.000
2.043
2.087
2.130
0.500
0.542
0.583
0.625
0.667
0.708
0.750
0.792
0.833
0.875
0.917
0.958
1.000
1.042
1.083
1.125
1.167
1.208
1.250
1.292
1.333
1.375
1.417
1.458
1.500
1.542
1.583
1.625
1.667
1.708
1.750
1.792
1.833
1.875
1.917
1.958

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

318256.282
306113.383
294724.267
289052.384
278807.663
269154.782
260046.945
251442.014
239070.283
231494.746
226345.014
221736.037
2151684.104
1908430.013
1707806.534
1540040.090
1324575.031
1209537.103
1110245.283
1023838.774
948092.029
871022.843
812375.159
760029.549
713076.943
670770.199
609482.796
575977.381
545435.270
517502.050
491876.004
452419.667
431406.657
411972.662
393956.392
377217.139
367813.843
353025.203
339202.590
326259.897
314120.640
308074.909
297155.433
286866.780
277159.075
267987.401
254801.106
246726.631

115400.382
109571.832
104174.510
99166.887
94512.319
90178.367
86136.239
82360.300
78827.672
75517.885
73731.451
72233.444
1309618.491
1116098.071
962524.752
838613.484
737188.429
653119.590
582660.769
523024.635
472102.592
428275.681
390284.210
357136.157
328041.705
302365.724
279592.788
259301.085
241142.734
224828.757
210117.507
196805.659
184721.140
173717.541
163669.651
154469.882
146025.372
138255.631
131090.614
124469.136
118337.562
112648.711
107360.952
102437.433
97845.442
93555.857
89542.688
85782.677
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2.000
2.042
0.480
0.520
0.560
0.600
0.640
0.680
0.720
0.760
0.800
0.840
0.880
0.920
0.960
1.000
1.040
1.080
1.120
1.160
1.200
1.240
1.280
1.320
1.360
1.400
1.440
1.480
1.520
1.560
1.600
1.640
1.680
1.720
1.760
1.800
1.840
1.880
1.920
1.960
0.462
0.500
0.538
0.577
0.615
0.654
0.692
0.731

48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

24
24
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

241237.795
236325.339
2287449.283
2028842.423
1815557.009
1637202.527
1408140.928
1285843.000
1180285.011
1088425.590
1007898.718
925966.292
863617.650
807968.817
758053.349
713076.943
647922.927
612303.287
579833.961
550138.165
522895.143
480949.769
458610.888
437950.665
418797.631
401002.200
391005.333
375283.607
360588.867
346829.570
333924.406
327496.968
315888.556
304950.772
294630.593
284880.268
270862.294
262278.398
256443.327
251221.009
2425953.625
2151684.104
1925481.189
1736324.970
1493392.470
1363688.024
1251737.409
1154315.038

83753.240
82051.465
1480098.856
1261381.672
1087813.254
947769.222
833139.307
738125.501
658493.796
591093.914
533542.698
484010.384
441073.261
403610.138
370728.363
341710.109
315972.843
293039.834
272517.905
254080.456
237454.379
222409.878
208752.477
196316.705
184961.052
174563.923
165020.365
156239.411
148141.898
140658.675
133729.123
127299.922
121324.019
115759.767
110570.194
105722.388
101186.976
96937.671
94644.138
92720.907
1664764.339
1418753.365
1223525.782
1066006.395
937072.723
830203.143
740635.232
664825.558
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0.769
0.808
0.846
0.885
0.923
0.962
1.000
1.038
1.077
1.115
1.154
1.192
1.231
1.269
1.308
1.346
1.385
1.423
1.462
1.500
1.538
1.577
1.615
1.654
1.692
1.731
1.769
1.808
1.846
1.885
0.444
0.481
0.519
0.556
0.593
0.630
0.667
0.704
0.741
0.778
0.815
0.852
0.889
0.926
0.963
1.000
1.037
1.074

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

1068911.578
982017.784
915893.506
856874.801
803936.688
756236.759
687138.136
649361.616
614926.194
583432.266
554539.648
510055.039
486363.541
464452.356
444139.630
425266.717
414664.303
397990.671
382406.212
367813.843
354127.327
347310.479
334999.237
323399.232
312454.228
302113.584
287247.165
278143.575
271955.283
266416.850
2567143.912
2276907.860
2037536.841
1837369.336
1580296.908
1443042.271
1324575.031
1221481.805
1131107.172
1039155.790
969182.649
906728.715
850709.339
800233.067
727113.361
687138.136
650698.493
617371.565

600093.547
544381.090
496086.799
453949.570
416965.352
384326.743
355378.514
329584.444
306502.295
285764.712
267064.507
250143.208
234782.076
220794.991
208022.785
196328.691
185594.662
175718.379
166610.802
158194.153
150400.249
143169.116
136447.832
130189.553
124352.695
118900.240
113799.149
109019.856
106440.257
104277.147
1864181.555
1588695.972
1370078.670
1193687.694
1049307.464
929634.914
829336.982
744445.663
671959.203
609572.896
555493.487
508308.773
466894.408
430346.253
397930.577
369046.918
343200.053
319978.618
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1.111
1.148
1.185
1.222
1.259
1.296
1.333
1.370
1.407
1.444
1.481
1.519
1.556
1.593
1.630
1.667
1.704
1.741
1.778
1.815
0.429
0.464
0.500
0.536
0.571
0.607
0.643
0.679
0.714
0.750
0.786
0.821
0.857
0.893
0.929
0.964
1.000
1.036
1.071
1.107
1.143
1.179
1.214
1.250
1.286
1.321
1.357
1.393

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

586797.367
539724.300
514653.959
491467.557
469972.655
450001.371
438781.664
421137.673
404646.249
389204.656
374721.642
367507.831
354480.137
342205.074
330623.135
319680.729
303949.423
294316.068
287767.704
281907.025
2710969.916
2404469.143
2151684.104
1940299.684
1668823.328
1523877.515
1398771.969
1289902.004
1194463.379
1097359.989
1023466.125
957512.830
898354.666
845050.224
767834.386
725619.412
687138.136
651943.994
619656.826
569947.000
543472.081
518986.662
496287.519
475197.365
463348.842
444716.381
427301.066
410994.404

299038.621
280090.626
262889.688
247227.391
232925.498
219830.858
207811.283
196752.197
186553.892
177129.274
168401.992
160304.889
152778.701
145770.975
139235.144
133129.757
127417.816
122066.216
119177.706
116755.556
2078917.101
1771692.300
1527888.239
1331175.802
1170162.310
1036703.208
924850.946
830180.321
749343.722
679770.897
619461.981
566842.064
520657.259
479899.261
443749.806
411539.252
382715.322
356819.261
333467.447
312337.101
293155.059
275688.893
259739.835
245137.092
231733.246
219400.523
208027.730
197517.738
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1.429
1.464
1.500
1.536
1.571
1.607
1.643
1.679
1.714
1.750
0.414
0.448
0.483
0.517
0.552
0.586
0.621
0.655
0.690
0.724
0.759
0.793
0.828
0.862
0.897
0.931
0.966
1.000
1.034
1.069
1.103
1.138
1.172
1.207
1.241
1.276
1.310
1.345
1.379
1.414
1.448
1.483
1.517
1.552
1.586
1.621
1.655
1.690

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

395700.027
388081.843
374324.327
361361.611
349130.851
337575.455
320963.130
310790.124
303874.967
297686.024
2857384.123
2534325.815
2267885.273
2045082.015
1758942.491
1606167.058
1474303.717
1359553.037
1258959.276
1156611.158
1078726.010
1009210.375
946856.937
890673.428
809287.764
764792.738
724233.091
687138.136
653107.177
600713.161
572808.392
547000.583
523075.534
500846.381
488357.723
468719.011
450363.184
433175.890
417055.557
409025.721
394525.256
380862.516
367971.266
355791.855
338282.666
327560.305
320271.753
313748.637

187785.404
178755.832
170362.934
162548.212
155259.737
148451.282
142081.588
136113.737
132892.590
130191.506
2309537.562
1968225.148
1697370.800
1478833.388
1299956.028
1151690.407
1027429.013
922255.616
832451.152
755160.178
688160.930
629703.750
578395.629
533116.386
492956.968
457173.437
425152.242
396383.727
370441.711
346967.602
325657.931
306254.483
288536.440
272314.057
257423.566
243723.015
231088.876
219413.245
208601.533
198570.536
189246.834
180565.441
172468.666
164905.155
157829.071
151199.401
147621.016
144620.366
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C.2 USOAR Analysis Code
%*************************************************************************
% Calculate the mean of a sample, xbar
%*************************************************************************
function xbar = mean(data)
n = length(data);
sum = 0;
for i = 1:1:n
sum = sum + data(i);
end
xbar = sum/n;
end
%*************************************************************************
% Calculate the Sample Standard Deviation, s
%*************************************************************************
function s = standarddev(data, mean)
n = length(data);
bessel = n - 1; %Bessel Correction of n - 1 for sample standard deviation
sum = 0;
for i = 1:1:n
diff = data(i) - mean;
diff2 = diff*diff;
sum = sum + diff2;
end
var = sum/bessel;
s = var^(0.5);
end
%*************************************************************************
% Calculate two sided t-Test hypothesis test difference of means value
%*************************************************************************
function t = meandifftvalue(mean1, std1, mean2, std2, n1, n2)
sp2 = (((n1 - 1)*std1^2) + ((n2 - 1)*std2^2))/(n1 + n2 - 2);
sp = sp2^(0.5);
t = (mean1 - mean2)/(sp*(((1/n1) + (1/n2))^(0.5)));
end
%*************************************************************************
% Calculate Design Stage Uncertainty of the Levels used in experiments
%*************************************************************************
function [pitchlevel, rolllevel] = leveluncertainties()
% Pitch Level
% MD Building Products Digital Level
% 0.1 degree resolution
pres = 0.1;
Uop = 0.5*pres;
pitchlevel = Uop;
% Roll Level
% Mitutyo Pro 360
% 0.1 resoultion, 0.1 accuracy, 0.2 Max error, 0.1 repeatability
rres = 0.1;
racc = 0.1;
rmaxe = 0.2;
rrepeat = 0.1;
Uor = 0.5*rres;
Uor2 = Uor*Uor;
Ui2 = (racc*racc) + (rmaxe*rmaxe) + (rrepeat*rrepeat);
uncert = Uor2 + Ui2;
rolllevel = uncert^(0.5);
end
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%***********************************************************************
% Calculate Performance Metric Value
%***********************************************************************
function val = metric(mean, stddev, ideal, gain)
%Gain value is dependant on if delta, pitch, or roll is being
%calculated. Delta = 0.5, Pitch = 0.2, Roll = 0.3 (sums up to a value of ten
%so think of each gain as a percentage of importance.
std = [];
val = 0;
for i = 1:1:length(mean)
std(i) = (stddev(i)/3).^(0.5);
val = val + abs(gain*(mean(i) - ideal(i))*std(i));
end
end
%*************************************************************************
% Differential Analysis Statistic Computations
%*************************************************************************
clear all; close all;
%Load data set
load('staticdata.mat')
%Calculate the Design Stage Uncertainty of the levels used
[Upitchlev, Urolllev] = leveluncertainties();
DegIncline = [-10, -8, -6, -4, -2, 0, 0,10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60]; %Two zeros: one for bogie, one for rocker
%Declare arrays to hold the mean and natural tolerance limits of the delta,
%pitch, and roll for the gearbox and rod differentials for the left and
%right side suspensions
gearleftpitchmean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearleftdeltamean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearleftrollmean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodleftpitchmean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodleftdeltamean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodleftrollmean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearrightpitchmean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearrightdeltamean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearrightrollmean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodrightpitchmean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodrightdeltamean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodrightrollmean = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearleftpitchvar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearleftdeltavar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearleftrollvar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodleftpitchvar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodleftdeltavar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodleftrollvar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearrightpitchvar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearrightdeltavar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
gearrightrollvar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodrightpitchvar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodrightdeltavar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
rodrightrollvar = zeros(1, length(DegIncline));
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%Calculate the mean and standard deviation of each data set
%The standard deviation is used to find the variance with is added to
%the uncertainty of the instrument used to measure, and then the new
%standard deviation is recalculated to include the instrument uncertainty.
%The resulting standard deviation is used to find the 3*sigma natural
%tolerance limits of a data set
%Gearbox
%Left Suspension Bogie Gearbox
%Left Suspension Bogie Gearbox Pitch Delta
gearlsb0deltamean = mean(gearlsb0delta);
gearleftdeltamean(6) = gearlsb0deltamean;
gearlsb0deltas = standarddev(gearlsb0delta, gearlsb0deltamean);
gearlsb0deltas = ((gearlsb0deltas*gearlsb0deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(6) = 3*gearlsb0deltas;
gearlsb2deltamean = mean(gearlsb2delta);
gearleftdeltamean(5) = gearlsb2deltamean;
gearlsb2deltas = standarddev(gearlsb2delta, gearlsb2deltamean);
gearlsb2deltas = ((gearlsb2deltas*gearlsb2deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(5) = 3*gearlsb2deltas;
gearlsb4deltamean = mean(gearlsb4delta);
gearleftdeltamean(4) = gearlsb4deltamean;
gearlsb4deltas = standarddev(gearlsb4delta, gearlsb4deltamean);
gearlsb4deltas = ((gearlsb4deltas*gearlsb4deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(4) = 3*gearlsb4deltas;
gearlsb6deltamean = mean(gearlsb6delta);
gearleftdeltamean(3) = gearlsb6deltamean;
gearlsb6deltas = standarddev(gearlsb6delta, gearlsb6deltamean);
gearlsb6deltas = ((gearlsb6deltas*gearlsb6deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(3) = 3*gearlsb6deltas;
gearlsb8deltamean = mean(gearlsb8delta);
gearleftdeltamean(2) = gearlsb8deltamean;
gearlsb8deltas = standarddev(gearlsb8delta, gearlsb8deltamean);
gearlsb8deltas = ((gearlsb8deltas*gearlsb8deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(2) = 3*gearlsb8deltas;
gearlsb10deltamean = mean(gearlsb10delta);
gearleftdeltamean(1) = gearlsb10deltamean;
gearlsb10deltas = standarddev(gearlsb10delta, gearlsb10deltamean);
gearlsb10deltas = ((gearlsb10deltas*gearlsb10deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(1) = 3*gearlsb10deltas;
%Left Suspension Bogie Gearbox Pitch
gearlsb0pitchmean = mean(gearlsb0pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(6) = gearlsb0pitchmean;
gearlsb0pitchs = standarddev(gearlsb0pitch, gearlsb0pitchmean);
gearlsb0pitchs = ((gearlsb0pitchs*gearlsb0pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(6) = 3*gearlsb0pitchs;
gearlsb2pitchmean = mean(gearlsb2pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(5) = gearlsb2pitchmean;
gearlsb2pitchs = standarddev(gearlsb2pitch, gearlsb2pitchmean);
gearlsb2pitchs = ((gearlsb2pitchs*gearlsb2pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(5) = 3*gearlsb2pitchs;
gearlsb4pitchmean = mean(gearlsb4pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(4) = gearlsb4pitchmean;
gearlsb4pitchs = standarddev(gearlsb4pitch, gearlsb4pitchmean);
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gearlsb4pitchs = ((gearlsb4pitchs*gearlsb4pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(4) = 3*gearlsb4pitchs;
gearlsb6pitchmean = mean(gearlsb6pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(3) = gearlsb6pitchmean;
gearlsb6pitchs = standarddev(gearlsb6pitch, gearlsb6pitchmean);
gearlsb6pitchs = ((gearlsb6pitchs*gearlsb6pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(3) = 3*gearlsb6pitchs;
gearlsb8pitchmean = mean(gearlsb8pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(2) = gearlsb8pitchmean;
gearlsb8pitchs = standarddev(gearlsb8pitch, gearlsb8pitchmean);
gearlsb8pitchs = ((gearlsb8pitchs*gearlsb8pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(2) = 3*gearlsb8pitchs;
gearlsb10pitchmean = mean(gearlsb10pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(1) = gearlsb10pitchmean;
gearlsb10pitchs = standarddev(gearlsb10pitch, gearlsb10pitchmean);
gearlsb10pitchs = ((gearlsb10pitchs*gearlsb10pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(1) = 3*gearlsb10pitchs;
%Left Suspension Bogie Gearbox Roll
gearlsb0rollmean = mean(gearlsb0roll);
gearleftrollmean(6) = gearlsb0rollmean;
gearlsb0rolls = standarddev(gearlsb0roll, gearlsb0rollmean);
gearlsb0rolls = ((gearlsb0rolls*gearlsb0rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(6) = 3*gearlsb0rolls;
gearlsb2rollmean = mean(gearlsb2roll);
gearleftrollmean(5) = gearlsb2rollmean;
gearlsb2rolls = standarddev(gearlsb2roll, gearlsb2rollmean);
gearlsb2rolls = ((gearlsb2rolls*gearlsb2rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(5) = 3*gearlsb2rolls;
gearlsb4rollmean = mean(gearlsb4roll);
gearleftrollmean(4) = gearlsb4rollmean;
gearlsb4rolls = standarddev(gearlsb4roll, gearlsb4rollmean);
gearlsb4rolls = ((gearlsb4rolls*gearlsb4rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(4) = 3*gearlsb4rolls;
gearlsb6rollmean = mean(gearlsb6roll);
gearleftrollmean(3) = gearlsb6rollmean;
gearlsb6rolls = standarddev(gearlsb6roll, gearlsb6rollmean);
gearlsb6rolls = ((gearlsb6rolls*gearlsb6rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(3) = 3*gearlsb6rolls;
gearlsb8rollmean = mean(gearlsb8roll);
gearleftrollmean(2) = gearlsb8rollmean;
gearlsb8rolls = standarddev(gearlsb8roll, gearlsb8rollmean);
gearlsb8rolls = ((gearlsb8rolls*gearlsb8rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(2) = 3*gearlsb8rolls;
gearlsb10rollmean = mean(gearlsb10roll);
gearleftrollmean(1) = gearlsb10rollmean;
gearlsb10rolls = standarddev(gearlsb10roll, gearlsb10rollmean);
gearlsb10rolls = ((gearlsb10rolls*gearlsb10rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(1) = 3*gearlsb10rolls;

%Right Suspension Bogie Gearbox
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%Right Suspension Bogie Gearbox Pitch Delta
gearrsb0deltamean = mean(gearrsb0delta);
gearrightdeltamean(6) = gearrsb0deltamean;
gearrsb0deltas = standarddev(gearrsb0delta, gearrsb0deltamean);
gearrsb0deltas = ((gearrsb0deltas*gearrsb0deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(6) = 3*gearrsb0deltas;
gearrsb2deltamean = mean(gearrsb2delta);
gearrightdeltamean(5) = gearrsb2deltamean;
gearrsb2deltas = standarddev(gearrsb2delta, gearrsb2deltamean);
gearrsb2deltas = ((gearrsb2deltas*gearrsb2deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(5) = 3*gearrsb2deltas;
gearrsb4deltamean = mean(gearrsb4delta);
gearrightdeltamean(4) = gearrsb4deltamean;
gearrsb4deltas = standarddev(gearrsb4delta, gearrsb4deltamean);
gearrsb4deltas = ((gearrsb4deltas*gearrsb4deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(4) = 3*gearrsb4deltas;
gearrsb6deltamean = mean(gearrsb6delta);
gearrightdeltamean(3) = gearrsb6deltamean;
gearrsb6deltas = standarddev(gearrsb6delta, gearrsb6deltamean);
gearrsb6deltas = ((gearrsb6deltas*gearrsb6deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(3) = 3*gearrsb6deltas;
gearrsb8deltamean = mean(gearrsb8delta);
gearrightdeltamean(2) = gearrsb8deltamean;
gearrsb8deltas = standarddev(gearrsb8delta, gearrsb8deltamean);
gearrsb8deltas = ((gearrsb8deltas*gearrsb8deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(2) = 3*gearrsb8deltas;
gearrsb10deltamean = mean(gearrsb10delta);
gearrightdeltamean(1) = gearrsb10deltamean;
gearrsb10deltas = standarddev(gearrsb10delta, gearrsb10deltamean);
gearrsb10deltas = ((gearrsb10deltas*gearrsb10deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(1) = 3*gearrsb10deltas;
%Right Suspension Bogie Gearbox Pitch
gearrsb0pitchmean = mean(gearrsb0pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(6) = gearrsb0pitchmean;
gearrsb0pitchs = standarddev(gearrsb0pitch, gearrsb0pitchmean);
gearrsb0pitchs = ((gearrsb0pitchs*gearrsb0pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(6) = 3*gearrsb0pitchs;
gearrsb2pitchmean = mean(gearrsb2pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(5) = gearrsb2pitchmean;
gearrsb2pitchs = standarddev(gearrsb2pitch, gearrsb2pitchmean);
gearrsb2pitchs = ((gearrsb2pitchs*gearrsb2pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(5) = 3*gearrsb2pitchs;
gearrsb4pitchmean = mean(gearrsb4pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(4) = gearrsb4pitchmean;
gearrsb4pitchs = standarddev(gearrsb4pitch, gearrsb4pitchmean);
gearrsb4pitchs = ((gearrsb4pitchs*gearrsb4pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(4) = 3*gearrsb4pitchs;
gearrsb6pitchmean = mean(gearrsb6pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(3) = gearrsb6pitchmean;
gearrsb6pitchs = standarddev(gearrsb6pitch, gearrsb6pitchmean);
gearrsb6pitchs = ((gearrsb6pitchs*gearrsb6pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(3) = 3*gearrsb6pitchs;
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gearrsb8pitchmean = mean(gearrsb8pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(2) = gearrsb8pitchmean;
gearrsb8pitchs = standarddev(gearrsb8pitch, gearrsb8pitchmean);
gearrsb8pitchs = ((gearrsb8pitchs*gearrsb8pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(2) = 3*gearrsb8pitchs;
gearrsb10pitchmean = mean(gearrsb10pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(1) = gearrsb10pitchmean;
gearrsb10pitchs = standarddev(gearrsb10pitch, gearrsb10pitchmean);
gearrsb10pitchs = ((gearrsb10pitchs*gearrsb10pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(1) = 3*gearrsb10pitchs;
%Right Suspension Bogie Gearbox Roll
gearrsb0rollmean = mean(gearrsb0roll);
gearrightrollmean(6) = gearrsb0rollmean;
gearrsb0rolls = standarddev(gearrsb0roll, gearrsb0rollmean);
gearrsb0rolls = ((gearrsb0rolls*gearrsb0rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(6) = 3*gearrsb0rolls;
gearrsb2rollmean = mean(gearrsb2roll);
gearrightrollmean(5) = gearrsb2rollmean;
gearrsb2rolls = standarddev(gearrsb2roll, gearrsb2rollmean);
gearrsb2rolls = ((gearrsb2rolls*gearrsb2rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(5) = 3*gearrsb2rolls;
gearrsb4rollmean = mean(gearrsb4roll);
gearrightrollmean(4) = gearrsb4rollmean;
gearrsb4rolls = standarddev(gearrsb4roll, gearrsb4rollmean);
gearrsb4rolls = ((gearrsb4rolls*gearrsb4rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(4) = 3*gearrsb4rolls;
gearrsb6rollmean = mean(gearrsb6roll);
gearrightrollmean(3) = gearrsb6rollmean;
gearrsb6rolls = standarddev(gearrsb6roll, gearrsb6rollmean);
gearrsb6rolls = ((gearrsb6rolls*gearrsb6rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(3) = 3*gearrsb6rolls;
gearrsb8rollmean = mean(gearrsb8roll);
gearrightrollmean(2) = gearrsb8rollmean;
gearrsb8rolls = standarddev(gearrsb8roll, gearrsb8rollmean);
gearrsb8rolls = ((gearrsb8rolls*gearrsb8rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(2) = 3*gearrsb8rolls;
gearrsb10rollmean = mean(gearrsb10roll);
gearrightrollmean(1) = gearrsb10rollmean;
gearrsb10rolls = standarddev(gearrsb10roll, gearrsb10rollmean);
gearrsb10rolls = ((gearrsb10rolls*gearrsb10rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(1) = 3*gearrsb10rolls;

%Left Suspension Rocker Gearbox
%Left Suspension Rocker Gearbox Pitch Delta
gearlsr0deltamean = mean(gearlsr0delta);
gearleftdeltamean(7) = gearlsr0deltamean;
gearlsr0deltas = standarddev(gearlsr0delta, gearlsr0deltamean);
gearlsr0deltas = ((gearlsr0deltas*gearlsr0deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(7) = 3*gearlsr0deltas;
gearlsr10deltamean = mean(gearlsr10delta);
gearleftdeltamean(8) = gearlsr10deltamean;
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gearlsr10deltas = standarddev(gearlsr10delta, gearlsr10deltamean);
gearlsr10deltas = ((gearlsr10deltas*gearlsr10deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(8) = 3*gearlsr10deltas;
gearlsr20deltamean = mean(gearlsr20delta);
gearleftdeltamean(9) = gearlsr20deltamean;
gearlsr20deltas = standarddev(gearlsr20delta, gearlsr20deltamean);
gearlsr20deltas = ((gearlsr20deltas*gearlsr20deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(9) = 3*gearlsr20deltas;
gearlsr30deltamean = mean(gearlsr30delta);
gearleftdeltamean(10) = gearlsr30deltamean;
gearlsr30deltas = standarddev(gearlsr30delta, gearlsr30deltamean);
gearlsr30deltas = ((gearlsr30deltas*gearlsr30deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(10) = 3*gearlsr30deltas;
gearlsr40deltamean = mean(gearlsr40delta);
gearleftdeltamean(11) = gearlsr40deltamean;
gearlsr40deltas = standarddev(gearlsr40delta, gearlsr40deltamean);
gearlsr40deltas = ((gearlsr40deltas*gearlsr40deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(11) = 3*gearlsr40deltas;
gearlsr50deltamean = mean(gearlsr50delta);
gearleftdeltamean(12) = gearlsr50deltamean;
gearlsr50deltas = standarddev(gearlsr50delta, gearlsr50deltamean);
gearlsr50deltas = ((gearlsr50deltas*gearlsr50deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(12) = 3*gearlsr50deltas;
gearlsr60deltamean = mean(gearlsr60delta);
gearleftdeltamean(13) = gearlsr60deltamean;
gearlsr60deltas = standarddev(gearlsr60delta, gearlsr60deltamean);
gearlsr60deltas = ((gearlsr60deltas*gearlsr60deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftdeltavar(13) = 3*gearlsr60deltas;
%Left Suspension Rocker Gearbox Pitch
gearlsr0pitchmean = mean(gearlsr0pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(7) = gearlsr0pitchmean;
gearlsr0pitchs = standarddev(gearlsr0pitch, gearlsr0pitchmean);
gearlsr0pitchs = ((gearlsr0pitchs*gearlsr0pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(7) = 3*gearlsr0pitchs;
gearlsr10pitchmean = mean(gearlsr10pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(8) = gearlsr10pitchmean;
gearlsr10pitchs = standarddev(gearlsr10pitch, gearlsr10pitchmean);
gearlsr10pitchs = ((gearlsr10pitchs*gearlsr10pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(8) = 3*gearlsr10pitchs;
gearlsr20pitchmean = mean(gearlsr20pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(9) = gearlsr20pitchmean;
gearlsr20pitchs = standarddev(gearlsr20pitch, gearlsr20pitchmean);
gearlsr20pitchs = ((gearlsr20pitchs*gearlsr20pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(9) = 3*gearlsr20pitchs;
gearlsr30pitchmean = mean(gearlsr30pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(10) = gearlsr30pitchmean;
gearlsr30pitchs = standarddev(gearlsr30pitch, gearlsr30pitchmean);
gearlsr30pitchs = ((gearlsr30pitchs*gearlsr30pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(10) = 3*gearlsr30pitchs;
gearlsr40pitchmean = mean(gearlsr40pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(11) = gearlsr40pitchmean;
gearlsr40pitchs = standarddev(gearlsr40pitch, gearlsr40pitchmean);
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gearlsr40pitchs = ((gearlsr40pitchs*gearlsr40pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(11) = 3*gearlsr40pitchs;
gearlsr50pitchmean = mean(gearlsr50pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(12) = gearlsr50pitchmean;
gearlsr50pitchs = standarddev(gearlsr50pitch, gearlsr50pitchmean);
gearlsr50pitchs = ((gearlsr50pitchs*gearlsr50pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(12) = 3*gearlsr50pitchs;
gearlsr60pitchmean = mean(gearlsr60pitch);
gearleftpitchmean(13) = gearlsr60pitchmean;
gearlsr60pitchs = standarddev(gearlsr60pitch, gearlsr60pitchmean);
gearlsr60pitchs = ((gearlsr60pitchs*gearlsr60pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearleftpitchvar(13) = 3*gearlsr60pitchs;
%Left Suspension Rocker Gearbox Roll
gearlsr0rollmean = mean(gearlsr0roll);
gearleftrollmean(7) = gearlsr0rollmean;
gearlsr0rolls = standarddev(gearlsr0roll, gearlsr0rollmean);
gearlsr0rolls = ((gearlsr0rolls*gearlsr0rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(7) = 3*gearlsr0rolls;
gearlsr10rollmean = mean(gearlsr10roll);
gearleftrollmean(8) = gearlsr10rollmean;
gearlsr10rolls = standarddev(gearlsr10roll, gearlsr10rollmean);
gearlsr10rolls = ((gearlsr10rolls*gearlsr10rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(8) = 3*gearlsr10rolls;
gearlsr20rollmean = mean(gearlsr20roll);
gearleftrollmean(9) = gearlsr20rollmean;
gearlsr20rolls = standarddev(gearlsr20roll, gearlsr20rollmean);
gearlsr20rolls = ((gearlsr20rolls*gearlsr20rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(9) = 3*gearlsr20rolls;
gearlsr30rollmean = mean(gearlsr30roll);
gearleftrollmean(10) = gearlsr30rollmean;
gearlsr30rolls = standarddev(gearlsr30roll, gearlsr30rollmean);
gearlsr30rolls = ((gearlsr30rolls*gearlsr30rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(10) = 3*gearlsr30rolls;
gearlsr40rollmean = mean(gearlsr40roll);
gearleftrollmean(11) = gearlsr40rollmean;
gearlsr40rolls = standarddev(gearlsr40roll, gearlsr40rollmean);
gearlsr40rolls = ((gearlsr40rolls*gearlsr40rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(11) = 3*gearlsr40rolls;
gearlsr50rollmean = mean(gearlsr50roll);
gearleftrollmean(12) = gearlsr50rollmean;
gearlsr50rolls = standarddev(gearlsr50roll, gearlsr50rollmean);
gearlsr50rolls = ((gearlsr50rolls*gearlsr50rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(12) = 3*gearlsr50rolls;
gearlsr60rollmean = mean(gearlsr60roll);
gearleftrollmean(13) = gearlsr60rollmean;
gearlsr60rolls = standarddev(gearlsr60roll, gearlsr60rollmean);
gearlsr60rolls = ((gearlsr60rolls*gearlsr60rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearleftrollvar(13) = 3*gearlsr60rolls;

%Right Suspension Rocker Gearbox
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%Right Suspension Rocker Gearbox Pitch Delta
gearrsr0deltamean = mean(gearrsr0delta);
gearrightdeltamean(7) = gearrsr0deltamean;
gearrsr0deltas = standarddev(gearrsr0delta, gearrsr0deltamean);
gearrsr0deltas = ((gearrsr0deltas*gearrsr0deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(7) = 3*gearrsr0deltas;
gearrsr10deltamean = mean(gearrsr10delta);
gearrightdeltamean(8) = gearrsr10deltamean;
gearrsr10deltas = standarddev(gearrsr10delta, gearrsr10deltamean);
gearrsr10deltas = ((gearrsr10deltas*gearrsr10deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(8) = 3*gearrsr10deltas;
gearrsr20deltamean = mean(gearrsr20delta);
gearrightdeltamean(9) = gearrsr20deltamean;
gearrsr20deltas = standarddev(gearrsr20delta, gearrsr20deltamean);
gearrsr20deltas = ((gearrsr20deltas*gearrsr20deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(9) = 3*gearrsr20deltas;
gearrsr30deltamean = mean(gearrsr30delta);
gearrightdeltamean(10) = gearrsr30deltamean;
gearrsr30deltas = standarddev(gearrsr30delta, gearrsr30deltamean);
gearrsr30deltas = ((gearrsr30deltas*gearrsr30deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(10) = 3*gearrsr30deltas;
gearrsr40deltamean = mean(gearrsr40delta);
gearrightdeltamean(11) = gearrsr40deltamean;
gearrsr40deltas = standarddev(gearrsr40delta, gearrsr40deltamean);
gearrsr40deltas = ((gearrsr40deltas*gearrsr40deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(11) = 3*gearrsr40deltas;
gearrsr50deltamean = mean(gearrsr50delta);
gearrightdeltamean(12) = gearrsr50deltamean;
gearrsr50deltas = standarddev(gearrsr50delta, gearrsr50deltamean);
gearrsr50deltas = ((gearrsr50deltas*gearrsr50deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(12) = 3*gearrsr50deltas;
gearrsr60deltamean = mean(gearrsr60delta);
gearrightdeltamean(13) = gearrsr60deltamean;
gearrsr60deltas = standarddev(gearrsr60delta, gearrsr60deltamean);
gearrsr60deltas = ((gearrsr60deltas*gearrsr60deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightdeltavar(13) = 3*gearrsr60deltas;
%Right Suspension Rocker Gearbox Pitch
gearrsr0pitchmean = mean(gearrsr0pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(7) = gearrsr0pitchmean;
gearrsr0pitchs = standarddev(gearrsr0pitch, gearrsr0pitchmean);
gearrsr0pitchs = ((gearrsr0pitchs*gearrsr0pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(7) = 3*gearrsr0pitchs;
gearrsr10pitchmean = mean(gearrsr10pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(8) = gearrsr10pitchmean;
gearrsr10pitchs = standarddev(gearrsr10pitch, gearrsr10pitchmean);
gearrsr10pitchs = ((gearrsr10pitchs*gearrsr10pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(8) = 3*gearrsr10pitchs;
gearrsr20pitchmean = mean(gearrsr20pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(9) = gearrsr20pitchmean;
gearrsr20pitchs = standarddev(gearrsr20pitch, gearrsr20pitchmean);
gearrsr20pitchs = ((gearrsr20pitchs*gearrsr20pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(9) = 3*gearrsr20pitchs;
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gearrsr30pitchmean = mean(gearrsr30pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(10) = gearrsr30pitchmean;
gearrsr30pitchs = standarddev(gearrsr30pitch, gearrsr30pitchmean);
gearrsr30pitchs = ((gearrsr30pitchs*gearrsr30pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(10) = 3*gearrsr30pitchs;
gearrsr40pitchmean = mean(gearrsr40pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(11) = gearrsr40pitchmean;
gearrsr40pitchs = standarddev(gearrsr40pitch, gearrsr40pitchmean);
gearrsr40pitchs = ((gearrsr40pitchs*gearrsr40pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(11) = 3*gearrsr40pitchs;
gearrsr50pitchmean = mean(gearrsr50pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(12) = gearrsr50pitchmean;
gearrsr50pitchs = standarddev(gearrsr50pitch, gearrsr50pitchmean);
gearrsr50pitchs = ((gearrsr50pitchs*gearrsr50pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(12) = 3*gearrsr50pitchs;
gearrsr60pitchmean = mean(gearrsr60pitch);
gearrightpitchmean(13) = gearrsr60pitchmean;
gearrsr60pitchs = standarddev(gearrsr60pitch, gearrsr60pitchmean);
gearrsr60pitchs = ((gearrsr60pitchs*gearrsr60pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
gearrightpitchvar(13) = 3*gearrsr60pitchs;
%Right Suspension Rocker Gearbox Roll
gearrsr0rollmean = mean(gearrsr0roll);
gearrightrollmean(7) = gearrsr0rollmean;
gearrsr0rolls = standarddev(gearrsr0roll, gearrsr0rollmean);
gearrsr0rolls = ((gearrsr0rolls*gearrsr0rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(7) = 3*gearrsr0rolls;
gearrsr10rollmean = mean(gearrsr10roll);
gearrightrollmean(8) = gearrsr10rollmean;
gearrsr10rolls = standarddev(gearrsr10roll, gearrsr10rollmean);
gearrsr10rolls = ((gearrsr10rolls*gearrsr10rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(8) = 3*gearrsr10rolls;
gearrsr20rollmean = mean(gearrsr20roll);
gearrightrollmean(9) = gearrsr20rollmean;
gearrsr20rolls = standarddev(gearrsr20roll, gearrsr20rollmean);
gearrsr20rolls = ((gearrsr20rolls*gearrsr20rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(9) = 3*gearrsr20rolls;
gearrsr30rollmean = mean(gearrsr30roll);
gearrightrollmean(10) = gearrsr30rollmean;
gearrsr30rolls = standarddev(gearrsr30roll, gearrsr30rollmean);
gearrsr30rolls = ((gearrsr30rolls*gearrsr30rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(10) = 3*gearrsr30rolls;
gearrsr40rollmean = mean(gearrsr40roll);
gearrightrollmean(11) = gearrsr40rollmean;
gearrsr40rolls = standarddev(gearrsr40roll, gearrsr40rollmean);
gearrsr40rolls = ((gearrsr40rolls*gearrsr40rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(11) = 3*gearrsr40rolls;
gearrsr50rollmean = mean(gearrsr50roll);
gearrightrollmean(12) = gearrsr50rollmean;
gearrsr50rolls = standarddev(gearrsr50roll, gearrsr50rollmean);
gearrsr50rolls = ((gearrsr50rolls*gearrsr50rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(12) = 3*gearrsr50rolls;
gearrsr60rollmean = mean(gearrsr60roll);
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gearrightrollmean(13) = gearrsr60rollmean;
gearrsr60rolls = standarddev(gearrsr60roll, gearrsr60rollmean);
gearrsr60rolls = ((gearrsr60rolls*gearrsr60rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
gearrightrollvar(13) = 3*gearrsr60rolls;

%Rod Differential
%Left Suspension Bogie Rod
%Left Suspension Bogie Rod Pitch Delta
rodlsb0deltamean = mean(rodlsb0delta);
rodleftdeltamean(6) = rodlsb0deltamean;
rodlsb0deltas = standarddev(rodlsb0delta, rodlsb0deltamean);
rodlsb0deltas = ((rodlsb0deltas*rodlsb0deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(6) = 3*rodlsb0deltas;
rodlsb2deltamean = mean(rodlsb2delta);
rodleftdeltamean(5) = rodlsb2deltamean;
rodlsb2deltas = standarddev(rodlsb2delta, rodlsb2deltamean);
rodlsb2deltas = ((rodlsb2deltas*rodlsb2deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(5) = 3*rodlsb2deltas;
rodlsb4deltamean = mean(rodlsb4delta);
rodleftdeltamean(4) = rodlsb4deltamean;
rodlsb4deltas = standarddev(rodlsb4delta, rodlsb4deltamean);
rodlsb4deltas = ((rodlsb4deltas*rodlsb4deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(4) = 3*rodlsb4deltas;
rodlsb6deltamean = mean(rodlsb6delta);
rodleftdeltamean(3) = rodlsb6deltamean;
rodlsb6deltas = standarddev(rodlsb6delta, rodlsb6deltamean);
rodlsb6deltas = ((rodlsb6deltas*rodlsb6deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(3) = 3*rodlsb6deltas;
rodlsb8deltamean = mean(rodlsb8delta);
rodleftdeltamean(2) = rodlsb8deltamean;
rodlsb8deltas = standarddev(rodlsb8delta, rodlsb8deltamean);
rodlsb8deltas = ((rodlsb8deltas*rodlsb8deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(2) = 3*rodlsb8deltas;
rodlsb10deltamean = mean(rodlsb10delta);
rodleftdeltamean(1) = rodlsb10deltamean;
rodlsb10deltas = standarddev(rodlsb10delta, rodlsb10deltamean);
rodlsb10deltas = ((rodlsb10deltas*rodlsb10deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(1) = 3*rodlsb10deltas;
%Left Suspension Bogie Rod Pitch
rodlsb0pitchmean = mean(rodlsb0pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(6) = rodlsb0pitchmean;
rodlsb0pitchs = standarddev(rodlsb0pitch, rodlsb0pitchmean);
rodlsb0pitchs = ((rodlsb0pitchs*rodlsb0pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(6) = 3*rodlsb0pitchs;
rodlsb2pitchmean = mean(rodlsb2pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(5) = rodlsb2pitchmean;
rodlsb2pitchs = standarddev(rodlsb2pitch,rodlsb2pitchmean);
rodlsb2pitchs = ((rodlsb2pitchs*rodlsb2pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(5) = 3*rodlsb2pitchs;
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rodlsb4pitchmean = mean(rodlsb4pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(4) = rodlsb4pitchmean;
rodlsb4pitchs = standarddev(rodlsb4pitch, rodlsb4pitchmean);
rodlsb4pitchs = ((rodlsb4pitchs*rodlsb4pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(4) = 3*rodlsb4pitchs;
rodlsb6pitchmean = mean(rodlsb6pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(3) = rodlsb6pitchmean;
rodlsb6pitchs = standarddev(rodlsb6pitch, rodlsb6pitchmean);
rodlsb6pitchs = ((rodlsb6pitchs*rodlsb6pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(3) = 3*rodlsb6pitchs;
rodlsb8pitchmean = mean(rodlsb8pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(2) = rodlsb8pitchmean;
rodlsb8pitchs = standarddev(rodlsb8pitch, rodlsb8pitchmean);
rodlsb8pitchs = ((rodlsb8pitchs*rodlsb8pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(2) = 3*rodlsb8pitchs;
rodlsb10pitchmean = mean(rodlsb10pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(1) = rodlsb10pitchmean;
rodlsb10pitchs = standarddev(rodlsb10pitch, rodlsb10pitchmean);
rodlsb10pitchs = ((rodlsb10pitchs*rodlsb10pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(1) = 3*rodlsb10pitchs;
%Left Suspension Bogie Rod Roll
rodlsb0rollmean = mean(rodlsb0roll);
rodleftrollmean(6) = rodlsb0rollmean;
rodlsb0rolls = standarddev(rodlsb0roll, rodlsb0rollmean);
rodlsb0rolls = ((rodlsb0rolls*rodlsb0rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(6) = 3*rodlsb0rolls;
rodlsb2rollmean = mean(rodlsb2roll);
rodleftrollmean(5) = rodlsb2rollmean;
rodlsb2rolls = standarddev(rodlsb2roll, rodlsb2rollmean);
rodlsb2rolls = ((rodlsb2rolls*rodlsb2rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(5) = 3*rodlsb2rolls;
rodlsb4rollmean = mean(rodlsb4roll);
rodleftrollmean(4) = rodlsb4rollmean;
rodlsb4rolls = standarddev(rodlsb4roll, rodlsb4rollmean);
rodlsb4rolls = ((rodlsb4rolls*rodlsb4rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(4) = 3*rodlsb4rolls;
rodlsb6rollmean = mean(rodlsb6roll);
rodleftrollmean(3) = rodlsb6rollmean;
rodlsb6rolls = standarddev(rodlsb6roll, rodlsb6rollmean);
rodlsb6rolls = ((rodlsb6rolls*rodlsb6rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(3) = 3*rodlsb6rolls;
rodlsb8rollmean = mean(rodlsb8roll);
rodleftrollmean(2) = rodlsb8rollmean;
rodlsb8rolls = standarddev(rodlsb8roll, rodlsb8rollmean);
rodlsb8rolls = ((rodlsb8rolls*rodlsb8rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(2) = 3*rodlsb8rolls;
rodlsb10rollmean = mean(rodlsb10roll);
rodleftrollmean(1) = rodlsb10rollmean;
rodlsb10rolls = standarddev(rodlsb10roll, rodlsb10rollmean);
rodlsb10rolls = ((rodlsb10rolls*rodlsb10rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(1) = 3*rodlsb10rolls;
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%Right Suspension Bogie Rod
%Right Suspension Bogie Rod Pitch Delta
rodrsb0deltamean = mean(rodrsb0delta);
rodrightdeltamean(6) = rodrsb0deltamean;
rodrsb0deltas = standarddev(rodrsb0delta, rodrsb0deltamean);
rodrsb0deltas = ((rodrsb0deltas*rodrsb0deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(6) = 3*rodrsb0deltas;
rodrsb2deltamean = mean(rodrsb2delta);
rodrightdeltamean(5) = rodrsb2deltamean;
rodrsb2deltas = standarddev(rodrsb2delta, rodrsb2deltamean);
rodrsb2deltas = ((rodrsb2deltas*rodrsb2deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(5) = 3*rodrsb2deltas;
rodrsb4deltamean = mean(rodrsb4delta);
rodrightdeltamean(4) = rodrsb4deltamean;
rodrsb4deltas = standarddev(rodrsb4delta, rodrsb4deltamean);
rodrsb4deltas = ((rodrsb4deltas*rodrsb4deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(4) = 3*rodrsb4deltas;
rodrsb6deltamean = mean(rodrsb6delta);
rodrightdeltamean(3) = rodrsb6deltamean;
rodrsb6deltas = standarddev(rodrsb6delta, rodrsb6deltamean);
rodrsb6deltas = ((rodrsb6deltas*rodrsb6deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(3) = 3*rodrsb6deltas;
rodrsb8deltamean = mean(rodrsb8delta);
rodrightdeltamean(2) = rodrsb8deltamean;
rodrsb8deltas = standarddev(rodrsb8delta, rodrsb8deltamean);
rodrsb8deltas = ((rodrsb8deltas*rodrsb8deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(2) = 3*rodrsb8deltas;
rodrsb10deltamean = mean(rodrsb10delta);
rodrightdeltamean(1) = rodrsb10deltamean;
rodrsb10deltas = standarddev(rodrsb10delta, rodrsb10deltamean);
rodrsb10deltas = ((rodrsb10deltas*rodrsb10deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(1) = 3*rodrsb10deltas;
%Right Suspension Bogie Rod Pitch
rodrsb0pitchmean = mean(rodrsb0pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(6) = rodrsb0pitchmean;
rodrsb0pitchs = standarddev(rodrsb0pitch, rodrsb0pitchmean);
rodrsb0pitchs = ((rodrsb0pitchs*rodrsb0pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(6) = 3*rodrsb0pitchs;
rodrsb2pitchmean = mean(rodrsb2pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(5) = rodrsb2pitchmean;
rodrsb2pitchs = standarddev(rodrsb2pitch, rodrsb2pitchmean);
rodrsb2pitchs = ((rodrsb2pitchs*rodrsb2pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(5) = 3*rodrsb2pitchs;
rodrsb4pitchmean = mean(rodrsb4pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(4) = rodrsb4pitchmean;
rodrsb4pitchs = standarddev(rodrsb4pitch, rodrsb4pitchmean);
rodrsb4pitchs = ((rodrsb4pitchs*rodrsb4pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(4) = 3*rodrsb4pitchs;
rodrsb6pitchmean = mean(rodrsb6pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(3) = rodrsb6pitchmean;
rodrsb6pitchs = standarddev(rodrsb6pitch, rodrsb6pitchmean);
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rodrsb6pitchs = ((rodrsb6pitchs*rodrsb6pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(3) = 3*rodrsb6pitchs;
rodrsb8pitchmean = mean(rodrsb8pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(2) = rodrsb8pitchmean;
rodrsb8pitchs = standarddev(rodrsb8pitch, rodrsb8pitchmean);
rodrsb8pitchs = ((rodrsb8pitchs*rodrsb8pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(2) = 3*rodrsb8pitchs;
rodrsb10pitchmean = mean(rodrsb10pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(1) = rodrsb10pitchmean;
rodrsb10pitchs = standarddev(rodrsb10pitch, rodrsb10pitchmean);
rodrsb10pitchs = ((rodrsb10pitchs*rodrsb10pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(1) = 3*rodrsb10pitchs;
%Right Suspension Bogie Rod Roll
rodrsb0rollmean = mean(rodrsb0roll);
rodrightrollmean(6) = rodrsb0rollmean;
rodrsb0rolls = standarddev(rodrsb0roll, rodrsb0rollmean);
rodrsb0rolls = ((rodrsb0rolls*rodrsb0rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(6) = 3*rodrsb0rolls;
rodrsb2rollmean = mean(rodrsb2roll);
rodrightrollmean(5) = rodrsb2rollmean;
rodrsb2rolls = standarddev(rodrsb2roll, rodrsb2rollmean);
rodrsb2rolls = ((rodrsb2rolls*rodrsb2rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(5) = 3*rodrsb2rolls;
rodrsb4rollmean = mean(rodrsb4roll);
rodrightrollmean(4) = rodrsb4rollmean;
rodrsb4rolls = standarddev(rodrsb4roll, rodrsb4rollmean);
rodrsb4rolls = ((rodrsb4rolls*rodrsb4rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(4) = 3*rodrsb4rolls;
rodrsb6rollmean = mean(rodrsb6roll);
rodrightrollmean(3) = rodrsb6rollmean;
rodrsb6rolls = standarddev(rodrsb6roll, rodrsb6rollmean);
rodrsb6rolls = ((rodrsb6rolls*rodrsb6rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(3) = 3*rodrsb6rolls;
rodrsb8rollmean = mean(rodrsb8roll);
rodrightrollmean(2) = rodrsb8rollmean;
rodrsb8rolls = standarddev(rodrsb8roll, rodrsb8rollmean);
rodrsb8rolls = ((rodrsb8rolls*rodrsb8rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(2) = 3*rodrsb8rolls;
rodrsb10rollmean = mean(rodrsb10roll);
rodrightrollmean(1) = rodrsb10rollmean;
rodrsb10rolls = standarddev(rodrsb10roll, rodrsb10rollmean);
rodrsb10rolls = ((rodrsb10rolls*rodrsb10rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(1) = 3*rodrsb10rolls;

%Left Suspension Rocker Rod
%Left Suspension Rocker Rod Pitch Delta
rodlsr0deltamean = mean(rodlsr0delta);
rodleftdeltamean(7) = rodlsr0deltamean;
rodlsr0deltas = standarddev(rodlsr0delta, rodlsr0deltamean);
rodlsr0deltas = ((rodlsr0deltas*rodlsr0deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(7) = 3*rodlsr0deltas;
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rodlsr10deltamean = mean(rodlsr10delta);
rodleftdeltamean(8) = rodlsr10deltamean;
rodlsr10deltas = standarddev(rodlsr10delta, rodlsr10deltamean);
rodlsr10deltas = ((rodlsr10deltas*rodlsr10deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(8) = 3*rodlsr10deltas;
rodlsr20deltamean = mean(rodlsr20delta);
rodleftdeltamean(9) = rodlsr20deltamean;
rodlsr20deltas = standarddev(rodlsr20delta, rodlsr20deltamean);
rodlsr20deltas = ((rodlsr20deltas*rodlsr20deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(9) = 3*rodlsr20deltas;
rodlsr30deltamean = mean(rodlsr30delta);
rodleftdeltamean(10) = rodlsr30deltamean;
rodlsr30deltas = standarddev(rodlsr30delta, rodlsr30deltamean);
rodlsr30deltas = ((rodlsr30deltas*rodlsr30deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(10) = 3*rodlsr30deltas;
rodlsr40deltamean = mean(rodlsr40delta);
rodleftdeltamean(11) = rodlsr40deltamean;
rodlsr40deltas = standarddev(rodlsr40delta, rodlsr40deltamean);
rodlsr40deltas = ((rodlsr40deltas*rodlsr40deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(11) = 3*rodlsr40deltas;
rodlsr50deltamean = mean(rodlsr50delta);
rodleftdeltamean(12) = rodlsr50deltamean;
rodlsr50deltas = standarddev(rodlsr50delta, rodlsr50deltamean);
rodlsr50deltas = ((rodlsr50deltas*rodlsr50deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(12) = 3*rodlsr50deltas;
rodlsr60deltamean = mean(rodlsr60delta);
rodleftdeltamean(13) = rodlsr60deltamean;
rodlsr60deltas = standarddev(rodlsr60delta, rodlsr60deltamean);
rodlsr60deltas = ((rodlsr60deltas*rodlsr60deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftdeltavar(13) = 3*rodlsr60deltas;
%Left Suspension Rocker Rod Pitch
rodlsr0pitchmean = mean(rodlsr0pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(7) = rodlsr0pitchmean;
rodlsr0pitchs = standarddev(rodlsr0pitch, rodlsr0pitchmean);
rodlsr0pitchs = ((rodlsr0pitchs*rodlsr0pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(7) = 3*rodlsr0pitchs;
rodlsr10pitchmean = mean(rodlsr10pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(8) = rodlsr10pitchmean;
rodlsr10pitchs = standarddev(rodlsr10pitch, rodlsr10pitchmean);
rodlsr10pitchs = ((rodlsr10pitchs*rodlsr10pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(8) = 3*rodlsr10pitchs;
rodlsr20pitchmean = mean(rodlsr20pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(9) = rodlsr20pitchmean;
rodlsr20pitchs = standarddev(rodlsr20pitch, rodlsr20pitchmean);
rodlsr20pitchs = ((rodlsr20pitchs*rodlsr20pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(9) = 3*rodlsr20pitchs;
rodlsr30pitchmean = mean(rodlsr30pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(10) = rodlsr30pitchmean;
rodlsr30pitchs = standarddev(rodlsr30pitch, rodlsr30pitchmean);
rodlsr30pitchs = ((rodlsr30pitchs*rodlsr30pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(10) = 3*rodlsr30pitchs;
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rodlsr40pitchmean = mean(rodlsr40pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(11) = rodlsr40pitchmean;
rodlsr40pitchs = standarddev(rodlsr40pitch, rodlsr40pitchmean);
rodlsr40pitchs = ((rodlsr40pitchs*rodlsr40pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(11) = 3*rodlsr40pitchs;
rodlsr50pitchmean = mean(rodlsr50pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(12) = rodlsr50pitchmean;
rodlsr50pitchs = standarddev(rodlsr50pitch, rodlsr50pitchmean);
rodlsr50pitchs = ((rodlsr50pitchs*rodlsr50pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(12) = 3*rodlsr50pitchs;
rodlsr60pitchmean = mean(rodlsr60pitch);
rodleftpitchmean(13) = rodlsr60pitchmean;
rodlsr60pitchs = standarddev(rodlsr60pitch, rodlsr60pitchmean);
rodlsr60pitchs = ((rodlsr60pitchs*rodlsr60pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodleftpitchvar(13) = 3*rodlsr60pitchs;
%Left Suspension Rocker Rod Roll
rodlsr0rollmean = mean(rodlsr0roll);
rodleftrollmean(7) = rodlsr0rollmean;
rodlsr0rolls = standarddev(rodlsr0roll, rodlsr0rollmean);
rodlsr0rolls = ((rodlsr0rolls*rodlsr0rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(7) = 3*rodlsr0rolls;
rodlsr10rollmean = mean(rodlsr10roll);
rodleftrollmean(8) = rodlsr10rollmean;
rodlsr10rolls = standarddev(rodlsr10roll, rodlsr10rollmean);
rodlsr10rolls = ((rodlsr10rolls*rodlsr10rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(8) = 3*rodlsr10rolls;
rodlsr20rollmean = mean(rodlsr20roll);
rodleftrollmean(9) = rodlsr20rollmean;
rodlsr20rolls = standarddev(rodlsr20roll, rodlsr20rollmean);
rodlsr20rolls = ((rodlsr20rolls*rodlsr20rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(9) = 3*rodlsr20rolls;
rodlsr30rollmean = mean(rodlsr30roll);
rodleftrollmean(10) = rodlsr30rollmean;
rodlsr30rolls = standarddev(rodlsr30roll, rodlsr30rollmean);
rodlsr30rolls = ((rodlsr30rolls*rodlsr30rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(10) = 3*rodlsr30rolls;
rodlsr40rollmean = mean(rodlsr40roll);
rodleftrollmean(11) = rodlsr40rollmean;
rodlsr40rolls = standarddev(rodlsr40roll, rodlsr40rollmean);
rodlsr40rolls = ((rodlsr40rolls*rodlsr40rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(11) = 3*rodlsr40rolls;
rodlsr50rollmean = mean(rodlsr50roll);
rodleftrollmean(12) = rodlsr50rollmean;
rodlsr50rolls = standarddev(rodlsr50roll, rodlsr50rollmean);
rodlsr50rolls = ((rodlsr50rolls*rodlsr50rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(12) = 3*rodlsr50rolls;
rodlsr60rollmean = mean(rodlsr60roll);
rodleftrollmean(13) = rodlsr60rollmean;
rodlsr60rolls = standarddev(rodlsr60roll, rodlsr60rollmean);
rodlsr60rolls = ((rodlsr60rolls*rodlsr60rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodleftrollvar(13) = 3*rodlsr60rolls;
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%Right Suspension Rocker Rod
%Right Suspension Rocker Rod Pitch Delta
rodrsr0deltamean = mean(rodrsr0delta);
rodrightdeltamean(7) = rodrsr0deltamean;
rodrsr0deltas = standarddev(rodrsr0delta, rodrsr0deltamean);
rodrsr0deltas = ((rodrsr0deltas*rodrsr0deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(7) = 3*rodrsr0deltas;
rodrsr10deltamean = mean(rodrsr10delta);
rodrightdeltamean(8) = rodrsr10deltamean;
rodrsr10deltas = standarddev(rodrsr10delta, rodrsr10deltamean);
rodrsr10deltas = ((rodrsr10deltas*rodrsr10deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(8) = 3*rodrsr10deltas;
rodrsr20deltamean = mean(rodrsr20delta);
rodrightdeltamean(9) = rodrsr20deltamean;
rodrsr20deltas = standarddev(rodrsr20delta, rodrsr20deltamean);
rodrsr20deltas = ((rodrsr20deltas*rodrsr20deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(9) = 3*rodrsr20deltas;
rodrsr30deltamean = mean(rodrsr30delta);
rodrightdeltamean(10) = rodrsr30deltamean;
rodrsr30deltas = standarddev(rodrsr30delta, rodrsr30deltamean);
rodrsr30deltas = ((rodrsr30deltas*rodrsr30deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(10) = 3*rodrsr30deltas;
rodrsr40deltamean = mean(rodrsr40delta);
rodrightdeltamean(11) = rodrsr40deltamean;
rodrsr40deltas = standarddev(rodrsr40delta, rodrsr40deltamean);
rodrsr40deltas = ((rodrsr40deltas*rodrsr40deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(11) = 3*rodrsr40deltas;
rodrsr50deltamean = mean(rodrsr50delta);
rodrightdeltamean(12) = rodrsr50deltamean;
rodrsr50deltas = standarddev(rodrsr50delta, rodrsr50deltamean);
rodrsr50deltas = ((rodrsr50deltas*rodrsr50deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(12) = 3*rodrsr50deltas;
rodrsr60deltamean = mean(rodrsr60delta);
rodrightdeltamean(13) = rodrsr60deltamean;
rodrsr60deltas = standarddev(rodrsr60delta, rodrsr60deltamean);
rodrsr60deltas = ((rodrsr60deltas*rodrsr60deltas) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightdeltavar(13) = 3*rodrsr60deltas;
%Right Suspension Rocker Rod Pitch
rodrsr0pitchmean = mean(rodrsr0pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(7) = rodrsr0pitchmean;
rodrsr0pitchs = standarddev(rodrsr0pitch, rodrsr0pitchmean);
rodrsr0pitchs = ((rodrsr0pitchs*rodrsr0pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(7) = 3*rodrsr0pitchs;
rodrsr10pitchmean = mean(rodrsr10pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(8) = rodrsr10pitchmean;
rodrsr10pitchs = standarddev(rodrsr10pitch, rodrsr10pitchmean);
rodrsr10pitchs = ((rodrsr10pitchs*rodrsr10pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(8) = 3*rodrsr10pitchs;
rodrsr20pitchmean = mean(rodrsr20pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(9) = rodrsr20pitchmean;
rodrsr20pitchs = standarddev(rodrsr20pitch, rodrsr20pitchmean);
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rodrsr20pitchs = ((rodrsr20pitchs*rodrsr20pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(9) = 3*rodrsr20pitchs;
rodrsr30pitchmean = mean(rodrsr30pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(10) = rodrsr30pitchmean;
rodrsr30pitchs = standarddev(rodrsr30pitch, rodrsr30pitchmean);
rodrsr30pitchs = ((rodrsr30pitchs*rodrsr30pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(10) = 3*rodrsr30pitchs;
rodrsr40pitchmean = mean(rodrsr40pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(11) = rodrsr40pitchmean;
rodrsr40pitchs = standarddev(rodrsr40pitch, rodrsr40pitchmean);
rodrsr40pitchs = ((rodrsr40pitchs*rodrsr40pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(11) = 3*rodrsr40pitchs;
rodrsr50pitchmean = mean(rodrsr50pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(12) = rodrsr50pitchmean;
rodrsr50pitchs = standarddev(rodrsr50pitch, rodrsr50pitchmean);
rodrsr50pitchs = ((rodrsr50pitchs*rodrsr50pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(12) = 3*rodrsr50pitchs;
rodrsr60pitchmean = mean(rodrsr60pitch);
rodrightpitchmean(13) = rodrsr60pitchmean;
rodrsr60pitchs = standarddev(rodrsr60pitch, rodrsr60pitchmean);
rodrsr60pitchs = ((rodrsr60pitchs*rodrsr60pitchs) + Upitchlev)^(0.5);
rodrightpitchvar(13) = 3*rodrsr60pitchs;
%Right Suspension Rocker Rod Roll
rodrsr0rollmean = mean(rodrsr0roll);
rodrightrollmean(7) = rodrsr0rollmean;
rodrsr0rolls = standarddev(rodrsr0roll, rodrsr0rollmean);
rodrsr0rolls = ((rodrsr0rolls*rodrsr0rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(7) = 3*rodrsr0rolls;
rodrsr10rollmean = mean(rodrsr10roll);
rodrightrollmean(8) = rodrsr10rollmean;
rodrsr10rolls = standarddev(rodrsr10roll, rodrsr10rollmean);
rodrsr10rolls = ((rodrsr10rolls*rodrsr10rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(8) = 3*rodrsr10rolls;
rodrsr20rollmean = mean(rodrsr20roll);
rodrightrollmean(9) = rodrsr20rollmean;
rodrsr20rolls = standarddev(rodrsr20roll, rodrsr20rollmean);
rodrsr20rolls = ((rodrsr20rolls*rodrsr20rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(9) = 3*rodrsr20rolls;
rodrsr30rollmean = mean(rodrsr30roll);
rodrightrollmean(10) = rodrsr30rollmean;
rodrsr30rolls = standarddev(rodrsr30roll, rodrsr30rollmean);
rodrsr30rolls = ((rodrsr30rolls*rodrsr30rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(10) = 3*rodrsr30rolls;
rodrsr40rollmean = mean(rodrsr40roll);
rodrightrollmean(11) = rodrsr40rollmean;
rodrsr40rolls = standarddev(rodrsr40roll, rodrsr40rollmean);
rodrsr40rolls = ((rodrsr40rolls*rodrsr40rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(11) = 3*rodrsr40rolls;
rodrsr50rollmean = mean(rodrsr50roll);
rodrightrollmean(12) = rodrsr50rollmean;
rodrsr50rolls = standarddev(rodrsr50roll, rodrsr50rollmean);
rodrsr50rolls = ((rodrsr50rolls*rodrsr50rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
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rodrightrollvar(12) = 3*rodrsr50rolls;
rodrsr60rollmean = mean(rodrsr60roll);
rodrightrollmean(13) = rodrsr60rollmean;
rodrsr60rolls = standarddev(rodrsr60roll, rodrsr60rollmean);
rodrsr60rolls = ((rodrsr60rolls*rodrsr60rolls) + Urolllev)^(0.5);
rodrightrollvar(13) = 3*rodrsr60rolls;

%*************************************************************************
% Perform Hypothesis Tests for the 0 angle tests to confirm ability to
% combine all of the 0 angle data for the rockers and bogies
%*************************************************************************
% The testing done and resulting variances are not for the entire
% population of possible data collection, but it is for the sample and thus
% we will utilize a Two-Sample Difference of Means t-Test Hypothesis Testing
% For the entirty of these calculations, a 99% confidence interval is used
% and thus an alpha value of 0.01

n = 20; %All data sets were of n = 20

%Gearbox
%Gearbox Delta at Suspension angle 0 degrees
tgear0 = [];
tgearlsbrsb0delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsb0deltamean, gearlsb0deltas, gearrsb0deltamean, gearrsb0deltas, n, n);
tgear0(1) = tgearlsbrsb0delta;
tgearlsblsr0delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsb0deltamean, gearlsb0deltas, gearlsr0deltamean, gearlsr0deltas, n, n);
tgear0(2) = tgearlsblsr0delta;
tgearlsbrsr0delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsb0deltamean, gearlsb0deltas, gearrsr0deltamean, gearrsr0deltas, n, n);
tgear0(3) = tgearlsbrsr0delta;
tgearrsblsr0delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsb0deltamean, gearrsb0deltas, gearlsr0deltamean, gearlsr0deltas, n, n);
tgear0(4) = tgearrsblsr0delta;
tgearrsbrsr0delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsb0deltamean, gearrsb0deltas, gearrsr0deltamean, gearrsr0deltas, n, n);
tgear0(5) = tgearrsbrsr0delta;
tgearlsrrsr0delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsr0deltamean, gearlsr0deltas, gearrsr0deltamean, gearrsr0deltas, n, n);
tgear0(6) = tgearlsrrsr0delta;

%Rod Delta at Suspension angle 0 degrees
trod0 = [];
trodlsbrsb0delta = meandifftvalue(rodlsb0deltamean, rodlsb0deltas, rodrsb0deltamean, rodrsb0deltas, n, n);
trod0(1) = trodlsbrsb0delta;
trodlsblsr0delta = meandifftvalue(rodlsb0deltamean, rodlsb0deltas, rodlsr0deltamean, rodlsr0deltas, n, n);
trod0(2) = trodlsblsr0delta;
trodlsbrsr0delta = meandifftvalue(rodlsb0deltamean, rodlsb0deltas, rodrsr0deltamean, rodrsr0deltas, n, n);
trod0(3) = trodlsbrsr0delta;
trodrsblsr0delta = meandifftvalue(rodrsb0deltamean, rodrsb0deltas, rodlsr0deltamean, rodlsr0deltas, n, n);
trod0(4) = trodrsblsr0delta;
trodrsbrsr0delta = meandifftvalue(rodrsb0deltamean, rodrsb0deltas, rodrsr0deltamean, rodrsr0deltas, n, n);
trod0(5) = trodrsbrsr0delta;
trodlsrrsr0delta = meandifftvalue(rodlsr0deltamean, rodlsr0deltas, rodrsr0deltamean, rodrsr0deltas, n, n);
trod0(6) = trodlsrrsr0delta;
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%Left Bogie t values between Gearbox and Rod
tlb = []; % Rows: 1 = delta, 2 = pitch, 3 = roll, Columns: 0deg, 2deg, 4deg, 6deg, 8deg, 10deg
%0 degrees
tlsb0delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsb0deltamean, gearlsb0deltas, rodlsb0deltamean, rodlsb0deltas, n, n);
tlb(1,1) = tlsb0delta;
tlsb0pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsb0pitchmean, gearlsb0pitchs, rodlsb0pitchmean, rodlsb0pitchs, n, n);
tlb(2,1) = tlsb0pitch;
tlsb0roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsb0rollmean, gearlsb0rolls, rodlsb0rollmean, rodlsb0rolls, n, n);
tlb(3,1) = tlsb0roll;
%2 degrees
tlsb2delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsb2deltamean, gearlsb2deltas, rodlsb2deltamean, rodlsb2deltas, n, n);
tlb(1,2) = tlsb2delta;
tlsb2pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsb2pitchmean, gearlsb2pitchs, rodlsb2pitchmean, rodlsb2pitchs, n, n);
tlb(2,2) = tlsb2pitch;
tlsb2roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsb2rollmean, gearlsb2rolls, rodlsb2rollmean, rodlsb2rolls, n, n);
tlb(3,2) = tlsb2roll;
%4 degrees
tlsb4delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsb4deltamean, gearlsb4deltas, rodlsb4deltamean, rodlsb4deltas, n, n);
tlb(1,3) = tlsb4delta;
tlsb4pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsb4pitchmean, gearlsb4pitchs, rodlsb4pitchmean, rodlsb4pitchs, n, n);
tlb(2,3) = tlsb4pitch;
tlsb4roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsb4rollmean, gearlsb4rolls, rodlsb4rollmean, rodlsb4rolls, n, n);
tlb(3,3) = tlsb4roll;
%6 degrees
tlsb6delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsb6deltamean, gearlsb6deltas, rodlsb6deltamean, rodlsb6deltas, n, n);
tlb(1,4) = tlsb6delta;
tlsb6pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsb6pitchmean, gearlsb6pitchs, rodlsb6pitchmean, rodlsb6pitchs, n, n);
tlb(2,4) = tlsb6pitch;
tlsb6roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsb6rollmean, gearlsb6rolls, rodlsb6rollmean, rodlsb6rolls, n, n);
tlb(3,4) = tlsb6roll;
%8 degrees
tlsb8delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsb8deltamean, gearlsb8deltas, rodlsb8deltamean, rodlsb8deltas, n, n);
tlb(1,5) = tlsb8delta;
tlsb8pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsb8pitchmean, gearlsb8pitchs, rodlsb8pitchmean, rodlsb8pitchs, n, n);
tlb(2,5) = tlsb8pitch;
tlsb8roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsb8rollmean, gearlsb8rolls, rodlsb8rollmean, rodlsb8rolls, n, n);
tlb(3,5) = tlsb8roll;
%10 degrees
tlsb10delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsb10deltamean, gearlsb10deltas, rodlsb10deltamean, rodlsb10deltas, n, n);
tlb(1,6) = tlsb10delta;
tlsb10pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsb10pitchmean, gearlsb10pitchs, rodlsb10pitchmean, rodlsb10pitchs, n, n);
tlb(2,6) = tlsb10pitch;
tlsb10roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsb10rollmean, gearlsb10rolls, rodlsb10rollmean, rodlsb10rolls, n, n);
tlb(3,6) = tlsb10roll;

%Right Bogie t values between Gearbox and Rod
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trb = []; % Rows: 1 = delta, 2 = pitch, 3 = roll, Columns: 0deg, 2deg, 4deg, 6deg, 8deg, 10deg
%0 degrees
trsb0delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsb0deltamean, gearrsb0deltas, rodrsb0deltamean, rodrsb0deltas, n, n);
trb(1,1) = trsb0delta;
trsb0pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsb0pitchmean, gearrsb0pitchs, rodrsb0pitchmean, rodrsb0pitchs, n, n);
trb(2,1) = trsb0pitch;
trsb0roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsb0rollmean, gearrsb0rolls, rodrsb0rollmean, rodrsb0rolls, n, n);
trb(3,1) = trsb0roll;
%2 degrees
trsb2delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsb2deltamean, gearrsb2deltas, rodrsb2deltamean, rodrsb2deltas, n, n);
trb(1,2) = trsb2delta;
trsb2pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsb2pitchmean, gearrsb2pitchs, rodrsb2pitchmean, rodrsb2pitchs, n, n);
trb(2,2) = trsb2pitch;
trsb2roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsb2rollmean, gearrsb2rolls, rodrsb2rollmean, rodrsb2rolls, n, n);
trb(3,2) = trsb2roll;
%4 degrees
trsb4delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsb4deltamean, gearrsb4deltas, rodrsb4deltamean, rodrsb4deltas, n, n);
trb(1,3) = trsb4delta;
trsb4pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsb4pitchmean, gearrsb4pitchs, rodrsb4pitchmean, rodrsb4pitchs, n, n);
trb(2,3) = trsb4pitch;
trsb4roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsb4rollmean, gearrsb4rolls, rodrsb4rollmean, rodrsb4rolls, n, n);
trb(3,3) = trsb4roll;
%6 degrees
trsb6delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsb6deltamean, gearrsb6deltas, rodrsb6deltamean, rodrsb6deltas, n, n);
trb(1,4) = trsb6delta;
trsb6pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsb6pitchmean, gearrsb6pitchs, rodrsb6pitchmean, rodrsb6pitchs, n, n);
trb(2,4) = trsb6pitch;
trsb6roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsb6rollmean, gearrsb6rolls, rodrsb6rollmean, rodrsb6rolls, n, n);
trb(3,4) = trsb6roll;
%8 degrees
trsb8delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsb8deltamean, gearrsb8deltas, rodrsb8deltamean, rodrsb8deltas, n, n);
trb(1,5) = trsb8delta;
trsb8pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsb8pitchmean, gearrsb8pitchs, rodrsb8pitchmean, rodrsb8pitchs, n, n);
trb(2,5) = trsb8pitch;
trsb8roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsb8rollmean, gearrsb8rolls, rodrsb8rollmean, rodrsb8rolls, n, n);
trb(3,5) = trsb8roll;
%10 degrees
trsb10delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsb10deltamean, gearrsb10deltas, rodrsb10deltamean, rodrsb10deltas, n, n);
trb(1,6) = trsb10delta;
trsb10pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsb10pitchmean, gearrsb10pitchs, rodrsb10pitchmean, rodrsb10pitchs, n, n);
trb(2,6) = trsb10pitch;
trsb10roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsb10rollmean, gearrsb10rolls, rodrsb10rollmean, rodrsb10rolls, n, n);
trb(3,6) = trsb10roll;

%Left Rocker t values between Gearbox and Rod
tlr = []; % Rows: 1 = delta, 2 = pitch, 3 = roll, Columns: 0deg, 10deg, 20deg, 30deg, 40deg, 50deg, 60deg
%0 degrees
tlsr0delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsr0deltamean, gearlsr0deltas, rodlsr0deltamean, rodlsr0deltas, n, n);
tlr(1,1) = tlsr0delta;
tlsr0pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsr0pitchmean, gearlsr0pitchs, rodlsr0pitchmean, rodlsr0pitchs, n, n);
tlr(2,1) = tlsr0pitch;
tlsr0roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsr0rollmean, gearlsr0rolls, rodlsr0rollmean, rodlsr0rolls, n, n);
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tlr(3,1) = tlsr0roll;
%10 degrees
tlsr10delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsr10deltamean, gearlsr10deltas, rodlsr10deltamean, rodlsr10deltas, n, n);
tlr(1,2) = tlsr10delta;
tlsr10pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsr10pitchmean, gearlsr10pitchs, rodlsr10pitchmean, rodlsr10pitchs, n, n);
tlr(2,2) = tlsr10pitch;
tlsr10roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsr10rollmean, gearlsr10rolls, rodlsr10rollmean, rodlsr10rolls, n, n);
tlr(3,2) = tlsr10roll;
%20 degrees
tlsr20delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsr20deltamean, gearlsr20deltas, rodlsr20deltamean, rodlsr20deltas, n, n);
tlr(1,3) = tlsr20delta;
tlsr20pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsr20pitchmean, gearlsr20pitchs, rodlsr20pitchmean, rodlsr20pitchs, n, n);
tlr(2,3) = tlsr20pitch;
tlsr20roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsr20rollmean, gearlsr20rolls, rodlsr20rollmean, rodlsr20rolls, n, n);
tlr(3,3) = tlsr20roll;
%30 degrees
tlsr30delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsr30deltamean, gearlsr30deltas, rodlsr30deltamean, rodlsr30deltas, n, n);
tlr(1,4) = tlsr30delta;
tlsr30pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsr30pitchmean, gearlsr30pitchs, rodlsr30pitchmean, rodlsr30pitchs, n, n);
tlr(2,4) = tlsr30pitch;
tlsr30roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsr30rollmean, gearlsr30rolls, rodlsr30rollmean, rodlsr30rolls, n, n);
tlr(3,4) = tlsr30roll;
%40 degrees
tlsr40delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsr40deltamean, gearlsr40deltas, rodlsr40deltamean, rodlsr40deltas, n, n);
tlr(1,5) = tlsr40delta;
tlsr40pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsr40pitchmean, gearlsr40pitchs, rodlsr40pitchmean, rodlsr40pitchs, n, n);
tlr(2,5) = tlsr40pitch;
tlsr40roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsr40rollmean, gearlsr40rolls, rodlsr40rollmean, rodlsr40rolls, n, n);
tlr(3,5) = tlsr40roll;
%50 degrees
tlsr50delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsr50deltamean, gearlsr50deltas, rodlsr50deltamean, rodlsr50deltas, n, n);
tlr(1,6) = tlsr50delta;
tlsr50pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsr50pitchmean, gearlsr50pitchs, rodlsr50pitchmean, rodlsr50pitchs, n, n);
tlr(2,6) = tlsr50pitch;
tlsr50roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsr50rollmean, gearlsr50rolls, rodlsr50rollmean, rodlsr50rolls, n, n);
tlr(3,6) = tlsr50roll;
%60 degrees
tlsr60delta = meandifftvalue(gearlsr60deltamean, gearlsr60deltas, rodlsr60deltamean, rodlsr60deltas, n, n);
tlr(1,7) = tlsr60delta;
tlsr60pitch = meandifftvalue(gearlsr60pitchmean, gearlsr60pitchs, rodlsr60pitchmean, rodlsr60pitchs, n, n);
tlr(2,7) = tlsr60pitch;
tlsr60roll = meandifftvalue(gearlsr60rollmean, gearlsr60rolls, rodlsr60rollmean, rodlsr60rolls, n, n);
tlr(3,7) = tlsr60roll;

%Right Rocker t values between Gearbox and Rod
trr = []; % Rows: 1 = delta, 2 = pitch, 3 = roll, Columns: 0deg, 10deg, 20deg, 30deg, 40deg, 50deg, 60deg
%0 degrees
trsr0delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsr0deltamean, gearrsr0deltas, rodrsr0deltamean, rodrsr0deltas, n, n);
trr(1,1) = trsr0delta;
trsr0pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsr0pitchmean, gearrsr0pitchs, rodrsr0pitchmean, rodrsr0pitchs, n, n);
trr(2,1) = trsr0pitch;
trsr0roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsr0rollmean, gearrsr0rolls, rodrsr0rollmean, rodrsr0rolls, n, n);
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trr(3,1) = trsr0roll;
%10 degrees
trsr10delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsr10deltamean, gearrsr10deltas, rodrsr10deltamean, rodrsr10deltas, n, n);
trr(1,2) = trsr10delta;
trsr10pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsr10pitchmean, gearrsr10pitchs, rodrsr10pitchmean, rodrsr10pitchs, n, n);
trr(2,2) = trsr10pitch;
trsr10roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsr10rollmean, gearrsr10rolls, rodrsr10rollmean, rodrsr10rolls, n, n);
trr(3,2) = trsr10roll;
%20 degrees
trsr20delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsr20deltamean, gearrsr20deltas, rodrsr20deltamean, rodrsr20deltas, n, n);
trr(1,3) = trsr20delta;
trsr20pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsr20pitchmean, gearrsr20pitchs, rodrsr20pitchmean, rodrsr20pitchs, n, n);
trr(2,3) = trsr20pitch;
trsr20roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsr20rollmean, gearrsr20rolls, rodrsr20rollmean, rodrsr20rolls, n, n);
trr(3,3) = trsr20roll;
%30 degrees
trsr30delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsr30deltamean, gearrsr30deltas, rodrsr30deltamean, rodrsr30deltas, n, n);
trr(1,4) = trsr30delta;
trsr30pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsr30pitchmean, gearrsr30pitchs, rodrsr30pitchmean, rodrsr30pitchs, n, n);
trr(2,4) = trsr30pitch;
trsr30roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsr30rollmean, gearrsr30rolls, rodrsr30rollmean, rodrsr30rolls, n, n);
trr(3,4) = trsr30roll;
%40 degrees
trsr40delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsr40deltamean, gearrsr40deltas, rodrsr40deltamean, rodrsr40deltas, n, n);
trr(1,5) = trsr40delta;
trsr40pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsr40pitchmean, gearrsr40pitchs, rodrsr40pitchmean, rodrsr40pitchs, n, n);
trr(2,5) = trsr40pitch;
trsr40roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsr40rollmean, gearrsr40rolls, rodrsr40rollmean, rodrsr40rolls, n, n);
trr(3,5) = trsr40roll;
%50 degrees
trsr50delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsr50deltamean, gearrsr50deltas, rodrsr50deltamean, rodrsr50deltas, n, n);
trr(1,6) = trsr50delta;
trsr50pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsr50pitchmean, gearrsr50pitchs, rodrsr50pitchmean, rodrsr50pitchs, n, n);
trr(2,6) = trsr50pitch;
trsr50roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsr50rollmean, gearrsr50rolls, rodrsr50rollmean, rodrsr50rolls, n, n);
trr(3,6) = trsr50roll;
%60 degrees
trsr60delta = meandifftvalue(gearrsr60deltamean, gearrsr60deltas, rodrsr60deltamean, rodrsr60deltas, n, n);
trr(1,7) = trsr60delta;
trsr60pitch = meandifftvalue(gearrsr60pitchmean, gearrsr60pitchs, rodrsr60pitchmean, rodrsr60pitchs, n, n);
trr(2,7) = trsr60pitch;
trsr60roll = meandifftvalue(gearrsr60rollmean, gearrsr60rolls, rodrsr60rollmean, rodrsr60rolls, n, n);
trr(3,7) = trsr60roll;

%Plots of data calculations
BogieDeg = [0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10]; %Degree intervals of Suspension Angle for Bogie Testing
RockerDeg = [0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60]; %Degree intervals of Suspension Angle for Rocker Testing
tminR = -2.712*ones(1, 61); %-t sub alpha/2 for 99% confidence and DOF = 38 (n1 + n2 - 2)
tmaxR = 2.712*ones(1, 61); %t sub alpha/2 for 99% confidence and DOF = 38 (n1 + n2 - 2)
Rdegl = 0:1:60;
%used to plot acceptance range for rockers
tminB = -2.712*ones(1, 11); %-t sub alpha/2 for 99% confidence and DOF = 38 (n1 + n2 - 2)
tmaxB = 2.712*ones(1, 11); %t sub alpha/2 for 99% confidence and DOF = 38 (n1 + n2 - 2)
Bdegl = 0:1:10;
%used to plot acceptance range for bogies
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darkg = [0 0.5 0];
darky = [1 0.9 0.25];
figure(1); gcf; clf;
plot(BogieDeg, tlb(3,:), 'o', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'MarkerFaceColor', darkg);
hold on;
plot(BogieDeg, trb(3,:), '^', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'MarkerFaceColor', darky);
plot(Bdegl, tmaxB, 'k', 'LineWidth', 5);
plot(Bdegl, tminB, 'k', 'LineWidth', 5);
grid on;
title('Difference of Means t-Test Value Bogie Roll Angle', 'FontSize', 36);
xlabel('Degree of Suspension Angle', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
ylabel('Resulting t Value', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
l1 = legend('Left Bogie', 'Right Bogie', '99% Confidence Max = 2.712', '99% Confidence Min = -2.712', 'Location', 'southwest');
set(l1, 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'FontSize', 26, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
figure(2); gcf; clf;
plot(RockerDeg, tlr(3,:), 'o', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'MarkerFaceColor', darkg);
hold on;
plot(RockerDeg, trr(3,:), '^', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'MarkerFaceColor', darky);
plot(Rdegl, tmaxR, 'k', 'LineWidth', 5);
plot(Rdegl, tminR, 'k', 'LineWidth', 5);
grid on;
title('Difference of Means t-Test Value Rocker Roll Angle', 'FontSize', 36);
xlabel('Degree of Suspension Angle', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
ylabel('Resulting t Value', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
l2 = legend('Left Rocker', 'Right Rocker', '99% Confidence Max = 2.712', '99% Confidence Min = -2.712', 'Location',
'southwest');
set(l2, 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'FontSize', 26, 'FontWeight', 'bold');

deltachartx = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6];
deltachartxt = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7];
tmindel = -2.712*ones(1, 8);
tmaxdel = 2.712*ones(1, 8);
deltachartxnames = {'', 'Left Bogie/Right Bogie', 'Left Bogie/Left Rocker', 'Left Bogie/Right Rocker', 'Right Bogie/Left Rocker',
'Right Bogie/Right Rocker', 'Left Rocker/Right Rocker', ''};
figure(3); gcf; clf;
plot(deltachartx, tgear0, 'o', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'MarkerFaceColor', darkg);
hold on;
plot(deltachartx, trod0, '^', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'MarkerFaceColor', darky);
plot(deltachartxt, tmindel, 'k', 'LineWidth', 5);
plot(deltachartxt, tmaxdel, 'k', 'LineWidth', 5);
grid on;
title({'Link Specific Pitch Angle Play \Delta'; 'Difference of Means t-Test Values at Suspension Angle = 0^o'}, 'FontSize', 36);
xticklabels(deltachartxnames);
xtickangle(20);
xlabel('Rocker-Bogie Link Comparison', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
ylabel('Resulting t Value', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
l3 = legend('Differential Gearbox', 'Differential Rod', '99% Confidence Min = -2.712', '99% Confidence Max = 2.712', 'Location',
'northwest');
set(l3, 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'FontSize', 22, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
Leftdeltamean = [gearleftdeltamean', rodleftdeltamean'];
Leftdeltaerr = [gearleftdeltavar', rodleftdeltavar'];
DegInclinelabel = {'-10', '-8', '-6', '-4', '-2', '0 B', '0 R', '10', '20', '30', '40', '50', '60'};
bargrapherr = [0.86, 1.14; 1.86, 2.14; 2.86, 3.14; 3.86, 4.14; 4.86, 5.14; 5.86, 6.14; 6.86, 7.14; 7.86, 8.14; 8.86, 9.14; 9.86, 10.14;
10.86, 11.14; 11.86, 12.14; 12.86, 13.14];
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ideal = [0,0];
idealx = [0,14];
figure(4); gcf; clf;
b1 = bar(Leftdeltamean);
hold on;
plot(idealx, ideal, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 5);
errorbar(bargrapherr, Leftdeltamean, Leftdeltaerr, '.', 'Color', 'k', 'LineWidth', 2, 'CapSize', 10, 'MarkerSize', 30);
grid on;
b1(1).FaceColor = darkg;
b1(2).FaceColor = darky;
b1(1).LineWidth = 3;
b1(2).LineWidth = 3;
b1(1).EdgeColor = darkg;
b1(2).EdgeColor = 'k';
xticklabels(DegInclinelabel);
ylim([-3 10]);
xlabel('Angle of Suspension Inclination in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
ylabel(' \Delta in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('Left Suspension Angle of Pitch Play \Delta Rocker and Bogie', 'FontSize', 36);
l4 = legend('Differential Gearbox', 'Differential Rod', 'Ideal \Delta = 0^o ', 'Location', 'southeast');
set(l4, 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'FontSize', 26, 'FontWeight', 'bold');

Rightdeltamean = [gearrightdeltamean', rodrightdeltamean'];
Rightdeltaerr = [gearrightdeltavar', rodrightdeltavar'];
figure(5); gcf; clf;
b2 = bar(Rightdeltamean);
hold on;
plot(idealx, ideal, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 5);
errorbar(bargrapherr, Rightdeltamean, Rightdeltaerr, '.', 'Color', 'k', 'LineWidth', 2, 'CapSize', 10, 'MarkerSize', 30);
grid on;
b2(1).FaceColor = darkg;
b2(2).FaceColor = darky;
b2(1).LineWidth = 3;
b2(2).LineWidth = 3;
b2(1).EdgeColor = darkg;
b2(2).EdgeColor = 'k';
xticklabels(DegInclinelabel);
ylim([-3 10]);
xlabel('Angle of Suspension Inclination in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
ylabel(' \Delta in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('Right Suspension Angle of Pitch Play \Delta Rocker and Bogie', 'FontSize', 36);
l5 = legend('Differential Gearbox', 'Differential Rod', 'Ideal \Delta = 0^o ', 'Location', 'southeast');
set(l5, 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'FontSize', 26, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
idealpitch = [-5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30];
idealpitchs = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
bargrapherr2 = [0.775, 1, 1.225; 1.775, 2, 2.225; 2.775, 3, 3.225; 3.775, 4, 4.225; 4.775, 5, 5.225; 5.775, 6, 6.225; 6.775, 7,
7.225; 7.775, 8, 8.225; 8.775, 9, 9.225; 9.775, 10, 10.225; 10.775, 11, 11.225; 11.775, 12, 12.225; 12.775, 13, 13.225];
Leftpitchmean = [gearleftpitchmean', rodleftpitchmean', idealpitch'];
Leftpitcherr = [gearleftpitchvar', rodleftpitchvar', idealpitchs'];
figure(6); gcf; clf;
b3 = bar(Leftpitchmean);
hold on;
errorbar(bargrapherr2, Leftpitchmean, Leftpitcherr, '.', 'Color', 'k', 'LineWidth', 2, 'CapSize', 10, 'MarkerSize', 30);
grid on;
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b3(1).FaceColor = darkg;
b3(2).FaceColor = darky;
b3(3).FaceColor = 'k';
b3(1).LineWidth = 3;
b3(2).LineWidth = 3;
b3(3).LineWidth = 3;
b3(1).EdgeColor = darkg;
b3(2).EdgeColor = 'k';
b3(3).EdgeColor = 'k';
xticklabels(DegInclinelabel);
xlabel('Angle of Suspension Inclination in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
ylabel(' Pitch Angle \theta in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('Left Suspension Pitch Angle \theta Rocker and Bogie', 'FontSize', 36);
l6 = legend('Differential Gearbox', 'Differential Rod', 'Ideal \theta ', 'Location', 'southeast');
set(l6, 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'FontSize', 26, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
Rightpitchmean = [gearrightpitchmean', rodrightpitchmean', (-1).*idealpitch'];
Rightpitcherr = [gearrightpitchvar', rodrightpitchvar', idealpitchs'];

figure(7); gcf; clf;
b4 = bar(Rightpitchmean);
hold on;
errorbar(bargrapherr2, Rightpitchmean, Rightpitcherr, '.', 'Color', 'k', 'LineWidth', 2, 'CapSize', 10, 'MarkerSize', 30);
grid on;
b4(1).FaceColor = darkg;
b4(2).FaceColor = darky;
b4(3).FaceColor = 'k';
b4(1).LineWidth = 3;
b4(2).LineWidth = 3;
b4(3).LineWidth = 3;
b4(1).EdgeColor = darkg;
b4(2).EdgeColor = 'k';
b4(3).EdgeColor = 'k';
xticklabels(DegInclinelabel);
xlabel('Angle of Suspension Inclination in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
ylabel(' Pitch Angle \theta in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('Right Suspension Pitch Angle \theta Rocker and Bogie', 'FontSize', 36);
l7 = legend('Differential Gearbox', 'Differential Rod', 'Ideal \theta ', 'Location', 'southwest');
set(l7, 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'FontSize', 26, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
Leftrollmean = [gearleftrollmean', rodleftrollmean'];
Leftrollerr = [gearleftrollvar', rodleftrollvar'];
figure(8); gcf; clf;
b5 = bar(Leftrollmean);
hold on;
plot(idealx, ideal, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 5);
errorbar(bargrapherr, Leftrollmean, Leftrollerr, '.', 'Color', 'k', 'LineWidth', 2, 'CapSize', 10, 'MarkerSize', 30);
grid on;
b5(1).FaceColor = darkg;
b5(2).FaceColor = darky;
b5(1).LineWidth = 3;
b5(2).LineWidth = 3;
b5(1).EdgeColor = darkg;
b5(2).EdgeColor = 'k';
xticklabels(DegInclinelabel);
xlabel('Angle of Suspension Inclination in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
ylabel(' \phi in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('Left Suspension Roll Angle \phi Rocker and Bogie', 'FontSize', 36);
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l8 = legend('Differential Gearbox', 'Differential Rod', 'Ideal \phi = 0^o ', 'Location', 'northwest');
set(l8, 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'FontSize', 26, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
Rightrollmean = [gearrightrollmean', rodrightrollmean'];
Rightrollerr = [gearrightrollvar', rodrightrollvar'];
figure(9); gcf; clf;
b5 = bar(Rightrollmean);
hold on;
plot(idealx, ideal, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 5);
errorbar(bargrapherr, Rightrollmean, Rightrollerr, '.', 'Color', 'k', 'LineWidth', 2, 'CapSize', 10, 'MarkerSize', 30);
grid on;
b5(1).FaceColor = darkg;
b5(2).FaceColor = darky;
b5(1).LineWidth = 3;
b5(2).LineWidth = 3;
b5(1).EdgeColor = darkg;
b5(2).EdgeColor = 'k';
xticklabels(DegInclinelabel);
xlabel('Angle of Suspension Inclination in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
ylabel(' \phi in degrees', 'FontSize', 30, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('Right Suspension Roll Angle \phi Rocker and Bogie', 'FontSize', 36);
l9 = legend('Differential Gearbox', 'Differential Rod', 'Ideal \phi = 0^o ', 'Location', 'southwest');
set(l9, 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'FontSize', 26, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
gearmetricvals = [];
rodmetricvals = [];
deltagain = 0.5;
pitchgain = 0.2;
rollgain = 0.3;
gearmetricvals(1,1) = metric(gearleftdeltamean, gearleftdeltavar, zeros(size(gearleftdeltamean)), deltagain);
gearmetricvals(1,2) = metric(gearrightdeltamean, gearrightdeltavar, zeros(size(gearrightdeltamean)), deltagain);
gearmetricvals(2,1) = metric(gearleftpitchmean, gearleftpitchvar, idealpitch, pitchgain);
gearmetricvals(2,2) = metric(gearrightpitchmean, gearrightpitchvar, idealpitch, pitchgain);
gearmetricvals(3,1) = metric([gearleftrollmean(11), gearleftrollmean(12), gearleftrollmean(13)], [gearleftrollvar(11),
gearleftrollvar(12), gearleftrollvar(13)],[0,0,0], rollgain);
gearmetricvals(3,2) = metric([gearrightrollmean(5), gearrightrollmean(11), gearrightrollmean(13)], [gearrightrollvar(5),
gearrightrollvar(11), gearrightrollvar(13)],[0,0,0], rollgain);
rodmetricvals(1,1) = metric(rodleftdeltamean, rodleftdeltavar, zeros(size(rodleftdeltamean)), deltagain);
rodmetricvals(1,2) = metric(rodrightdeltamean, rodrightdeltavar, zeros(size(rodrightdeltamean)), deltagain);
rodmetricvals(2,1) = metric(rodleftpitchmean, rodleftpitchvar, idealpitch, pitchgain);
rodmetricvals(2,2) = metric(rodrightpitchmean, rodrightpitchvar, idealpitch, pitchgain);
rodmetricvals(3,1) = metric([rodleftrollmean(11), rodleftrollmean(12), rodleftrollmean(13)],[rodleftrollvar(11),
rodleftrollvar(12), rodleftrollvar(13)], [0,0,0], rollgain);
rodmetricvals(3,2) = metric([rodrightrollmean(5), rodrightrollmean(11), rodrightrollmean(13)], [rodrightrollvar(5),
rodrightrollvar(11), rodrightrollvar(13)],[0,0,0], rollgain);
PicusNumbergear = 0;
PicusNumberrod = 0;
for z = 1:1:3
for c = 1:1:2
PicusNumbergear = PicusNumbergear + gearmetricvals(z,c);
PicusNumberrod = PicusNumberrod + rodmetricvals(z,c);
end
end
PicusNumbergear = PicusNumbergear/26
PicusNumberrod = PicusNumberrod/26
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multiplierdiff = PicusNumbergear/PicusNumberrod

C.2 Arm Analysis MATLAB®
Pulley_Torque_Calculations.m
clear all;
close all;
clc;
% Pulley calculator
% inputs
outputTorque = 6.6; % torque req'd (Nm)
motorTorqueFOS = 1;
beltType = '3mm GT2';
motorPulleyTeeth = 16; % changes motor torque
wristPulleyTeeth = 60; % changes tension
beltWidth = 6; %mm
beltFOScheck = 1.2; % pass/fail check on belt
FOSmethod = 'yield';
%FOSmethod = 'recommended';
deg = 45; %degrees traveled
time = 6; %time traveled
%get pulley tables
BeltTables = xlsread('BeltTables.xlsx', beltType);
%conversions
NmTOozin = 141.611932278;
NTOlbs = 0.224808942443;
%ratios and pulley sizes
disp('---Pulleys---');
ratio = motorPulleyTeeth/wristPulleyTeeth;
[n,d]=rat(ratio);
motorPitchDiam = BeltTables((motorPulleyTeeth-uint8(BeltTables(1,1)))+1,2);
wristPitchDiam = BeltTables((wristPulleyTeeth-uint8(BeltTables(1,1)))+1,2);
fprintf('Motor Pulley:: Teeth: %d PitchDiam(mm): %1.2f',motorPulleyTeeth,motorPitchDiam);
fprintf('\nWrist Pulley:: Teeth: %d PitchDiam(mm): %1.2f',wristPulleyTeeth,wristPitchDiam);
fprintf('\nRatio:: %d : %d',n,d);
%motor info
fprintf('\n\n---Motors---');
motorTorque = ratio*outputTorque*motorTorqueFOS;
fprintf('\nMin Stall Torque (oz-in): %1.f',motorTorque*NmTOozin);
fprintf('\nMin Stall Torque (N*m): %1.2f',motorTorque);
fprintf('\nAvg Angular Accel. (deg/s/s): %1.2f', (2*deg/time^2)/ratio);
fprintf('\nAvg RPM: %1.1f', (deg/time)*(60/360));
fprintf('\nPeak RPM: %1.1f', ((2*deg/time^2)/ratio)*time*60/360);
%belt tensile info
if strcmp(beltType,'2mm GT2')
beltTensYield = 5338;
beltTensRec = 111;
elseif strcmp(beltType,'3mm GT2')
beltTensYield = 9786;
beltTensRec = 507;
end
beltTensYield = ((beltTensYield/2)/25.4)*beltWidth;
beltTensRec = ((beltTensRec/2)/25.4)*beltWidth;
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%correct for small belts
if beltWidth < (.25*25.4)
beltTensYield = 0.82*beltTensYield;
elseif (.25*25.4) < beltWidth < (.5*25.4)
beltTensYield = 0.9*beltTensYield;
end
%belt tension
tension = motorTorque / (motorPitchDiam/2000);
fprintf('\n\n---Belt---');
fprintf('\nTension (N): %1.1f',tension);
fprintf('\nTension (lbs): %1.1f\n',tension*NTOlbs);
if strcmp(FOSmethod,'yield')
beltTens = beltTensYield;
elseif strcmp(FOSmethod,'recommended')
beltTens = beltTensRec;
end
if beltFOScheck*tension < beltTens
fprintf('\nPass, %s Belt\nFOS: %1.2f\n',beltType, beltTens/tension);
else
fprintf('\nFail, %s Belt\nFOS: %1.2f\n',beltType, beltTens/tension);
end
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Spur_Gear_Torque_Calculations.m
close all;
clear all;
clc;
solve = 1; % use torque
show = 0; % show plots of interpolated charts
%--------------------Inputs-------------------------------% Young's Modulus, Poisson's Ratio, surface roughness, hardness
E1 = 193; % GPa, 316 SS
pr1 = 0.25;
E2 = 193; % GPa, 316 SS
pr2 = 0.25;
rough1 = 3.2e-6; % m - assuming ISO 8
rough2 = 3.2e-6; % m - assuming ISO 8
hardness1 = 194;
hardness2 = 187; % Brinell Hardness, 316 SS
% Module, Pressure Angle
m = 1.5; % mm
alpha = 20; % °
% Beta (helix angle)
beta = 0;
% Number of teeth
z1 = 12; % Pinion (driven, smaller, less teeth)
z2 = 40; % Gear (driver, larger, more teeth)
% % Output torque (actually smaller gear)
% T = 1.28; % Nm
% T = T*z2/z1; % convert to input torque for calculations
% Input torque (actually bigger gear)
T = 6.; % Nm
% Tooth width / Face Width
b1 = 10; % mm , small gear
b2 = 10; % mm , large gear
% Modified tooth profile (true or false)
% Tooth profile number
mod_tooth_prof = false;
tooth_prof = 4; % See SDP SI sheet, page 154 - http://www.sdp-si.com/PDFS/Elements-of-Metric-Gear-Technology.pdf
% Coefficient of profile shift
X = 0;
% % Rotating speed of smaller gear
% n1 = 30; % rpm (actual smaller gear)
% n2 = n1*z1/z2; % (actual larger gear)
% Rotating speed of larger gear
degSec = 17; % degrees/second rotation
n2 = degSec*60/360; % (actual larger gear)
n1 = n2*z2/z1; % rpm (actual smaller gear)
% Allowable bending stress
sigmaf_lim = 19; % kgf/mm^2 (estimated from chart and Brinell Hardness, 316 SS)
% Factor of safety for calculating limits
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% Displayed FOS is calculated after this is accounted for.
Sf = 1.0;
% Allowable Hertz stress (USED FOR SURFACE STRENGTH CALCULATIONS)
deltah_lim = 50; % kgf/mm^2
% ---------------End Inputs----------------------------

% Conversions
alpha = deg2rad(alpha);
beta = deg2rad(beta);
kgfTON = 9.807;
NmTOozin = 141.611932278;
NTOlbs = 0.224808942443;
GPaTOkgfmm2 = 101.9716212978;
T = T / kgfTON;
E1 = E1 * GPaTOkgfmm2;
E2 = E2 * GPaTOkgfmm2;
% Teeth ratio
u = z2/z1; % driven / driving
% Center distance
a = ((z1+z2)*m)/2; % mm
% Center distance increment factor
gamma = (a/m) - (z1+z2)/2;
% Working pressure angle
alphaw = acos(((z1+z2)*cos(alpha))/(2*gamma+z1+z2));
% Pitch diameter
d1 = z1*m;
d2 = z2*m;
% Base diameter
db1 = d1*cos(alpha);
db2 = d2*cos(alpha);
% Working pitch diameter
dw1 = db1/cos(alphaw); % mm
dw2 = db2/cos(alphaw); % mm
% Addendum & Dedendum
ha = 1*m;
hf = 1.25*m;
% Outside diameter
da1 = d1+2*m;
da2 = d2+2*m;
% Root diameter
df1 = d1-2.5*m;
df2 = d2-2.5*m;
% Tangential speed
v1 = (dw1*n1)/19100; % m/sec
v2 = (dw2*n2)/19100; % m/sec

% ----------------Bending Factors-----------------------
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% Tooth profile factor
Yf1 = Get_Tooth_Profile_Factor(X,beta,z1);
Yf2 = Get_Tooth_Profile_Factor(X,beta,z2);
% Load distribution factor
Y_ep = Get_Load_Distribution_Factor(z2,z1,m,a,alphaw,da1,da2,db1,db2);
% Helix angle factor
if (beta >= deg2rad(0)) && (beta <= deg2rad(30))
Y_beta = 1 - beta/deg2rad(120);
else
Y_beta = 0.75;
end
% Life Factor - Using 10^7 cycles
Kl = 1.0;
% Dimension factor of root stress
Kfx = 1.0;
% Dynamic load factor
Kv1 = Get_Dynamic_Load_Factor(mod_tooth_prof, tooth_prof, v1);
Kv2 = Get_Dynamic_Load_Factor(mod_tooth_prof, tooth_prof, v2);
% Overload factor
% Uniform Load - 1.0
% Medium Impact Load - 1.25
% Heavy Impact Load - 1.75
Ko = 1;

%------------End Bending Factors--------------------------

%-----------Bending Forces / Strengths-------------------------if solve
% Nominal Tangential force
Ft1 = (2000*T)/dw1;
Ft2 = Ft1;
% Nominal Radial force
Fr1 = Ft1*tand(alpha);
Fr2 = Fr1;
% Nominal Normal force
Fn1 = Ft1/cosd(alpha);
Fn2 = Fn1;
% Nominal Bending Stress
sigmaf1 = Ft1*((Yf1*Y_ep*Y_beta)/(m*b1))*((Kv1*Ko)/(Kl*Kfx))*Sf; % kgf/mm^2
sigmaf2 = Ft2*((Yf2*Y_ep*Y_beta)/(m*b2))*((Kv2*Ko)/(Kl*Kfx))*Sf; % kgf/mm^2
end
% Tangential Force Limits
Ft_lim1 = sigmaf_lim*((m*b1)/(Yf1*Y_ep*Y_beta))*((Kl*Kfx)/(Kv1*Ko))*(1/Sf); % kgf
Ft_lim2 = sigmaf_lim*((m*b2)/(Yf2*Y_ep*Y_beta))*((Kl*Kfx)/(Kv2*Ko))*(1/Sf); % kgf
if solve, fos = min(abs(Ft_lim1 / Ft1),abs(Ft_lim2 / Ft2));end
fprintf('Pinion (smaller):\n');
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fprintf('Teeth: \t\t\t\t\t%8d\n',z1);
fprintf('Pitch Diameter: \t\t%8.2f mm\n',d1);
if solve
fprintf('Tangential Force: \t\t%8.2f N\n',Ft1*kgfTON);
fprintf('Radial Force: \t\t\t%8.2f N\n',Fr1*kgfTON);
fprintf('Normal Force: \t\t\t%8.2f N\n',Fn1*kgfTON);
fprintf('Bending Stress: \t\t%8.2f N/mm^2\n',sigmaf1*kgfTON);
end
fprintf('Limit Tangential Force: %8.2f N\n\n',Ft_lim1*kgfTON);
fprintf('Gear (larger):\n');
fprintf('Teeth: \t\t\t\t\t%8d\n',z2);
fprintf('Pitch Diameter: \t\t%8.2f mm\n',d2);
if solve
fprintf('Tangential Force: \t\t%8.2f N\n',Ft2*kgfTON);
fprintf('Radial Force: \t\t\t%8.2f N\n',Fr2*kgfTON);
fprintf('Normal Force: \t\t\t%8.2f N\n',Fn2*kgfTON);
fprintf('Bending Stress: \t\t%8.2f N/mm^2\n',sigmaf2*kgfTON);
end
fprintf('Limit Tangential Force: %8.2f N\n\n',Ft_lim2*kgfTON);
fprintf('Bending Stress Limit (based on material): %8.2f N/mm^2\n\n',sigmaf_lim*kgfTON);
fprintf('Designed Factor of Safety:\t\t\t%8.2f\n',Sf);
if solve
fprintf('Actual Bending Factor of Safety:\t%8.2f\n----------------\n',fos);
if fos < 1
fprintf('\t\tFAIL\n----------------\n\n');
else
fprintf('\t\tPASS\n----------------\n\n');
end
end

%-------------End Bending Forces / Strengths-------------------fprintf('Big Gear Torque:\t%8.2fNm\t\t%8.2fozin\n',T*kgfTON,T*kgfTON*NmTOozin);
fprintf('Small Gear Torque:\t%8.2fNm\t\t%8.2fozin\n',T*kgfTON/u,T*kgfTON*NmTOozin/u);
fprintf('Big Gear Rev:\t\t%8.2frpm\t\t%8.2fdeg/s\n',n2,n2*360/60);
fprintf('Small Gear Rev:\t\t%8.2frpm\t\t%8.2fdeg/s\n',n1,n1*360/60);
Get_Tooth_Profile_Factor.m
function [Yf] = Get_Tooth_Profile_Factor(X, beta, z)
global show;
if X == 0
x_val = [10,11,12,14,16,20,26,27,35,40,42.5,45,50,55,60,80,100,200]';
y_val = [3.87,3.65,3.475,3.225,3.05,2.81,2.64,2.6,2.45,2.4,2.38,2.36,2.33,2.31,2.28,2.23,2.19,2.15]';
% Calculating the regression line coefficients
%fit = polyfit(x_val,y_val,3);
% Equivalent spur gear number of teeth is given by:
zv = z / (cos(beta))^3;
%Yf = polyval(fit,zv);
Yf = interp1(x_val,y_val,zv);
if show
figure;
plot(11:55,interp1(x_val,y_val,11:55),'b',zv,Yf,'ro');
title(sprintf('Yf(z_v) = %1.2f',Yf));
end
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else
fprintf('Invalid profile shift: X = %d. Yf set to 1.', X);
Yf = 1.0;
end
end
Get_Dynamic_Load_Factor.m
function [Kv] = Get_Dynamic_Load_Factor(mod_tooth_prof, tooth_prof, v)
% Read in table
table = xlsread('SpurTables','Dynamic Load Factor','C4:I10');
% Determine row and column indices based upon tooth profile and tangential
% speed of the gear
if mod_tooth_prof == true
switch tooth_prof
case 1
r_index = 1;
case 2
r_index = 2;
case 3
r_index = 3;
case 4
r_index = 4;
otherwise
fprintf('Invalid modified tooth profile number: %d.',tooth_prof);
end
else
switch tooth_prof
case 1
r_index = 2;
case 2
r_index = 3;
case 3
r_index = 4;
case 4
r_index = 5;
case 5
r_index = 6;
case 6
r_index = 7;
otherwise
fprintf('Invalid unmodified tooth profile number: %d.',tooth_prof);
end
end
if (v < 1)
c_index = 1;
elseif (v >=1) && (v < 3)
c_index = 2;
elseif (v >= 3) && (v < 5)
c_index = 3;
elseif (v >= 5) && (v < 8)
c_index = 4;
elseif (v >= 8) && (v < 12)
c_index = 5;
elseif (v >= 12) && (v < 18)
c_index = 6;
elseif (v >= 18) && (v < 25)
c_index = 7;
else
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fprintf('Invalid tangential speed of: %1.2f.',v);
end
% Retrieve value from table
Kv = table(r_index,c_index);
end
Get_Load_Distribution_Factor.m
function [Y_epsilon] = Get_Load_Distribution_Factor(z1, z2,m,a,alphaw,da1,da2,db1,db2)
ep_alpha = (sqrt((da1/2)^2-(db1/2)^2)+sqrt((da2/2)^2-(db2/2)^2)...
-a*sin(alphaw))/...
(pi*m*cos(alphaw));
% Calculating the load distribution factor
Y_epsilon = 1 / ep_alpha;
end

C.3 Gripper Analysis MATLAB®
%------------------------------------------------------------------------% Picus Martius
% Gripper Mechanism Analysis
%------------------------------------------------------------------------close all;
clear all;
% Graphing/Loop/Excel parameters
display_graphs = 'off';
colors_sym = {'rx','gx','bx','yx'};
colors_fit = {'r','g','b','y'};
counter = 1;
txtfile_titles = ['Theta 1 (°)\t' 'Grip Force (N)\t' 'Driven/Top Link '...
'Bearing Force(N)\t' 'Worm Gear Bearing Force(N)\t' 'Forward Bolt ' ...
'Bearing Force(N)\r\n'];
% Conversion factors
r360 = deg2rad(360);
r180 = deg2rad(180);
r90 = deg2rad(90);
% Declarations / Knowns
L1 = [25];%,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35]; % mm
L2 = [42.38,50];%[27.14,34.76,42.38,50]; % mm
L3 = 27.6628; %19.1050; % mm
L4 = 26.5707; % mm
L5 = 59.7281; % mm
L6 = 61.0343; % mm
theta4 = deg2rad(160.201124);
theta_grip = deg2rad(3.88);
% Torque Information
original_T = 65; % oz-in
gear_ratio = 30;
motor_eff = 0.7;
worm_eff = 0.33;
ozinTOnmm = 7.061552; % Conversion factor from oz-in to N-mm
T = original_T * ozinTOnmm * motor_eff * worm_eff*gear_ratio; % torque
% transferred to driven links
fprintf('Worm Gear Torque (N-mm): %1.2f\n',T);
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% Driven Link Angles
grip_open = [47.249834,45.724120]; % degrees
grip_closed = [89.215267,74.937638]; % degrees
% Conversions
grip_open = deg2rad(grip_open);
grip_closed = deg2rad(grip_closed);
% Iterates through each length of the driven link
for dl = 1:length(L1)
% Turning on/off the popup 'figure' windows
set(figure(dl),'Visible',display_graphs);
% Iterates through each hole in the top link
for tl = 1:length(L2)
% Steps through the driven link's range of travel (depends
% on which hole is being used as that changes the angle)
position_iterations = 10;
step = (grip_closed(tl)-grip_open(tl))/position_iterations;
% Performs position analysis on the four-bar mechanism at each
% driven link angle. Makes use of general geometry, Pythagorean
% theorem, Law of Cosines, and Law of Sines
for theta1=grip_open(tl):step:grip_closed(tl)
theta14 = r180-(r180-theta4)-theta1;
Li = sqrt(L1(dl)^2+L4^2-2*L1(dl)*L4*cos(theta14));
theta4i = asin((L1(dl)*sin(theta14))/Li);
theta1i = r180-theta14-theta4i;
theta23 = acos((Li^2-L3^2-L2(tl)^2)/((-2)*L3*L2(tl)));
theta2i = asin((L3*sin(theta23))/Li);
theta3i = r180-theta2i - theta23;
theta56 = acos((L3^2-L5^2-L6^2)/((-2)*L5*L6));
theta35 = asin((L6*sin(theta56))/L3);
theta36 = r180-theta56-theta35;
theta4g = r180-theta1-theta14;
theta4i2 = r180-r90-theta4g;
theta6i2 = r360-theta36-theta3i-theta4i-theta4i2;
theta2 = theta1+r180-theta1i-theta2i;
theta6 = r180-r90-theta6i2;
theta5 = theta6+theta56;
theta2g = theta2 - r180;
thetai1i2 = theta2i+theta2g;
theta3 = thetai1i2+theta3i;
% Saving each iteration's angles
theta_r(counter,:) = [theta1,theta2,theta3,theta4,theta5, ...
theta6,theta_grip];
% Coefficients from Free-Body Diagrams
% [F21, F41, F32, F43, T]
coeffs = [sin(theta_r(counter,2)-r180), ...
-sin(r180-theta_r(counter,4)), 0, 0, 0; -cos(theta_r(counter,2)-r180), ...
0, cos(theta_r(counter,2)-r180), 0, 0; 0, sin(r180-theta_r(counter,4)),...
0, -sin(r180-theta_r(counter,4)), 0; (sin(theta_r(counter,2)-r180)* ...
L1(dl)*cos(theta_r(counter,1)))-(cos(theta_r(counter,2)-r180)*L1(dl)* ...
sin(theta_r(counter,1))), 0, 0, 0, 0;0,0,(cos(theta_r(counter,2)-r180)*...
L3*sin(theta_r(counter,3)))+(sin(theta_r(counter,2)-r180)*L3* ...
cos(theta_r(counter,3))), 0, (cos(theta_r(counter,7))*L6* ...
cos(theta_r(counter,6)))-(sin(theta_r(counter,7))*L6* ...
sin(theta_r(counter,6)))];
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% Right hand side of equations from Free-Body Diagrams
rhs = [0;0;0;-T;0];
% Solving the system of equations to determine the grip force
% and bearing forces
forces(counter,:) = linsolve(coeffs,rhs);
counter = counter + 1;
end
% Reset
counter = 1;
% Converting the angles to degrees
theta_deg = rad2deg(theta_r);
% Exports data to separate text files for additional analysis
file = fopen(sprintf('%1.2f mm DL Hole %d %1.2f ozin.txt', ...
L1(dl),tl+2,original_T),'w');
fprintf(file,txtfile_titles);
fprintf(file, ...
'%4.2f\t\t%4.2f\t\t%4.2f\t\t\t\t\t%4.2f\t\t\t\t%4.2f\r\n', ...
[theta_deg(:,1) forces(:,5) forces(:,1) forces(:,2) forces(:,4)]');
fclose(file);

% Plots grip force vs. position of driven link
subplot(2,2,1);
plot(theta_deg(:,1),abs(forces(:,5)),colors_sym{tl});
hold on;
axis([min(rad2deg(grip_open)),max(rad2deg(grip_closed)), ...
min(abs(forces(:,5))-1),max(abs(forces(:,5))+1)]);
grid on;
xlabel('Driven Link Angle (°)');
ylabel('Grip Force (N)');
title('Grip Force');
% Regression
M = [ones(size(forces(:,5))),theta_deg(:,1),theta_deg(:,1).^2];
a = inv(M'*M)*M'*forces(:,5);
fit = abs(a(1)+a(2)*theta_deg(:,1)+a(3)*theta_deg(:,1).^2);
plot(theta_deg(:,1),fit,colors_fit{tl});
hold on;
% Plots bearing force between the driven and top links
subplot(2,2,2);
plot(theta_deg(:,1),abs(forces(:,1)),colors_sym{tl});
hold on;
axis([min(rad2deg(grip_open)),max(rad2deg(grip_closed)), ...
min(abs(forces(:,1))-5),max(abs(forces(:,1))+5)]);
grid on;
xlabel('Driven Link Angle (°)');
ylabel('Bearing Force (N)');
title('Driven/Top Link Bearing Force');
% Regression
M = [ones(size(forces(:,1))),theta_deg(:,1),theta_deg(:,1).^2];
a = inv(M'*M)*M'*forces(:,1);
fit = abs(a(1)+a(2)*theta_deg(:,1)+a(3)*theta_deg(:,1).^2);
plot(theta_deg(:,1),fit,colors_fit{tl});
hold on;
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% Plots bearing force in the worm gear bolt
subplot(2,2,3);
plot(theta_deg(:,1),abs(forces(:,2)),colors_sym{tl});
hold on;
axis([min(rad2deg(grip_open)),max(rad2deg(grip_closed)), ...
min(abs(forces(:,2))-5),max(abs(forces(:,2))+5)]);
grid on;
xlabel('Driven Link Angle (°)');
ylabel('Bearing Force (N)');
title('Worm Gear Bearing Force');
% Regression
M = [ones(size(forces(:,2))),theta_deg(:,1),theta_deg(:,1).^2];
a = inv(M'*M)*M'*forces(:,2);
fit = abs(a(1)+a(2)*theta_deg(:,1)+a(3)*theta_deg(:,1).^2);
plot(theta_deg(:,1),fit,colors_fit{tl});
hold on;
% Plots bearing force in the front bolt
subplot(2,2,4);
y = plot(theta_deg(:,1),abs(forces(:,4)),colors_sym{tl});
hold on;
axis([min(rad2deg(grip_open)),max(rad2deg(grip_closed)), ...
min(abs(forces(:,4))-5),max(abs(forces(:,4))+5)]);
grid on;
xlabel('Driven Link Angle (°)');
ylabel('Bearing Force (N)');
title('Front Bolt Bearing Force');
% Regression
M = [ones(size(forces(:,4))),theta_deg(:,1),theta_deg(:,1).^2];
a = inv(M'*M)*M'*forces(:,4);
fit = abs(a(1)+a(2)*theta_deg(:,1)+a(3)*theta_deg(:,1).^2);
plot(theta_deg(:,1),fit,colors_fit{tl});
hold on;
end
% Creates legend for the graph and saves to a .jpg
legend('Hole 3', 'Hole 3 Fit','Hole 4','Hole 4 Fit','Location', ...
'northeastoutside');
print(sprintf('%1.2f mm DL %1.2f ozin.jpeg',L1(dl),original_T), ...
'-djpeg');
end
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C.3.1 Figures Used in Gripper Analysis

Figure 171: Position Analysis Utilized in Code

Figure 172: Driving Link Forces
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Figure 173: Top Link Forces

Figure 174: Finger Forces

Figure 175: Ground Forces
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Figure 176: Coefficient Matrix for Gripper Mechanism Analysis

C.4 Drive Code
import sys, time, datetime, serial, os
from tcp_tx import *
from tcp_rx import *
from picusData import *
from picusData import Left, Right, Steer, SteerEnable, ADCaddr
from UDP_Library import *
import Adafruit_ADS1x15
from PID import PID
import numpy as np
drivemega = serial.Serial('/dev/ttyACM0', 115200, timeout=0.01)
# armmega = serial.Serial('/dev/ttyACM1', 115200, timeout=0.01)
time.sleep(1)
def driveWrite(pin,val):
try:
drivemega.write(
bytes('&&', 'utf-8') + bytes(str(pin), 'ascii') + bytes(',', 'utf-8') + bytes(str(val), 'ascii') + bytes(',', 'utf-8')
)
except:
print('no drivemega on pin write')
def driveRead():
try:
drivemega.write(bytes('&$', 'utf-8'))
time.sleep(0.0015)
except:
print('no drivemega on request')
return None
else:
val = [0] * 10
try:
result = drivemega.readline()
except:
print('no drivemega on read')
return None
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else:
# print('mega:%a'%(result))
if len(result) > 8:
if result[0] == ord('&'):
if result[1] == ord('$'):
_ret = [int(result[3]), int(result[5]), int(result[7]), int(result[9])]
# print('res:%a' % (_ret))
return _ret
else:
return None
else:
print('incomplete')
return None
# def armWrite(pin,val):
# try:
#
armmega.write(
#
bytes('&&', 'utf-8') + bytes(str(pin), 'ascii') + bytes(',', 'utf-8') + bytes(str(val), 'ascii') + bytes(',', 'utf-8')
#
)
# except:
#
print('no armmega on pin write')
# def armRead():
# try:
#
armmega.write(bytes('&$', 'utf-8'))
#
time.sleep(0.0015)
# except:
#
print('no armmega on request')
# else:
#
val = [0] * 10
#
try:
#
result = armmega.readline()
#
except:
#
print('no armmega on read')
#
else:
#
if len(result) > 8:
#
if result[0] == ord('&'):
#
if result[1] == ord('$'):
#
_ret = [int(result[3]), int(result[5]), int(result[7]), int(result[9])]
#
print('res:%a' % (_ret))
#
return [result[3], result[5], result[7], result[9]]
#
else:
#
print('incomplete')
#
return None
centers = [101, 103, 113, 87]
# motor 3
# motor
PIDlist = [
PID(0.002, 0.0, 0.0005, deadband=4, refreshTime=0.01, smooth=True), \
PID(-0.0026, 0.0, -0.0005, deadband=4, refreshTime=0.01, smooth=True), \
PID(-0.002, 0.0, -0.0005, deadband=4, refreshTime=0.01, smooth=True), \
PID(0.0022, 0.0, 0.0005, deadband=4, refreshTime=0.01, smooth=True) \
]
for i, p in enumerate(PIDlist):
p.enable(centers[i])
p.setSP(0)
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# timing info
start = time.time() # start of script
lastPrint = start # last print for waiting
lastDat = start # last received data
lastSteer = start # last steering info
print("\r\nStarting Rover @" + str(datetime.datetime.fromtimestamp(start)))
# addresses (set in picusData)
myAddr = Picus.conn24
# rover @2.4GHz
ctrlAddr = Martius.conn24 # controller @2.4GHz
# create radio object to send and receive
radio = UDP_Library( myAddr, ctrlAddr)
# print("receiving on port %d" %(myAddr[1]))
lp = Picus.local_ports
# empty control structure so we can read for buttons without
# received data ( button 1 stops script on rover )
rx = ControlStruct()
allDRIVE = Left+Right
for p in SteerEnable:
driveWrite(p,254)
for p in allDRIVE:
driveWrite(p, DRIVE.neutral)
for p in Steer:
driveWrite(p, STEER.neutral)
try:
# DO ALL OF THIS
while True:
curr = time.time() # update current time
trx = 0
rx.clear()
# if we're waiting for data, print that
if (curr - lastPrint > 3) and (curr - lastDat) > 1:
lastPrint = curr
print("waiting")
# update feedback
steerAngles = driveRead()
if type(steerAngles) != None:
lastSteer = curr
E = [0] * len(PIDlist)
S = [0] * len(PIDlist)
for i, a in enumerate(steerAngles):
steerAngles[i] = steerAngles[i] - centers[i]
if steerAngles[i] > 0:
steerAngles[i] = steerAngles[i] / 25
else:
steerAngles[i] =steerAngles[i] / 25
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steerAngles[i] = steerAngles[i] * 90
else:
print('no feedback')
# attempt data receive
try:
trx = radio.receiveUDP()
# there was a problem receiving
except: pass
dontSteer = False
# received data, it is not zero
if trx:
try:
rx = pickle.loads(trx) # unpack data
except:
print("no pickle") # but we like pickles
# pickles are the best
# pickles are my precious
pass
else:
# we received a control packet
if type(rx) == ControlStruct:
lastDat = curr # update last good data time
for p in Left: driveWrite(p, DRIVE.neutral + int(rx.z * DRIVE.range))
for p in Right: driveWrite(p, DRIVE.neutral + int(-1 * rx.z * DRIVE.range))
# button is not pressed
if not rx.tb[0]:
# print(rx.x * 50)
# update steering setpoints
for i, p in enumerate(PIDlist):
if i==0 or i==3:
p.setSP(rx.x * 60)
else:
p.setSP(-1* rx.x * 60)
dontSteer = False
keepx = rx.x
# button IS pressed
else:
# don't steer
for p in Steer: driveWrite(p, STEER.neutral)
dontSteer = True
# did not receive data, timed-out
elif (curr - lastDat) > Picus.driveTimeout:
# stop motors
for p in Left: driveWrite(p, DRIVE.neutral)
for p in Right: driveWrite(p, DRIVE.neutral)
for p in Steer: driveWrite(p, STEER.neutral)
# did not receive data, but did not time-out
if (curr - lastDat) < Picus.driveTimeout:
# no rx, not getting feedback
if curr - lastSteer > Picus.driveTimeout:
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# stop motors
for p in Left: driveWrite(p, DRIVE.neutral)
for p in Right: driveWrite(p, DRIVE.neutral)
for p in Steer: driveWrite(p, STEER.neutral)
# no rx, but are getting feedback
else:
if dontSteer is False:
# update PIDs
for i, p in enumerate(PIDlist):
E[i], S[i] = PIDlist[i].get(steerAngles[i])
# write their values
driveWrite(Steer[i], int(S[i] * STEER.range) + STEER.neutral)
# try:
# if keepx:
#
print(int(keepx * STEER.range) + STEER.neutral)
#
driveWrite(Steer[i], int(keepx * STEER.range) + STEER.neutral)
# except:
# pass
else:
# don't steer
for p in Steer: driveWrite(p, STEER.neutral)
# print('a:%1.2f\ts:%1.2f\ta:%1.2f\ts:%1.2f\ta:%1.2f\ts:%1.2f\ta:%1.2f\ts:%1.2f\t'
#
%(steerAngles[0], PIDlist[0].setpoint, steerAngles[1], PIDlist[1].setpoint,
#
steerAngles[2], PIDlist[2].setpoint, steerAngles[3], PIDlist[3].setpoint))
# check button 1 status
if rx.b9:
print("button stopped script")
# stop script
break
# check being bored for 10 seconds
if (curr - lastDat) > 10:
print("time up")
# stop script
break
# print(time.time() - curr)
# end while True
except KeyboardInterrupt:
pass

for p in allDRIVE:
driveWrite(p, DRIVE.neutral)
for p in SteerEnable:
driveWrite(p,0)
for p in Steer:
driveWrite(p, STEER.neutral)
drivemega.close()
# armmega.close()
del drivemega
# del armmega
exit(0)
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C.5 Wheel Analysis Code
function [ c ] = Coeff( Struct, Load )
%This function takes as imputs the structure for a second order system
%generated through the 'stepinfo' operator and the weight of the system,
%and outputs the coefficient of damping of the suystem.
% Calculates the Undamped Natural Frequency of the system as a function of
% the rise time.
Omega = 1.8/(Struct.RiseTime);
%Calculates the Damping Ratio of the system, which is the ratio of the
%actual damping of the system to the theoretical critical dampening.
Zeta = 4.6/(Struct.SettlingTime*Omega);
%Calculates the Damping Coefficient of the system.
c = 2*Load*(32.2)*Omega*Zeta/32.2;
end

S01 = stepinfo(S3_2, Time, 3.5);
S02 = stepinfo(S7_6, Time, 3.125);
D01 = stepinfo(D3_2, Time, 3.5);
D02 = stepinfo(D7_6, Time, 3.5);
D03 = stepinfo(D12, Time, 3.5);
D04 = stepinfo(D13_7, Time, 3.5);
D05 = stepinfo(D20_4, Time, 3.375);
[cS01] = Coeff(S01, 3.2);
[cS02] = Coeff(S02, 7.6);
[cD01] = Coeff(D01, 3.2);
[cD02] = Coeff(D02, 7.6);
[cD03] = Coeff(D03, 12);
[cD04] = Coeff(D04, 13.7);
[cD05] = Coeff(D05, 20.4);

figure(1)
plot(Time, S3_2, 'r--');
%title({'Dynamic Response of the System for the'; 'Included Stiffeners at different loads.'});
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Vertical Height of Center Shaft (in.)');
xlim([0 1]);
ylim([0 9]);
grid on;
hold on
plot(Time, S7_6, 'b--');
legend('3.2 Lbs.','7.6 Lbs.');
figure(2)
plot(Time, S3_2, 'r--');
%title({'Dynamic response of the system with the stiffeners versus'; 'the stiffeners and mechanical stop at base Load (3.2 Lbs)'},
'FontSize',10);
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Vertical Height of Center Shaft (in.)');
xlim([0 1]);
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ylim([0 9]);
grid on;
hold on
plot(Time, D3_2, 'b--');
legend('Stiffeners','Stiffeners and Mechanical Stop');
figure(3)
plot(Time, S7_6, 'r--');
%title({'Dynamic response of the system with the stiffeners versus'; 'the stiffeners and mechanical stop with a 7.6 Lbs. load'},
'FontSize',10);
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Vertical Height of Center Shaft (in.)');
xlim([0 1]);
ylim([0 9]);
grid on;
hold on
plot(Time, D7_6, 'b--');
legend('Stiffeners','Stiffeners and Mechanical Stop');

darkg = [0 0.5 0];
darky = [0.7 0.7 0];
darkm = [0.5 0 0.5];

figure(4)
plot(Time, D3_2, 'r--');
%title({'Dynamic Response of System with Stiffeners and'; 'Mechanical Stop at different loads'});
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Vertical Height of Center Shaft (in.)');
xlim([0 0.5]);
ylim([0 9]);
grid on;
hold on
plot(Time, D7_6, 'b--');
plot(Time, D12, '--', 'color', darkg);
plot(Time, D13_7, '--', 'color', darkm);
plot(Time, D20_4, '--', 'color', darky);
legend('3.2 Lbs.', '7.6 Lbs.', '12 Lbs.', '13.7 Lbs.', '20.4
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Appendix D: Budget Overview

Type of Sponsorship

Part

Grant
Grant
Grant
Monetary

Freedom Field Energy
Part
Monetary
Dean Money

Source
USOAR - OSEEL
EYE - NIU Honor's Program
EYE - NIU Honor's Program
Freedom Field Energy

Freedom Field Energy
Dr. Erwin Hamm
NIU CEET
Fundraising
Part
Monetary
Monetary
Part
Parts (Solar Cart)

T-Shirt Sales
NIU CEET Machine Shop
Freedom Field Energy
NIU Senior Design Fund
Freedom Field Energy
Freedom Field Energy

Quantity/Donation Description
Rocker-Bogie Differential Research
Solar Panel Research
Rocker-Bogie Differential Research
Check
2 X Universal Solar WXS230P-US 230 W
Solar Panels ($345.00 each)
Biolite Solar Panel 5+
NIU Foundation Account
NIU Foundation Account
$15 per shirt, Square percentage take out.
215 Possible shirts to sell. Value is current
profit.
10" of 0.375" OD 316 Stainless
Check
$75 per Group Member
Dura 12-35C Led Acid Battery
See Cart Itemized List for specifics
$7,375.00
$6,014.32
$3,213.56

$2.62
$1,500
$375.00
$80.99
$2,360.00

$1,514.32

$79.95
$2,500.00
$2,000.00

$690.00

Yes
------No
Referenced if used

----

Yes
-------

No, Not on Rover. Base Station

Income/Sponsorships

Gross through NIU CEET
Gross through TCF
Gross Part Monetary Value
$13,389.32
$16,602.88
$10,889.32
$2,500.00
$4,875.00
$6,014.32

Expenses/Balance Updates

Monetary Value
Rover Limit Budget Applicable? (Donated Parts, etc)
$2,500.00
---$1,000.00
---$1,000.00
---$1,000.00
----

Gross Income
Gross w/ Monetary Value
Gross Available
Gross Unobtained
Gross Available in NIU CEET
Gross Available in TCF

Gross Expense (Exclude Travel)
$1,514.32
$597.36
$1,340.94
$1,894.86
$2,239.86
$2,268.46
$2,289.93
$2,324.80
$2,398.50
$2,487.25
$2,674.05
$3,332.21

Price Source

http://www.freecleansolar.com/Wanxiang-New-Energy-Solar-Panels-s/4433.htm
http://www.bioliteenergy.com/products/solarpanel-5-plus

http://www.onlinemetals.com/merchant.cfm?pid=4476&step=4&showunits=inches&id=7&top_cat=1

Technically Ok Since Tim still Need Pay

Need Reimbursement From Upstairs
Current T-Shirt Funds
$1,514.32
$1,501.40
$1,217.15
$1,125.35
$980.63
$928.71
$899.81
$830.04
$805.64
$684.78
$660.60

(Senior Design Funds are Separate)

Dipping into T-Shirt Funds

Senior Design Funds are Depleted
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B15GT9b5qy1XRTBTR2tqS2VXQk0

Still need to Pay

https://www.batteriesplus.com/battery/wheelchair-and-mobility/american-vermerien/all/slaa12=35c
Solar Cart Itemized Sheet

Net Available NIU CEET Funds Available TCF Available
$5,500.00
$3,000.00
$2,500.00
$4,902.64
$2,402.64
$2,500.00
$4,159.06
$1,659.06
$2,500.00
$3,605.14
$1,659.06
$1,946.08
$3,260.14
$1,659.06
$1,601.08
$3,231.54
$1,659.06
$1,572.48
$3,210.07
$1,659.06
$1,551.01
$3,175.20
$1,659.06
$1,516.14
$3,101.50
$1,659.06
$1,442.44
$3,012.75
$1,659.06
$1,353.69
$2,825.95
$1,659.06
$1,166.89
$2,167.79
$1,659.06
$508.73
$305.78

$3,535.16

$1,659.06

Cost
$1,514.32
$597.36
$743.58
$553.92
$345.00
$28.60
$21.47
$34.87
$73.70
$88.75
$186.80
$658.16

$1,964.84

$202.95

$290.02
$290.02
$290.02
$290.02
$157.70
$128.56
$65.52
-$19.64
-$42.27
-$42.27
-$76.80
-$76.80
-$76.80
-$248.80
-$248.80
-$248.80
-$248.80
-$248.80
-$286.59
-$311.40
-$349.60
-$805.60
-$820.60
$1,179.40
$962.19
$517.59
-$12.92
-$297.17
-$388.97
-$533.69
-$585.61
-$614.51
-$684.28
-$708.68
-$829.54
-$853.72
-$1,431.92
-$1,251.92
-$1,291.92

Receipt Number/Confirmation Number
Not Purchased Yet
92930393
1637656
100000859
48197
21551875
97753514137647289174
6BBFA81F7F4008A8
48935196
IJ284713
157025
C170100139

$1,659.06
$926.82
$849.33
$511.39
$511.39
$511.39
$511.39
$511.39
$511.39
$62.19
$62.19
$437.19
$1,937.19
$1,937.19
$1,411.72
$1,201.72
$1,078.50
$604.26
$604.26
$604.26
$604.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26
$229.26

Description
Travel
McMaster Carr Order
Online Metals
CTR-Elec ESCs
SuperDroid Robots
Lowes: L Channel
Walmart: Camera Tripod
TEC: Sheet Metal (Dan Reimbursement)
Digi-Key: Steering Pots
Pololu: Steering Motors
AndyMark
SDP SI (Tim)

$1,949.08
$1,216.84
$1,139.35
$801.41
$669.09
$639.95
$576.91
$491.75
$469.12
$19.92
-$14.61
$360.39
$1,860.39
$1,688.39
$1,162.92
$952.92
$829.70
$355.46
$317.67
$292.86
$254.66
-$576.34
-$591.34
$1,408.66
$1,191.45
$746.85
$216.34
-$67.91
-$159.71
-$304.43
-$356.35
-$385.25
-$455.02
-$479.42
-$600.28
-$624.46
-$1,202.66
-$1,022.66
-$1,062.66

Date
End of May, Beginning of June
12/12/16
12/12/16
12/23/16
12/23/16
1/4/17
1/4/17
1/4/17
1/4/17
1/4/17
1/4/17
1/4/17

$3,550.92
$4,283.16
$4,360.65
$4,698.59
$4,830.91
$4,860.05
$4,923.09
$5,008.25
$5,030.88
$5,480.08
$5,514.61
$5,514.61
$5,514.61
$5,686.61
$6,212.08
$6,422.08
$6,545.30
$7,019.54
$7,057.33
$7,082.14
$7,120.34
$7,951.34
$7,966.34
$7,966.34
$8,183.55
$8,628.15
$9,158.66
$9,442.91
$9,534.71
$9,679.43
$9,731.35
$9,760.25
$9,830.02
$9,854.42
$9,975.28
$9,999.46
$10,577.66
$10,577.66
$10,617.66

107-0418901-9155467, 107-55536264074635, 107-6578335-5306621
$15.76
$732.24
$77.49
$337.94
$132.32
$29.14
$63.04
$85.16
$22.63
$449.20
$34.53
$375.00
$1,500.00
$172.00
$525.47
$210.00
$123.22
$474.24
$37.79
$24.81
$38.20
$831.00
$15.00
$2,000.00
$217.21
$444.60
$530.51
$284.25
$91.80
$144.72
$51.92
$28.90
$69.77
$24.40
$120.86
$24.18
$578.20
$180.00
$40.00

$9,962.08

Amazon
Chinese Guy (elabbay)
c9909169795 1
McMaster Carr Order (Dan and Tim)
97357314
SDP SI Order (Dan)
C1701S0344
Online Metals
1660208
Tim Reimbursements cameras
103-3176105-8997829
Lowes Wall Mount Key Safe
Invoice: 41173
Walmart Hard Drive and Sharpie
7KZFT18HXUL
Amazon: Leaf Springs, Caliper, etc
See 4 Numbers in Amazon Sheet
Lowes Storage/Organization
21503353
McMaster Carr Order
98538034
HobbyTown
Can't Find Receipt
Added Senior Design Funds
---Added New Freedom Field Check
---HardKernel Odroid
HKI1702109489
Amazon Electrical
McMaster Carr
6952172
McMaster Carr
Amazon (Radios)
Best Buy (Ethernet Switch)
8930444692
Matt Reimbursement Amazon Splitters 11677518444737013, 11601761673700225
Dave McCoy Meeting Dan Pizza
11599
Wheel Order HobbyTown
376253-N-131
Auto Show Parking
248083
Added Eye Grant Money
Amazon Board Replacement and stuff
McMaster Carr (Solar Panel)
1492556
Amazon Solar Panels
113-1693576-6887458
McMaster (Arm Junk)
1784795
Sparkfun (Arm)
3662489
B&B Manufacturing (Arm)
6259
Amazon (Arm Pulley and Motor)
113-3464917-2901052, 113-0803488-0765831
Pololu Arm Motor
1J297102
SDP SI (Arm Belt)
C1704S0873
Pololu Arm Motor
1J298480
Johnson Plastics (Plaques)
2113671
HyVee (Cookies)
Thank You Dinner (Fattys)
Added Money from MEKK Team
Cash Payment Wildman Electronics

Added Dr. Hamm Money

Rover Applicable

1/4/17
1/4/17
1/6/17
1/6/17
1/6/17
1/9/17
1/9/17
1/9/17
12/22/16
01/15/17
01/17/17
01/28/17
01/31/17
02/06/15
02/10/17
02/10/17
02/10/17
02/13/17
02/13/17
02/13/17
02/15/17
02/17/17
02/16/17
02/17/17
02/18/17
02/22/17
04/05/17
04/05/17
04/11/17
04/11/17
04/11/17
04/11/17
04/11/17
04/19/17
04/23/17
04/28/17
04/28/17
04/28/17
04/28/17
04/28/17

Pending

Rest of Order From Eye Grants, Loan from Dean
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